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FINDINGOF NOSIGNIFICANTIHPACT
RADIOACTIVEANDNIXEDWASTEHANAGEHENTFACILITY

SANDIANATIONALLABORATORY,ALBUQUERQUE

PROPOSF_ACTION: The Departmentof Energy(DOE)has preparedan environmental

assessment(EA) (DOE/EA-0466)underthe NationalEnvironmentalPolicyAct (NEPA)of

1969for the proposedcompletionof constructionand subsequentoperationof a

centralRadioactiveand MixedWasteManagementFacility(RMWMF),in the southeastern

portionof TechnicalArea IIIat SandiaNationalLaboratory,Albuquerque(SNLA).

The RMWMF is designedto receive,store,characterize,conductlimitedbench-scale

treatmentof, repackage,and certifylow-levelwaste (LLW)and mixed waste (MW) (as

necessary)for shipmentto an offsitedisposalor treatmentfacility.

The RMWMFwas partiallyconstructedin ]989. Due to changingregulatory

requirements,plannedfacilityupgradeswouldbe undertakenas part of the proposed

action. These upgradeswould includepavingof roadsurfacesand work areas,

installationof pumpingequipmentand linesfor surfaceimpoundment,and designand

constructionof air locksand truckdecontaminationand watertreatmentsystems.

The proposedactionalso includesan adjacentcorrosiveand reactivemetalsstorage

area,and associatedroads and paving.

LLW and MW generatedat SNLAwould be transportedfromthe technicalareas to the

RMWMFin containersapprovedby the Departmentof Transportation.The RMWMFwould

not handlenonradioactivehazardouswaste.

ADDRESSESAND FURTHERINFORMATION:

Forcopiesof the EA or informationaboutthe proposedaction,contact:

SusanLacy,NEPA Point-of-Contact
KirtlandAreaOffice
U.S.Departmentof Energy
P.O.Box 5400
Albuquerque,NM 87115
(505)845-5542



For furtherinformationabout the DOE NEPA process,contact:

Carol Borgstrom,Director
Officeof NEPA Oversight
U.S. Departmentof Energy
1000 IndependenceAvenue,S.W.
Washington,DC 20585
(202)586-4600or (800)472-2756 _

ENVIRONMENTALIMPACTS: The completionof constructionand operationof the RMWMF

would have no significantimpacton the followingresources: Federalthreatenedor

endangeredspecies,state threatenedor endangeredspecies,floodplains,wetlands,

culturalresources,groundwater,or surfacewater.

No releasesof hazardousmaterialsare anticipatedfrom routineoperationsof-the

RMWMF. The greatestpotentialchemicalexposureto workerscould come from

inorganicsolventfumeswhen wastedrums are opened. However,virtuallyall

exposureto such fumeswould be eliminatedby a proposedhoodedventilationsystem.

The maximumannualradiationdose to an off-siteindividualfrom operationof the

RMWMF (at the IsletaGate, with no residentialpopulation)would be

].6 x ]0.3mrem/yr. The EPA NationalEmissionStandardis ]0 mrem/yr. The maximum

annualdose to a facilityworker,resultingfromreleaseof tritiumduring routine

operations,',ouldbe 1.7 x 10.2mrem/yr. Basedon the informationprovidedin the

EA, the healthrisks of such exposuresare trivial.

The maximumreasonablyforeseeableaccidentinvolvingthe RMWMFwould be an aircraft

crash resultingin the destructionof the facilityand a fire that consumesthe

combustiblecontentsof the facility. The estimatedprobabilityof such an accident

is 1.3 x ]O-6/yr.The calculatedeffectivedose equivalentfor the maximally

exposedoff-siteindividualfrom this'accidentwould be 0.38 rem. The maximumdose

to a facilityworker from this accidentwould be 11 rem. The crash would also

resultin the death or injuryof the aircraftcrew,passengers,and RWMWF personnel.

Takingaccountof the low probabilityof suchan event and the magnitudeof the

consequencesthat are relatedto the proposedaction,the total risk posed by the

accidentis small.
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ALTERNATIVESCONSIDERED:

o No Action. Under this alternative,LLW and MW would continueto be generated

in the SNLA technicaland test areas. The existingfacilitiesfor waste

handlingat the generatorsites cannot,however,providethe functions

requiredto satisfyapplicableenvironmentaland transportationrequirements

and the waste acceptancecriteriaof an off-sitedisposalfacility.

o DecentralizedWaste ManagementFacilities.Underthis alternative,all

requiredwaste storage,characterization,processing,packaging,and

certificationfunctionswould be conductedat the point of generationrather

thanat a centralizedRMWMF. Significantcost increasesover those of the

proposedactionwould resultwith no environmentalbenefitcomparedto the

proposedaction.

Three other alternativesto the proposedactionwere consideredand rejectedas

unreasonable:(I) immediateshutdownof all facilitiesgeneratingLLW;

(2)developmentof an onsite shallowburialfacilityfor LLW; and (3) use of

alternativetechnologiesfor waste treatment,suchas incineration.

DETERMINATION:Based on the analysisin the EA, the proposedcompletionof

constructionand operationof the RMWMF does not constituted major Federalaction

significantlyaffectingthe qualityof the humanenvironmentwithin the meaningof

NEPA. Therefore,preparationof an environmentalimpactstatementfor the proposed

action is not required.

Issuedat WashingtonD.C., O_/_jL_/ _ , 1993.
I

Acting Assistant Secretary
Environment, Safety and Health
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1.0 PURPOSE AND NEED

Sandia National Laboratories/New Mexico (SNL/New Mexico) is a research and development

(R&D) organization operated by Sandia Corporation, a prime contractor for the United States (U.S.)

Department of Energy (DOE). The corporation, which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of American

Telephone & Telegraph, provides service to the government on a nonprofit, no-fee basis. The major

responsibilities are national security and energy projects. The primary mission of SNL/New Mexico

is the design and development of non-nuclear portions of weapons systems, which includes designing

the arming, fusing, and firing systems used in nuclear bombs and warheads. Safety, reliability, and

survivability of weapon systems receive primary emphasis.

Nonweapon research programs include nuclear reactor safety studies for the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC); development of safe transport and storage systems for nuclear

materials; radioactive waste disposal techniques and site studies; pulsed power research;

thermonuclear fusion research; solar energy research; vertical axis wind turbine research; and fossil

fuel and geothermal energy research.

From 1957 to 1988, low-level radioactive waste (LLW) and mixed waste (MW) generated by

' various programs conducted by SNL/New Mexico were disposed of at the Mixed Waste Landfill

(MWL) disposal site located in Technical Area III at SNL/New Mexico. This site is no longer

available to accept LLW or MW for disposal due to DOE requirements prohibiting further disposal.

While the onsite land disposal site is closed by DOE standards, formal closure under the Resource

Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) will occur at a later date. SNL/New Mexico is currently

preparing an Action Plan pursuant to the requirements of DOE Order 5820.2A (DOE, 1988c) for

closure. SNL/New Mexico is currently following the RCRA Facility Inspection/Corrective Measures

Study process. As a result, SNL/New Mexico needs a facility that could receive, characterize,

process, repackage, certify, and store LLW and MW prior to shipment of the waste for offsite

treatment or disposal. This capacity is required to meet storage and treatment regulations and offsite

disposal facility requirements. At present, LLW and MW are stored under RCRA interim status at

generator storage sites or in containers above the inactive MWL disposal site.
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To meet this need, DOE is proposing to complete construction of and to operate a Radioactive

and Mixed Waste Management Facility (RMWMF) at SNL/New Mexico that would serve as a

centralized facility for receipt, characterization, compaction, limited bench-scale treatment (if

necessary), repackaging, certification, and storage of LLW and MW generated at the site. The

RMWMF would be used for extended storage until a low-level and mixed waste disposal site is

identified that could accept these materials. The volume of low-level and mixed waste would vary

depending on the storage time required before the waste could be shipped for disposal. In no case,

however, would the total activity exceed the amounts listed in Table 2-3 for the RMWMF without

prior DOE approval of a modification of the EA and the Safety Analysis Report. This facility would

enable SNL/New Mexico to handle and store the waste in compliance with applicable requirements of

Federal, State, and local environmental regulations, DOE Orders, and offsite waste acceptance

criteria. In addition, the new facility would allow SNL/New Mexico to prepare the waste for

shipment for treatment and disposal in accordance with specific requirements regarding waste

certification, packaging, and transports.

RCRA is a prima_ factor in the proposed operation of the RMWMF. While RCRA applies

only to hazardous waste, the State of New Mexico has received authority to regulate the hazardous

portion of MW under RCRA from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). DOE

submitted a RCRA Part A Permit Application to the State of New Mexico in September 1990. The

Pan B Permit Application will be prepared and submitted to the State when requested. SNL/New

Mexico is currently operating under interim status.
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2.0 DESCRIFFION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

Low-level waste and mixed waste are generated by weapons testing R&D as well as by

nonweapons R&D activities conducted in the technical areas of SNL/New Mexico. LLW is waste

that contains radioactivity and is not classified as high-level waste, transuranic (TRU) waste, spent

nuclear fuel, or by-product material (DOE, 1988c). MW refers to waste containing a mixture of

radioactive and hazardous contaminants as defined by RCRA. As the defit_ition indicates, the

classification of waste as LLW is not based explicitly on the activity levels of the waste, but on the

source and concentration of TRU and other radionuclides. Thus, the concentration of non-TRU

elements (and for gamma-emitters the external exposure rates) in LLW could vary significantly from

trace levels to very high levels. TRU waste is categorized differently and TRU waste is defined as

waste contaminated with alpha-emitting transuranic isotopes with half-lives greater than 20 years and

concentrations greater than 100 nanocuries (nCi, or 10.9 Ci) per gram (gin) of waste. High-level

waste and spent nuclear fuel are specifically excluded by this definition (DOE, 1986).

In order to minimize radiation exposures to both workers and the public, the methods for

handling, treating, storing, and shipping LLW is strongly dependent on the activity levels of the

waste. LLW and MW have historically been disposed of onsite at SNL/New Mexico by shallow-land

burial at the mixed waste landfill (MWL) in Technical Area III. This disposal facility is scheduled

for closure under the DOE Environmental Restoration (ER) Program and has not accepted LLW or

MW for disposal since December 1988 (SNL, 1989c). Both LLW and MW are currently being

stored onsite at generator locations and at the inactive disposal site until arrangements can be made

for offsite disposal or treatment in a permitted facility. The current inventory of this waste is

approximately 15,000 cubic feet (ft3). The Nevada Test Site (NTS) has been identified as a potential

offsite disposal facility in the SNL/New Mexico draft Waste Disposal Site Application (SNL, 1989d).

If NTS is unable to accept waste from SNL/New Mexico, another facility will be identified.

Because its present land disposal facility can no longer accept this waste, SNL/New Mexico

must identify a means by which LLW and MW can be pro0erly handled and stored. This section

describes the waste generated at SNL/New Mexico and the proposed approach to handling it to ensure

that all applicable Federal, State, and local requirements are met and that the health and safety of its

employees and surrounding populace are assured.
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The Proposed Action addressed by this EA is to complete construction and to operate a

facility at SNL/New Mexico to store, process, package, and certify LLW and MW for offsite

disposal. Also included as part of the Proposed Action are planned facilities upgrades consisting of:

• Installation of adjacent reactive metals and solvents storage containers;
• Paving of the main road and work surfaces to the facility gate;
• Installation of pumping equipment and lines for the surface impoundments;
• Design and construction of air-locks; and
• Design and construction of the truck decontamination and water treatment systems.

Alternatives to the Proposed Action analyzed by this EA are:

• No Action (continuation of current practice); and

• Decentralized LLW and MW management facilities located at points of waste
generation,

Waste Generation at SNL/New Mexico

LLW and MW are generated at five major technical areas and several remote areas within

SNL/New Mexico on Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB) (Figure 2-1) and at several offsite facilities.

Each technical area (Technical Areas I through V) has its own distinct operation.

Technical Area I is dedicated primarily to the design and development of weapons systems

and weapons systems components. Many diverse operations are conducted in Technical Area I at

several experimental laboratories. The generated waste includes:

• Residues from the preparation of samples of depleted uranium for electron
microscopy;

• Liquid scintillation cocktail vials with tritium, swipes, and other material containing
gamma contamination;

• Depleted uranium residues from machine shop operations;

• Classified weapons components with depleted uranium and trace amounts of tritium;

• Equipment contaminated with tritium and/or activation products;
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• Spent resins containing trace amounts of Cobalt-60 (6°Co); and

• Other waste with activation products or radioactive tracers (such as strontium or
technetium).

MW composed of depleted uranium, oils, solvents, cadmium, beryllium, lithium, and lead is

also generated.

Technical Area II is a small facility developed to support Technical Area I explosive testing

needs. Most of the currently-generated radioactive waste from Technical Area II is tritium (3H)-

contaminated debris. This waste includes electronic components contaminated with lead, trace

inorganic solvents, clean-up debris, decontamination materials, and contaminated equipment. Small

volumes of short-lived, proton-activated metal waste are also generated in this area.

Technical Area IIl comprises 20 test facilities, which include extensive environmental test

facilities (such as sled tracks, centrifuges, and a radiant heat facility). Activities are reviewed

separately under the NEPA to determine compliance. Several operations in Technical Area Ill

infrequently generate depleted uranium waste. This waste is usually in large pieces and is easily

removed, thereby posing minimal impacts to the environment and workers. MW may also contain

potentially-radioactive beryllium, lithium metals, and residues of explosive materials. All of these

testing areas have strict safe distances to which they adhere. Both the public and workers are

restricted from casual access. The inactive LLW and MW disposal site, scheduled for closure, is also

located in the area. Some LLW and MW may be retrieved from this site and stored at the RMWMF

during the closure process. All waste processed through the RMWMF would conform to spatial and

activity limits identified in the yet to be developed Waste Acceptance Criteria for the RMWMF. The

Waste Acceptance Criteria would be based on the RMWMF Safety Analysis Report (SNL, 1991a) and

DOE Order 5820.2A (DOE, 1988c).

Facilities in Technical Area IV are designed for inertial confinement fusion and pulsed power

research. Several accelerators are present in the area as well as a major new research facility, the

Strategic Defense Facility, which contains a decontamination laboratory. The LLW produced in

Technical Area IV generally consists of tritium-contaminated solid material and activated metals.

MW may include inorganic solvents, lithium metal, salts, and leads.
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Technical Area V facilities include electron beam accelerators, reactor facilities, an intense

gamma irradiation facility, a glove box facility, and a hot cell facility. Most of the waste generated

in this area is LLW consisting of contaminated equipment, high efficiency particulate air (HEPA)

filters, and clean-up materials. The reactors produce waste contaminated with fission products and

induced-activity. Other facilities generate enriched and depleted uranium-contaminated waste. Some

resins contaminated with 6°Co and Cesium-137 (_37Cs)are also produced. MW may include lead,

cadmium, and various solvents such as acetone, freon, and hexane. Uranium-contaminated lead and

cadmium and contaminated resins are also generated.

The remote test areas outside the main technical areas are located south and east of Technical

Area IU and in several canyons on the west side of the Manzano Mountains. Waste consisting of

weapons components and soils contaminated with depleted uranium is infrequently generated at these

remote areas. MW may include beryllium, lithium, mercury, and lead. Offsite test facilities at the

Tonopah Test Range (TTR), Yuma Proving Ground, Nevada Test Site (NTS), Kauai Test Facility

(KTF), and White Sands Missile Range also infrequently generate waste that is the responsibility of

SNL/New Mexico. Waste from these facilities may ultimately be packaged and stored at SNL/New

Mexico prior to its disposal. The annual accumulation of waste from offsite locations totals less than

100 ft3/year (yr).

In summary, most of the LLW and MW generated by SNL/New Mexico activities is

contaminated with low concentrations of fission products, induced-activity, or uranium-contaminated

materials. Obsolete, low-level, encapsulated, beta-gamma sources, as well as depleted uranium

shapes and waste from machining operations, comprise a small portion of the waste by volume.

Tritium-contaminated materials make up the largest activity component of the waste. Most of the

waste consists of contaminated equipment, combustible decontamination materials, and clean-up

debris. Most of the currently generated tritium waste, as well as uranium waste, comes from

facilities located in Technical Area I. Most of the induced-activity waste comes from Technical

Area V facilities.

The classified waste generated at SNL/New Mexico consists primarily of tritium-contamilhated

equipment, classified uranium shapes, and classified components. Most of the accountable nuclear

materials consist of depleted uranium although special nuclear materials (SNM), enriched uranium,
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and other types of accountable nuclear material (NM), tritium, enriched lithium, are also generated

from a number of SNL/New Mexico operations. The combined total volume of LLW and MW

streams is highly variable (3,000-100,000 fP/yr), but averages about 10,000 ft3/yr. Due to RMWMF

Waste Acceptance Criteria, not all LLW and MW could be accepted. While past activities (pre-1988)

have averaged approximately 10,000 fl3/yr, programmatic cutbacks in certain programs and waste

minimization efforts have reduced this average to 3,000 - 4,500 fP/yr (excluding decommissioning

and decontamination and Environmental Restoration (ER) generated waste). The maximum amount

that could be stored at any one time in the RMWMF is limited to 6,000 fP/yr. A summary ot

combined LLW and MW generated in recent years is presented in Table 2-1.

The MW generated at SNL/New Mexico consists primarily of lead contaminated with fission

products, _37Csand Cerium-144 ('_Ce), and activation products, Lithium-6 (6Li) and Sodium-24

(_Na), depleted uranium, or other radioactive materials. MW will include low-level radioactive,

TRU, and special case waste. Special case waste (including the 30,000 Ci of Strontium-90 (9°Sr)

noted in Table 2-1) would not be processed at the RMWMF if it does not meet the Waste Acceptance

Criteria (WAC). Radioactive waste solutions and debris, which may contain fission products and

alpha contamination (< 100 nCi/gm), are generated in the Technical Area V hot cell facilities. The

waste may contain SNM and NM, may be corrosive, and may have lead or solvent contamination.

Radioactive sources (gamma-emitting, beta, and neutron sources) often contain lead, beryllium, or

other hazardous materials.

Test units may contain depleted uranium, beryllium, lithium, or other hazardous components

and may be classified or contain accountable NM. They may also contain trace amounts of high

explosives or insensitive high explosives. Oils can be contaminated with depleted uranium and/or

beryllium and, potentially, with solvents. Proton-activated metals may be contaminated with lithium

(metal, nitrates, and hydroxide), solvents, or with other hazardous chemicals. Miscellaneous

radioactive waste from decontamination activities may also contain hazardous materials. In addition,

the continually changing nature of experiments at SNL/New Mexico would generate other forms of

MW (SNL, 1988d).

LLW contaminated with lead comprises the major portion of MW at SNL/New Mexico.

Some reactive waste, as well as a limited volume of solvents contaminated with radioactive materials,
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Table 2.1

Annual Generation of Low-Level Waste and
Mixed Waste at SNL/New Mexico"

Main Mass

Fiscal Radioactive Actit_y Volume pound
Year Constituents "" (C_) (ft J) Ob)

1987 U, 3H, 6°Co, '37Cs 530 33,845 2,020,854

1988 U, 3H, 6°C0, 137Cs 25 6,500 90,000

1989 U, 3H, 6°Co, 13_Cs 65 1,254 37,620

1990 U, 3H, _°Co, 137Cs 100 1,624 48,720

1991 U, 3H, _°Co, '37Cs 10 3,284 98,520

1992' U, 3H, 6°Co, t3_Cs 250 6,000 180,000

9°Sr 30,000 106 4,994

1993t U, 3H, _°Co, 137Cs 250 6,000 180,000

" 1989 Waste Management Site Plan (SNL, 1988d) and 1991 Waste
Management Site Plan (SNL, 1990).

"" Isotope acronym not previously defined: U = uranium.

* Information for 1992 and 1993 is projected data based on past

operations. Future waste management practices and new operations at

SNL/New Mexico are expected to change these values. Specific

information of annual generation of activity levels, volume, and mass

is no longer produced. The SNL/New Mexico Waste Management

Site Plan is no longer produced in favor of the Site-Specific Plan,

Implementation of Five-Year Planfor Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (SNL, 1991b).

is also generated. The volume of MW varies greatly from year to year, but in fiscal year 1988 the

volume of lead-contaminated waste alone was approximately 1,400 ft3, more than 20 percent of the

volume of LLW generated that year (SNL, 1988d). The remaining MW forms constituted a relatively
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small additional volume as compared with the lead-contaminated waste. Increased awareness and

characterization of MW laboratory-wide is expected to increase the percentage of the waste classified

as MW. In addition, more restrictive requirements may increase the percentage of waste that must be

classified as MW. These factors, together with new waste forms resulting from planned facilities at

SNL/New Mexico would result in a substantial increase in the percentage of radioactive waste that

would be classified as MW. The future average annual volume of MW could comprise up to

80 percent of the projected total LLW plus MW volumes.

2.1 Alternative 1: No Action

Under the No Action Alternative, LLW and MW would continue to be generated in the

SNL/New Mexico technical and test areas as in the past, and SNL/New Mexico would have no

centralized waste handling facility for storage, characterization, segregation, repackaging, and

certification of this waste. The existing storage sites at each waste generator location are currently

listed on the RCRA Part A Permit. The State of New Mexico received authority to regulate MW

under RCRA on July 25, 1990. Under the No Action Alternative, the generator sites would be

identified as storage sites on the Part B Permit Application, but no additional waste handling or

treatment capabilities would be added to the generator sites.

Because of the DOE decision to terminate onsite disposal of LLW and MW at SNL/New

Mexico, it is necessary to ship SNL/New Mexico waste offsite for disposal. However, the existing

facilities for waste handling at the generator sites cannot provide waste characterization, segregation,

treatment, and packaging functions required to satisfy applicable environmental and transportation

requirements and Waste Acceptance Criteria of the offsite disposal facility (SNL, 1989d). As a

result, SNL/New Mexico would be in the position of generating and storing waste at generator or

temporary storage sites with no means for shipping it to an offsite disposal facility.

2.2 Alternative 2: Decentralized Waste Management Facilities

Under this alternative, all required waste storage, characterization, processing, packaging, and

certification functions would be conducted at the point of generation rather than at a centralized

facility. Separate storage facilities for LLW and MW would be required in the waste generation areas
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to prevent mixture of the two waste types. Waste would be stored for a sufficient time prior to

packaging to optimize waste shipments. The treatment and packaging of waste would be conducted

by staff assigned to each waste generation facility or, in some instances, by individuals serving more

than one facility.

Each of these separate waste processing facilities would require compactors and shielded

storage rooms, as well as appropriateventilation and radiation monitoring systems. It is anticipated

that the space requirement for the storage, processing, and packaging functions in the waste-

generating areas would be provided from a reallocation of existing space, where possible, and the

construction of new additions to each facility, where necessary. In many instances, construction of

new facilities would be required in order to satisfy health and safety and RCRA requirements for

permitting each of these separatefacilities. Waste volumes for these facilities would be highly

variable and difficult to predict because they are research and development facilities with a broad

range of projects.

Significant cost increases over the Proposed Action would result from construction of these

multiple facilities, the duplicate staff assigned, the increase in administrative burden of having to

obtain separate RCRA permits, and the diffuse nature of the operations. Each waste-generating

facility would be required to have a processing capability and the facility would have to be large

enough to accommodate the largest volume and various types of waste anticipated.

2.3 Alternative 3: Proposed Action (Preferred Alternative)

The Proposed Action consists of the operation of a central RMWMF designed to receive,

characterize, store, conduct limited bench-scale treatment, repackage, and certify LLW and MW (as

necessary) for shipment to an offsite disposal or treatmentfacility. Waste shipped to an offsite

disposal facility must satisfy the waste acceptance criteria of that facility. Offsite treatment and

disposal facility waste acceptance criteria apply to waste form and other characteristics, contaminant

types, package and concentration limits, and documentation. Future restrictions will be imposed on

the nature of the waste by the published land disposal restrictions (LDR) which will require treatment

of some waste prior to disposal. SNL/New Mexico would incorporate LDR requirements into the

operating procedures (currently in preparation) used in the proposed facility as a means of compliance
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with LDR requirements. It is not the intent of the RMWMF to satisfyall waste acceptancecriteria

for land disposal; some waste may need to be sent to an offsite treatmentfacilityprior to its disposal.

Rather, RMWMF operationswouldprovide wastecharacterizationinformation needed to determine

whetherthe waste satisfies offsitedisposalfacility criteria and wouldprovide some limited waste

treatment. Although the RMWMF would not necessarilyprovide all treatmentnecessary to satisfy the

LDR, no operations would be conductedat the facilitywhich restrict any options for treatment or

disposal. LLW and MW generatedat SNL/New Mexico would be transported from the technical

areas to the RMWMF in Departmentof Transportation(DOT)-approvedcontainers, consistent with

the guidance for onsite transportationof hazardousmaterials and hazardouswaste (SNL, 1989b).

Hazardouswaste thatdoes not contain radioactivecontaminantswill continue to be managed

separatelyand will not be handledby the RMWMF. SNL/New Mexico hassubmitted a Part A

Permit Applicationto the State of New Mexico and a Part B Permit Applicationwill be prepared and

filed when requested by the State. Both permits will includethe MW storage andhandlingoperations

in the RMWMF, as well as existing storageand handlingoperationsat the waste generator sites.

2.3.1 Description of the Radioactive and Mixed Waste Management Facility (RMWMF)

The RMWMFwas constructedin 1989in the southeasternportionof TechnicalArea Ill. An

artist's renderingof theexisting7500 ft2 steel and concretefacilityis shown in Figure 2-2, aad the

interiorlayoutof the facility is shown in Figure2-3. Spacewas allocatedfor storageareas, a staging

andpackagingarea, offices, and changingrooms. The design of the facility (with proposed

constructionmodifications)incorporatesall applicablerequirementsfromRCRA, OccupationalSafety

andHealth Administration(OSHA),and DOEOrdersfor the handlingand storageof LLWand MW.

Plannedfacilities upgrades,consistingof pavingof the roadsurfacesandworkareas, installationof

pumpingequipmentand lines for the surfaceimpoundment,designand constructionof air-locks, and

designand constructionof the truckdecontaminationand watertreatmentsystems wouldbe completed

uponconclusionof the NEPA process.

The staging and packagingarea containsa small laboratoryfor waste screeningand sampling,

two drum compactorrooms for separate compactionof LLW and MW, and an area for bench-scale

solidificationor neutralizationof waste.
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Figure 2-2. Radioactive and Mixed Waste Management Facility



Figure 2-3. Layout of the Radioactive and Mixed Waste Management Facility



The storage area contains separate areas for storage of uranium waste, tritium waste, and

liquid waste, with LLW and MW segregated within these areas. The facility was designed and

constructed to store LLW and MW that is classified or contains Category III quantities of accountable

NM, as well as the unclassified waste. A portion of the staging/packaging area, as well as part of the

storage area, is allocated for LLW with external exposure rates at the container surface greater than

10 milliroentgenshaour (mR/hr). This high-activity waste (greater than 10 mR/hr) would require

more stringent controls on radiation exposure.

A negative pressure (below atmospheric) ventilation system was provided for both the storage

and staging/packaging area, with individual exhaust fans for each compactor. Air would be exhausted

from the building through a bank of HEPA filters equipped with prefilters to extend their life.

Tritium in very limited quantities would be the only radioactive gaseous emission. Because of the

minimal impact of these releases and operation under the As-Low-As-Reasonably-Achievable

(ALARA) principle, no removal system was provided. All exhaust air from the facility would be

discharged through a stack with a height of 30 ft above the facility roofline (SNL, 1988c).

An extensive air sampling and radiation monitoring system was provided in the facility design

and construction as well as a high purity breathing-air system supplied from rack-mounted compressed

air bottles fed by a compressor. The facility and associated structures have been enclosed in a

security-fenced area with access controls and would have routine security patrols (SNL, 1988b).

Reactive waste and solvents contaminated with radioactive waste would be stored in

commercially-available storage structures external to the _F. These structures would provide

protected storage and comply with the hazardous waste storage requirements (SSI, 1989). The

current plan for facility upgrades includes road and site paving, the addition of airlocks, two 10-ton

bridge cranes, a truck survey and decontamination station, a truck loading ramp, a covered shelter or

building for storage of packaging materials, an outside work area for packaging large items, and a

radioactively-contaminated water storage and treatment system (SNL, 1988a). The effects of

construction and use of these features are included within the impacts described in Section 4.0.

No LLW and MW liquid effluents would be released directly to the groundwater from theRMWMF on a routine basis or in case of an accident. A small amount of tritium is expected to be
I
1
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released to the air during normal operations at the RMWMF. The estimated maximum potential

release of 5 to 10 Ci has been estimated to produce an individual dose approximately 10,000 times

less than the EPA annual standard of 10 mrem (Section 4.5.2).

Potential accident scenarios were evaluated to assess the effects on surrounding populations of

a massive facility failure, compactor fire, and a fire in the radioactive waste storage area. The results

of this evaluation and the potential impacts of these abnormal events are discussed in Section 4.5.3.

The RMWMF receives water from KAFB wellwater system, which is independent from the City of

Albuquerque water system. Both systems extract water from the Rio Grande Basin aquifer_

A new lO-in polyvinyl chloride service line was extended to the facility from the existing

10-in tee, located north of Building 6911 (Figure 2-4). The new water line is a combination fire

protection and potable water line. A 6-in main line for fire protection was extended into the building.

From this line, a 2-in line provides potable water (SNL, 1988a; 1988b; 1988c).

2.3.2 Site Selection

A number of alternative sites for the facility (Figure 2-5) were evaluated by SNL/New

Mexico before construction began. These included the preferred site adjacent to and west of the

inactive chemical waste landfill (Site I); a second site adjacent to the inactive radioactive waste landfill

(Site II); a third site north of the inactive chemical waste landfill (Site III); and a fourth site near the

existing Hazardous Waste Management Facility in Area II (Site IV). The factors that were considered

in site selection are summarized in Table 2-2. The factors included proximity to hazard control areas

surrounding test facilities, security requirements due to the nature of the waste, consistency with

future development plans for other SNL/New Mexico facilities, and future expansion of the

radioactive waste management facility. All the alternative sites were located remote from KAFB and

Albuquerque International Airport operations, making this an indirect factor in site selection. Site I

was selected as the most desirable alternative based on criteria described above. This site meets the

criteria in the Guidelines for Nuclear Facility Sites in DOE/TIC - 11603, Rev. I, Nonreactor Nuclear

Facilities: Standards and Criteria Guide.
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Table 2-2

Radioactive and Mixed Waste Management Facility Site Selection

Sites'

Site Selection Criteria Site F" Site H Site 111 Site IV

Site availability 1t 4 1 1

Remoteness from
residential areas 1 2 2 3

Additional costs

(utilities, etc.) 3 2 ..! 1

Security 1 1 1 4

Consistent with

future development 1 4 2 3

Future expansion
possible 1 3 2 4

Proximity to hazard
control area 1 4 3 3

Water drainage 1 2 4 3

Near waste generators 2 2 2 3

" Site I -- Adjacent to and west of inactive chemical waste landfill,

Site II -- Adjacent to existing radioactive waste landfill,

Site III -- North of inactive chemical waste landfill, and

Site IV -- Near Hazardous Waste Facility, Area II (Figure 2-4).

" Preferred site.

t l--most desirable; 4--least desirable.
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2.3.3 RMWMF Operations

LLW and MW generated in the technical and remote areas at SNL/New Mexico would be

transported to the RMWMF in approved containers as required in the Onsite Transportation Manual

(SNL, 1989b). It is estimated that approximately 75 percent of these shipments would be in 55-gal

steel drums and 25 percent in 4 x 4 x 7-ft steel boxes. Each shipment would be accompanied by

documentation identifying the characteristics and the amount of waste being shipped as required by

both DOT and the EPA, as well as disposal facility requirements. A waste minimization and

characterization program is being implemented in all facilities generating LLW and MW consistent

with RCRA and DOE requirements (DOE, 1988c). Waste would be accepted from generators and

segregated by waste type for storage, as necessary, while awaiting processing, final packaging, and

certification. StandardOperating Procedures (RMWMF Starmp and Shutdown and RMW F Routine

Operation Verification Procedure) would be in place before the start of operations at the facility.

These procedures address control and monitoring of personnel exposure, facility operations, facility

administration, waste management, equipment operations, and transportation. To ensure compliance

with these procedures, a training program would be implemented that would identify personnel

qualifications, personnel selection procedures, and training requirementsand procedures.

Estimates were made of the hazardous and radioactive materials that might be handled by the

RMWMF and, through a risk-based analysis (Section 4.5), limits were placed on that inventory (SNL,

1991a). It is currently estimated that one-half of the packages handled and stored at the RMWMF

would contain MW. The maximum radionuclide inventory for the facility and the average and

maximum container quantities are in Table 2-3. The same information for hazardous contaminants is

in Table 2-4. Transportainers (approved containers for transportation)for reactives and solvent

materials located outside the RMWMF (Building 6920) would contain an :Lverageof 3.25 ft3 and a

maximum of 7.5 fP of reactives (lithium and/or sodium) contaminated with radionuclides. Table 2-5

is the inventory of reactive materials to be stored at the site. Average and maximum inventories for

containers of liquid waste stored in the facility are expected to be less than those for the average

drums listed in Table 2-3. Figure 2-6 illustrates the flow of LLW and MW through the facility. The

waste flow is described in the following sections.
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Table 2-3

Average and Maximum Container Inventories of Radioisotopes for the _"

Isotope" Fac_y Average Maximum Average Maximum
Total Drum Drum Box Box

JH 1,500 Ci 2.3 Ci 34 Ci 34 Ci 69 Ci
14C 1.00 Ci 1.5 mCi 23 mCi 23 mCi 46 mCi
_Na 250 Ci 383 mCi 5.7 Ci 5.7 Ci 11.5 Ci
UNa 250 Ci 383 mCi 5.7 Ci 5.7 Ci 11.5 Ci
s_Ci 1.00 Ci 1.5 mCi 23 mCi 23 mCi 46 mCi
SICr 25 Ci 38 mCi 574 mCi 574 mCi 1.1 Ci
S4Mn 50 Ci 77 mCi 1.1 Ci 1.1 Ci 2.3 Ci
_o 25 Ci 38 mCi 574 mCi 574 mCi 1.1 Ci
_Co 25 Ci 38 mCi 574 mCi 574 mCi 1.1 Ci
_Co 25 Ci 38 mCi 574 mCi 574 mCi 1.1 Ci
_Fe 50 Ci 3.4 Ci 52 Ci 52 Ci 103 Ci
eOCo 2,250 Ci 77 mCi 1.1 Ci 1.1 Ci 2.3 Ci
63Ni 100 Ci 153 mCi 2.3 Ci 2.3 Ci 4.6 Ci
6-_n 25 Ci 38 mCi 574 mCi 574 mCi 1.1 Ci
eKr 1.00 Ci 1.5 mCi 23 mCi 23 mCi 46 mCi
9°Sr 10 Ci 15 mCi 230 mCi 230 mCi 460 mCi
"°A8 1.00 Ci 1.5 mCi 23 mCi 23 mCi 46 mCi
_[ 0.10 Ci 0.15 mCi 2.3 mCi 2.3 mCi 4.6 mCi
tuBa 5.00 Ci 7.7 mCi 115 mCi 115 mCi 230 mCi
mCs 5.00 Ci 7.7 mCi 115 mCi 115 mCi 230 mCi
mCs 1,000 Ci 1.5 Ci 23 Ci 23 Ci 46 Ci
'_Ce 0.10 Ci 0.15 mCi 2.3 mCi 2.3 mCi 4.6 mCi
144Ce 0.10 Ci 0.15 mCi 2.3 mCi 2.3 mCi 4.6 mCi
mPm 0.10 Ci 0.15 mCi 2.3 mCi 2.3 mCi 4.6 mCi
_S'_u 1.00 Ci 1.5 mCi 23 mCi 23 mCi 46 mCi
tgtAu 1.00 Ci 1.5 mCi 23 mCi 23 mCi 46 mCi
_Hg 1.00 Ci 1.5 mCi 23 mCi 23 mCi 46 mCi
wtBi 1.00 Ci 1.5 mCi 23 mCi 23 mCi 46 mCi
2°sBi 0.10 Ci 0.15 mCi 2.3 mCi 2.3 mCi 4.6 mCi
21°po 1.00 Ci 1.5 mCi 23 mCi 23 mCi 46 mCi
mPb 10.0 Ci 15 mCi 230 mCi 230 mCi 460 mCi
z_2Th 0.10 Ci 0._5 mCi 2.3 mCi 2.3 mCi 4.6 mCi
mU 3.78 Ci 5.8 mCi 87 mCi 87 mCi 0.17 Ci
_U 5.00 Ci 7.7 mCi 115 mCi 115 mCi 230 mCi
Z3sU 1.50 Ci 2.3 mCi 34 mCi 34 mCi 69 mCi
_U 10 Ci 15 mCi 230 mCi 230 mCi 460 mCi
mPu 2.00 Ci 3.1 mCi 46 mCi 46 mCi 92 mCi
z39Pu 2.00 Ci 3.1 mCi 46 mCi 46 mCi 92 mCi
24°Pu 2.00Ci 3.1 mCi 46 mCi 46 mCi 92 mCi
U_Pu 50.0 Ci 77 mCi 1.1 Ci 1.1 Ci 2.3 Ci
242Pu 0.10 Ci 0.15 mCi 2.3 mCi 2.3 mCi 4.6 mCi
UlAm 0.10 Ci 0.15 mCi 2.3 mCi 2.3 mCi 4.6 mCi
U4Cm 0.10 Ci 0.15 mCi 2.3 mCi 2.3 mCi 4.6 mCi
_Cf 1.00 Ci 1.5 mCi 23 mCi 23 mCi 46 mCi

" Refer to Appendix D for Dose Conversion Factors.
" Isotope acronyms not previously def'med: Ag-silver, Am-americium, Au-gold, Ba-barium, Bi-Bismuth, C-Carbon,

Cf-Californium, CI-Chlorine, Cm-curium, Cr-Chromium, Eu-europium, Fe-iron, Hg-mercury, l-iodine, Kr-Krypmn,
Mn-manganese, Ni-nickel, Pb-lead, Pm-Promethium, Po-polonium, Pu-plutonium, Th-thorium, and Zn-zinc.
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Table 2-4

Facility and Container Inventories of Hazardous Materials

FacUUy
Total Average Maximum Average Maximum

Kilograms Drum Drum Box Box
Material (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (kg)

i i

Cadmium 2.2x 103 3.4 50 50 I00

Lead I.Ix I04 17.0 250 250 500

Mercury 793 1.2 18 18 36
Arsenic 120 0.2 2.8 2.8 5.5

Beryllium 250 0.4 5.7 5.7 11.5

Table 2-5

Inventory of Reactive Materials at the Radioactive and
Mixed Waste Management Facility Site

Average Maximum Total Total
Material Drum Drum SSB" Facility

Lithium 4.6 69 kg 111 kg 111 kg

Sodium 8.4 126 kg 202 kg 202 kg

" SSB is Safe Storage Building - Each building holds 24 drums.
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Arrival

When a waste shipment arrives at the RMWMF (to the east of the staging area, inside the facility

fence), a determination would be made as to whether the waste meets the RMWMF requirements for

acceptance and storage. All waste packages are surveyed for radiation and external contamination.

The determination also includes, but is not restricted to, a review of the characterization data provided

by the waste generator to establish type of waste, compatibility of the waste with storage

requirements, completeness of the characterizationdata, compatibility of the waste with disposal site

acceptance criteria, and suitability of the waste packaging including the size and fullness of the waste

package. If the waste satisfies all relevant waste acceptance criteria (to be developed) for storage, it

would be moved into the appropriatestorage area. For example, reactive waste and solvents

contaminated with radioactive waste would be stored in structures external to the RMWMF but within

the facility fence line (about 40 ft NW of the RMWMF); other LLW and MW would normally be

stored in the RMWMF.

If the waste cannot be accepted immediately for storage, the waste package would be transferred

to the southeast bay doors and would temporarily be stored in the waste staging area. If the waste is

high-activity waste, the waste package would be temporarily stored in the shielded, high-activity

staging area. Once an adequate quantity of waste is accumulated in the staging area for a particular

process or for repackaging, the waste packages would be moved from the staging area to the process

area. All waste packages would be surveyed prior to handling to ensure compliance with Standard

Operating Procedures (SOPs).

Waste Package Opening

Waste packages accepted into the staging area for some types of processing would normally

require the opening of the package. Because the opening of a waste package has the potential for

causing serious adverse health effects, all waste package opening would be done under strict

administrative control. Waste packages would be either opened in glove boxes or in temporary

containment tents. Appropriate personnel-protective equipment would be used and equipment would

be available to repackage, shield, or contain the waste immediately if any problems arise during waste

package opening. Health physics surveillance would be continuous for all waste package opening
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activities and the Standard Operating Procedure for Package Opening, Segregation and Repackaging

and Storage of Radioactive and Mixed Waste at the RMWMF would be strictly followed.

Comt_ction

Separate compactors are available for LLW and MW in the RMWMF. The MW compactor

would be permitted under the RCRA Part B Permit for the facility. Waste accepted for compaction

would be either kept in the original container or added to a container with compacted waste.

Historically, about 20 percent of the waste generated at SNL/New Mexico is compactible. The waste

accepted for compaction must be compactible and should not contain any hardware, aerosol or paint

cans, or plastic bottles. Compaction would strictly follow the requirements contained in the Standard

Operating Procedures for Waste Compaction.

MixingSolidification

A small amount of the waste accepted at the facility would require stabilization or solidification.

Stabilization involves the addition of a fixative agent, such as cement, to powdered or granulated

material (i.e._ as metallic fines). Solidification refers to a similar process applied to liquid waste.

These processes would only be performed on a bench-scale basis and would not require permitting

separate from the RCRA Part B Permit for the facility. Bench-scale is a phrase used to describe a

process which uses small amounts of material. Liquid volumes of solvents would be limited to less

than 1 gal at any one time during the mixing/solidification process. The mixer and solidification

equipment would be located in the southwest end of the facility. Waste packages containing waste to

be stabilized or solidified would be moved to the west end and the process would be performed in a

ventilated area under strict health and safety controls. The largest waste package accepted for these

processes would be a 55-gal drum. Potential hazards during these processes include spills,

exothermic reactions, splash hazards, and industrial hazards. To minimize these potential hazards, all

mixing, solidification, and stabilization activities would be carried out in strict accordance with the

Standard Operating Procedure for Processing and Stabilizing Radioactive and Mixed Waste at the

RMWMF.
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Neutralization

Some of the waste to be accepted at the facility would require neutralization. This would be

done on a bench-scale basis only and would not require permitting separate from the RCRA Part A or

B Permit for the facility. Volumes less than 1 gal may be neutralized at the facility; all larger

volumes would be neutralized by the generator. Potential hazardsduring neutralization include spills,

splashes, and reactions. To minimize the potential hazards, all applicable SOPs would be followed.

Repackaging

Repackaging necessarily involves package opening, which has been discussed previously. Once

waste is repackaged in a container, the container would be closed and surveyed. If acceptable, the

container would be transported to the waste storage area of the facility. All waste repackaging would

be carried out in accordance with the requirementsof the StandardOperating Procedures for Package

Opening, Segregation and Repackaging and Storage of Radioactive and Mixed Waste at the RMWMF.

Storage Area Operations

The north half of the RMWMF is dedicated to temporary storage of radioactive and mixed waste

awaiting transport to an offsite waste treatment or disposal facility. Storage operations would be

conducted in accordance with all applicable DOE Orders, Federal and State regulations, compliance

agreements if appropriate, and the Standard Operating Procedure for Storage of Radioactive and

Mixed Waste (Reactive, Flammable, Classified, and Accountable) at the RMWMF.

When waste arrives at the RMWMF and meets all necessary facility and offsite shipping and

disposal requirements or has been through the staging areas of the RMWMF and then meets these

requirements, the waste would be stored in the dedicated storage area until an offsite disposal facility

is available. High-activity waste would be stored in a shielded storage area located in the northeast

section of the facility. Waste would be moved into and out of the high-activity storage area through

the bay doors on the eastern side of the storage area. The western two-thirds of the storage area has

been divided into sections for storage of different types of low-activity waste. There is a dedicated

section for uranium storage, liquid storage, tritium storage, and miscellaneous storage. The liquid
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storage area would be used to store liquid mixed waste, which could be sent offsite for treatment or

disposal. All storage areas have been zoned and marked as appropriate, and all storage activities

would comply with all health, safety, and regulatory requirements.

Waste would be processed for shipment to the offsite disposal facility as soon after receipt as

possible to minimize potential storage hazards. A final certification of the waste would be performed

at the RMWMF to document the characteristics of the waste in accordance with the offsite disposal

facility requirements. In some instances MW may require treatment (incineration for solvent MW) by

processes not available at the RMWMF to satisfy LDR, under RCRA requirements for acceptance at a

disposal facility. This would necessitate shipment to an offsite treatmentfacility. All waste would be

packaged and labeled for shipment in accordance with DOT regulations (SNL, 1989d).

2.4 Alternatives Considered and Eliminated From Detailed Analysis

Three alternatives to the Proposed Action were considered and rejected as unreasonable. First,

immediate shutdown of all facilities generating LLW and MW would not be consistent with the

mission assigned to SNL/New Mexico by the DOE. Additionally, such a shutdown would not

completely obviate the need for waste treatment and packaging, as a considerable inventory of waste

is currently in storage at many generating facilities at the site. In addition, closure of previously-used

waste storage and disposal facilities may result in the recovery of some LLW or MW materials that

require treatment or packaging for offsite disposal.

Second, alternate technologies for waste treatment at SNL/New Mexico, such as incineration,

were considered. Incineration could reduce the volume of waste shipped for offsite disposal, but the

benefits of waste reduction with this method would not offset the environmental impacts and economic

costs of conducting that treatment at SNL/New Mexico. Thus, this alternative was rejected.

Third, the possibility of developing an onsite shallow burial facility for LLW was considered.

MW would continue to be processed for treatment or disposal. However, LLW and MW processing,

characterization, and certification comparable to that proposed for the RMWMF would still be

necessary, so this alternative does not negate the need for a facility comparable to the RMWMF.

This alternative was, therefore, rejected.
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

The RMWMF site is located in Technical Area III, one of five technical areas and several

remote environmental test areas situated in the eastern half of KAFB (Figure 2-1).

More specifically, the site of the RMW F is in T.9N R.4E Section 29 SE1/4 SE1/4. The

physiographic setting of the site is an undissected alluvial surface with a gradual westward slope of

approximately 2 percent. The soils range from a fine sandy loam to a gravelly sandy loam. The

RMWMF has been constructed on 1.2 hectares (3 acres) within the 4-hectare (10-acre) area disturbed

by construction activities. Existing roads bound the east and south sides of the site. Approximately

1.2 hectares (3 acres) of the site have been cleared of vegetation. The remaining area of natural

vegetation is moderately disturbed by vehicle tracks and some debris. Although most of the area

surrounding the RMWMF site is still relatively undisturbed, a variety of small structures and land

disturbances exist east, northeast, and west of the site. The RMWMF site is part of the Technical

Area III testing complex.

The nearest metropolitan population center to KAFB and SNL/New Mexico is Albuquerque,

New Mexico, located along the northern base boundary. The Isleta Indian Pueblo and neighboring

communities border KAFB to the south and represents the next nearest population center [population

(4,460) personal communication with Isleta Census Bureau]. A total population of 571,677 people

(1990 census) live within an 80 kilometer (kin) [50 mile (mi)] radius of the site (SNL, 1992).

Distances from the proposed site to the nearest KAFB housing and the nearest Albuquerque residential

housing are approximately 9.2 km (5.8 mi) and 8.5 km (5.3 mi), respectively. The site lies about

2.8 km (1.8 mi) from the nearest KAFB boundary.

The existing environment is discussed with respect to the resource areas listed below:

• Earth Resources: Hydrology, Geology, Soils (Section 3.1);
• Atmospheric Conditions: Climate, Air Quality, Noise (Section 3.2);
• Biological Resources: Vegetation, Wildlife (Section 3.3);
• Cultural Resources (Section 3.4);
• Land Use: Existing Land Use, Transportation (Section 3.5); and
• Social and Economic Conditions (Section 3.6).
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3.1 Earth Resources

3.1.1 Hydrology

Surface Water

Surfacewaterflow fromthe proposedRMWMFsite andSNL/NewMexico is generally

towardtheRio Grandevia TijerasArroyo(Figure3-1). The site on the EastMesa is relativelyflat,

has a generallywest-southwesterlygroundsurfaceslope, and ,:ontainsno surfacewateror wetlands.

The site is locatedabovethe floodplainand drainsby sheetflow into smallgullies duringheavy

precipitationevents. Sheetflow ultimatelyentersTijerasArroyo,whichis locatedabouttwo miles to

the northof the RMWMF,then proceedsto the Rio Grande(ERDA, 1977). Mostof the waterdoes

not reachthe riverbecauseof percolationand evapotranspirationenroute. Thereare no other surface

drainagesnearthe site. TijerasArroyoflows only duringspringsnowmeltor following localized

thunderstorr_s(COE, 1979). The Rio Grandeflows southwardthroughthe City of Albuquerqueand

lies approximately11 km (7 mi) to the westof the proposedRMWMFsite. Averageflow in theRio

Grandefrom 1967 to 1977 was about1.01 x 109cubicmeters(m3)/yr(816,000 acre-ft/yr)(COE,

1979).

Groundwater

The underlyingwatertableoccursat a depthof about150 m (492 ft) in the basin fill material

of theRio Grande. These fan depositsand other alluvialmaterialof Quaternaryand Tertiaryages

makeup the subsurfacereservoir. Theexistinggroundwaterreservoiris boundedon the east by the

SandiaandManzanoMountainsandon the westby the Lucerouplift (ERDA, 1977). Groundwater

below the site is not confinedin a closedaquifer. Rather, it has a watertable andmoves with local

hydraulicgradientsrelativeto local permeabilities.

Groundwaterreservoircharacteristicswere studiedby the WaterResourcesDivision of the

U.S. GeologicalSurveyin cooperationwith the StateEngineerof New Mexico (Reederet al., 1967).

The somewhatirregularwatertableslopes towardthe Rio Grandeon both sides of the riverand has a

slight downstreamcomponent. Overallgradientwithin the watertable is about2 m/kin (10 ft/mi),
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but there are local intrusions caused primarily by the presence of deep wells. In the middle part of

the East Mesa, transmissivity is estimated at about 1240 m2 [I00,000 gallon (gal)/day/ft] with a

storage coefficient of about 0.2 (COE, 1979).

Groundwater generally moves from north to south, parallel to flow in the Rio Grande (in the

shallow zone that lies above an altitude of 1463 m or 4800 ft). Deep-zone groundwater (below an

altitude of 1463 m or 4800 ft) generally moves from the northwest to the east and southeast (Kues,

1986).

The subsurface reservoir is rechargedprimarily from the Rio Grande and, to a lesser degree,

at the foot of the mountains where coarse alluvium occurs at the openings of small canyons.

Recharge is nearly nonexistent from percolation through soils overlying the water table. Moisture, in

the form of rain or snowmelt, flows into gullies that feed Tijeras Arroyo and the Rio Grande,

evaporates, or is transpired by the local vegetation. The significance of Tijeras Arroyo as a source

recharge to the shallow groundwater zone is unknown (Kues, 1986).

Analytical results for groundwater collected from wells at SNL/New Mexico conform to EPA

drinking water standards (Millard et al., 1987, 1988). Samples of groundwater collected from wells

on the East Mesa are all considered fresh (Bjorldund and Maxwell, 1961). This consideration is

based on the ratio of the dissolved solids content [in parts per million, (ppm)] to the specific

conductance [micro-ohms per centimeter (cm)], an average of 0.7. The classification of this water

with respect to salinity is less than 1000 ppm dissolved solids, or "fresh" as defined in Krieger et al.,

1957. The low salinity is attributable to sediments underlying the East Mesa that are largely derived

from hard rocks containing relatively small amounts of readily soluble material. The total dissolved

solids of most East Mesa water samples is less than 300 ppm. Calcium, sodium, and bicarbonate

represent the principal ions (Bjorklundand Maxwell, 1961).

3.1.2 Geology

SNL/New Mexico is located on the East Mesa, which lies along the eastern portion of the

Albuquerque-Belen Basin, one of a series of basins comprising the ._io Grande trough. The Sandia

and Manzano Mountains border the basin to the east, with the Lucero uplift and Puerto Plateau
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representin: the western boundary. Generally, the northern basin limits lie at the Nacimiento uplift,

and the Socorro channel represents the southern basin limit. Basin deposits have been laid down in a

sequence of complex layers since the late Miocene epoch (5 to 23 million years ago), when large-

scale faulting, deepening of the basin, and tilting of the bordering mountains occurred.

Stratigraphy

Poorly consolidated cenozoic deposits resulting from erosion of the surrounding mountains,

from the surrounding plateaus, and from sediments brought in by the ancestral Rio Grande make up

the Albuquerque-Belen Basin. These deposits are known as the Santa Fe formation which underlies a

relatively thin veneer of gravels known as the Oniz Gravel. The Ortiz Gravel is predominantly an

alluvial fan deposit while the Santa Fe formation consists of unconsolidated paled fanglomerates

interfingering with river deposits of sand, clay, silt, and calcite deposits. This formation extends

from about 100 ft below the surface to a depth of approximately 9,000 ft below SNL/New Mexico

where it rests on mesozoic sedimentary rocks (Kelly, 1977). The precambrian basement is

encountered at a depth of approximately 12,000 ft.

No mineral claims are held on SNL/New Mexico and no minerals of commercial value or

demand are known to exist at the proposed RMWMF site.

Seismology

Albuquerque and the surrounding area are located in Seismic Risk Zone 2, a region that can

be expected to receive moderate earthquakedamage (Figure 3-2). The amount of damage

corresponds to Intensity VII of the Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale of 1931 (people fleeing

buildings; damage to buildings varying depending on construction; and observations by auto drivers).

Ten earthquakes of Intensity VII have occurred in New Mexico in the last 100 years, two of

which occurred in Albuquerque. The worst earthquake on record for the vicinity had an epicenter to

the west of the Rio Grande and occurred on January 4, 1971. This earthquake had a magnitude of

4.7 on the Richter Scale. There has been no documented damage from earthquakes to SNL/New

Mexico facilities (DOE, 1988b).
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The basin in which SNL/New Mexico facilities are situated is bounded on the east and west

by complex fault zones that generally underlie the surface but are exposed along the edges of the

mountains. The series of faults at the face of the Sandia and Manzano Mountains have a vertical

displacement of at least 6100 m (20,000 f-t)which took place from Miocene to recent times. Several

faults (e.g., Hubbel Springs, Manzano) show evidence of movement during the Holocene times, but

there is no evidence of movement within historical times (Machette, 1982). The strongest seismic

activity along the Rio Grande occurs in the mountains west of Socorro, New Mexico, 120 km (75 mi)

south of Albuquerque. This seismic activity occurs along faults typically parallel and structurally

related to the Albuquerque area faults.

All buildings at SNL/New Mexico, including the _F, have been built to the

specifications of Seismic Risk Zone 2, as specified in the Uniform Building Code, 1985 Edition. The

largest shock expected to occur in the project area over a 100-yr period would be predicted at a

magnitude of 6.0 on the Richter Scale (Sanford et al., 1972).

3.1.3 Soils

The MWMF has been constructed on the relatively level soils of East Mesa. East Mesa

soils were formed in old unconsolidated alluvium, modified by wind, and are described as a portion

of the Madurez-Wink Association (SCS, 1977). Two soils series are common to the site and vicinity.

These are Embudo gravelly fine sandy loam and Wink fine sandy loam.

Embudo soils are deep, well-drained soils formed in alluvium derived from decomposed,

coarse-grained, granitic rocks on old alluvial fans (SCS, 1977). Embudo soils are moderately

alkaline. Runoff from these soils is medium with a moderate water erosion hazard.

Wink soils are deep, well-drained soils formed in old unconsolidated alluvium modified by

wind (SCS, 1977). Wink soils are calcareous and moderately alkaline. Runoff from these soils is

medium with a moderate water erosion hazard.

Both soil series fall under the dryland capability classification. Such soils are unsuitable for

cultivation or are severely limited unless protective cover is maintained to prevent erosion.
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3.2 Atmospheric Conditions

3.2.1 Climate

The general climate of Albuquerque is an arid continental type. Rainfall is scarce and

averages approximately 20 cm (8 in) per year. Winters are characteristically very dry, whereas most

moisture occurs during the summer months in the form of brief, but possibly heavy, thunderstorms

(ERDA, 1977). The maximum observed precipitation in 24 hours occurred in September 1955 when

4.9 cm (1.92 in) were recorded (NOAA, 1988). Since thundershowers move with the prevailing

winds aloft, thundershower activity could result in considerable precipitation upland from the

RMWMF. Localized flooding may result from this concentrated activity and water may run high in

arroyos in the area. Because Technical Area M is situated on ground higher than Tijeras Arroyo to

the northwest and Arroyo Del Coyote to the northeast, precipitation at Technical Area HI tends to run

off, rather than collect in the area. Similarly, Tijeras Arroyo collects runoff from the mountains and

diverts it from the area. Normal precipitation would not cause flooding at the MWMF site. In

addition, the site has been designed with proper grading and other measures to direct and control

water runoff.

Temperatures are characteristic of high, dry, continental climates. Daytime temperatures

average near 10 degrees Centigrade (°C) [50 ° Fahrenheit (*F)] during the winter. Daytime summer

maximums are generally less than 31°C (90OF) except during July. The air is normally dry with an

average annual humidity of about 46 percent. Sunshine is a predominant feature of the Albuquerque

area and is recorded during approximately 75 percent of daylight hours.

Prevailing winds are from the east. Rapid cooling at night results in strong temperature

inversions and strong drainage winds down Tijeras Canyon (Millard et al., 1987). The average

hourly wind velocity at Albuquerque airport (1949-1958) ranges from 11.4 km/hr [7 miles per hour

(mph)] in December to 17.7 km/hr (10.9 mph) during April. The annual surface wind speed and

direction for Technical Area M of SNL/New Mexico are in Figure 3-3. Small tornadoes were

observed in 1985 and 1987. Damage was light and no official wind readings were denoted. Based

on climatological records, Albuquerque is classified as a region of low tornado occurrence with an

annual probability of occurrence of approximately 5 x 106 per year (Coats and Murray, 1985).
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3.2.2 AiraUty

Routine release of radionuclides from SNL/New Mexico facilities is very small and is too low

to be measured in public locations (DOE, 1988b). SNL/New Mexico is currently conducting a site-

wide inventory of hazardous emissions.

Technical Area I is dedicated primarily to the design, research, and development of weapon

systems and limited production of weapon system components. Generally, the only potential

radioactive release from Technical Area I is tritium. Technical Area II is a small facility used for

explosive testing. Small amounts of SSKrgenerated by explosive testing have been vented from the

earth during fracture permeation tests. Due to the infrequent nature of testing operations, there have

been no fracture permeation tests in Technical Area II since 1979 (DOE, 1988b).

Technical Area III, the location of the RMWMF, comprises 20 test facilities. No radioactive

effluents are released through operations in this area.

A new facility in Technical Area IV, the Strategic Defenses Facility (SDF), is designed for

inertial confinement fusion research and pulsed power research. The PT2 accelerator is located at this

facility. A large accelerator, the Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator II (PBFA II), was completed in

1985. Gaseous tritium effluents may be released in the fusion research, starting in 1989. A large

accelerator facility (Simulation Technical Laboratory) housing several pulsed-power accelerators,

including HERMES III, was completed in 1986. HERMES IIl has been in operation since 1988.

Another new accelerator facility, SATURN, was completed in 1987. The maximum airborne

releases from Technical Area V facilities for calendar year (CY) 1990 were calculated to be 5.3 Ci,

primarily composed of Nitrogen-13 (_3N)and Oxygen-15 (_50). The estimated dose to a hypothetical

maximum exposed individual from existing facilities for CY 1990 is 5.0 x 105 mrem/yr (Hwang et

al., 1991).

Technical Area V houses large electron-beam accelerators, three research reactors in two

reactor facilities, an intense gamma irradiation facility (using 6°Co and _37Cs),and a hot cell facility.

A maximum of 0.20 Ci of tritium was released from 1990 operations. The airborne releases from the
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reactor operations are composed of Argon-41 (41Ar),tritium, eKr, and 129I. The reported releases

from Technical Area V facilities for CY 1990 were extremely small (5.9 Ci, with an estimated dose

to a hypothetical maximum exposed individual at 2.0 x 10.3mrem/yr) and were not significantly

different from releases of previous years (Millard et al., 1987, 1988, and 1989; Hwang et al., 1990

and 1991).

The calculated site boundary concentrations for gaseous radionuclides from 1990 releases are

less than 0.004 percent of the EPA 10 mrem/yr emission standard (Millard et al., 1989). The

maximum estimated dose to the maximum individual at the site boundary for CY 1990 is 2.7 x 10.4

nu'em/yr. The maximum estimated population dose due to the release of gaseous radionuclides from

SNL/New Mexico in CY 1990 was 2.6 x 10.2person-rem over an 80 km (50 mi) radius, which

includes the Albuquerque area. The corresponding individual and population doses due to natural

background external penetrating radiation in the Albuquerque area [from the Thermoluminescence

Dosimeter (TI,D) measurements] are 99 mrem/yr and 44,500 person-rein based on the 1980 census

population (Millard et al., 1989).

3.2.3 Noise

Noise levels in Technical Area III are currently at relatively low levels, consisting mainly of

traffic noise, which is minimal, and occasional aircraftoverflights. Actual quantitative measurements

of noise levels have never been made in Technical Area Ill; however, there is not expected to be any

net increase to Technical Area III noise levels due to the operation of the RMWMF.

The dominant source type of noise found at SNL/New Mexico is that of aircraft operations --

both commercial and military -- due to the location of the major east/west runways of Albuquerque

International Airport (AIA) nearby SNL/New Mexico facilities. Military aircraft from KAFB share

the runways of AIA with commercial aircraft. Aircraft noise is a periodic noise source with

maximum noise levels associated with aircraft take-offs and landings.

Noise monitoring studies have been conducted on both SNL/New Mexico property and

surrounding areas as part of: 1) an airport noise compatibility study (Greiner, 1990) and 2) a

monitoring program conducted during the fall of 1990 to establish background/aircraft and Sandia
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Technical Area operational noise (IT, 1990). Noise levels recorded ranged from 54 to 102 dBA for

the northern section of SNL/New Mexico near Technical Area I, Technical Area II, and Technical

Area IV east of the AIA east/west runway. Current Technical Area III noise levels, as measured at

the RMWMF range in April 1992, from 64 to 72 dBA with an average of 66 dBA.

Because the RMWMF is located in an isolated area to the south of Technical Area IIl, noise

levels at the RMWMF are likely to be less than those recorded in the northern sections of SNL/New

Mexico closer to the airport runways.

3.3 Biological Resources

3.3.1 Vegetation

Plant species occupying the RMWMF site and vicinity represent the Grama-GaUetaSteppe

Section of the Colorado Plateau Province (Bailey, 1978) and comprise a Grassland Association.

Although more than 50 grass species may be found within the onsite Grassland Association and

surrounding environs, only a small numberare abundant (Martin and Wagner, 1974). In addition to

grasses, some shrubs and forbs also occur onsite.

The Grassland Association in the vicinity of the RMWMF site is in good condition. Grasses

are estimated to comprise over 90 percent of the vegetative cover. The dominant species are sand

dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus), Mesa dropseed (S. flexuosus), black grama (Bouteloua eriopoda)

and galleta (Hilaria jamesiO. Patches of burro grass (Scleropogon brevifolius) occur but are not

extensive. Three-awn (Aristida of. longiseta) and ring muhly (Muhlenbergia torreyi)/sand muhly (M.

arenicola) are common grasses on the site (IT, 1989).

Shrubs, subshrubs, and forbs are sparse at the WMF site. Four-wing saltbush (Atriplex

canescens) is the only shrub on the site, with only a few individuals exceeding the height of the

grasses. Subshrubs are represented by broom snakeweed (Gun'errezia sarothrae), winterfat (Eurotia

lanata), and plains yucca (Yucca glauca). Cacti observed on the site were prickly pear (Opuntia

phaeacantha), club cholla (O. clavata), and pincushion cactus (Coryphantha vivipara) (IT, 1989).
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3.3.2 Wildlife

The small size of the RMWMF site and the homogenous nature of the plant community do

not support a high diversity of wildlife. Small mammals and birds are typically the most abundant

species present at SNL/New Mexico. Common species of mammals include the desert cottontail

(8ylvilagus auduboni), black-tailed jack rabbit (Lepus californicus), silky pocket mouse (Perognathus

flavus), Ord's kangaroo rat (Dipodomys ordii), white-footed mouse (Peromyscus leucopus), and

northern grasshopper mouse (Onychomys leucogaster) (Martin and Wagner, 1974).

Common bird species include the horned lark (Eremophila alpestris), western meadowlark

(Sturnella neglecta), thrashers including the crissal thrasher (Toxostoma dorsale) and sage thrasher

(Oreoscoptes montanus), several species of sparrows, and mourning dove (Zenaidura macroura).

Common predatory birds include the American kestrel (Falco sparverius) and marsh hawk (Circus

cyaneus) (Martin and Wagner, 1974).

Extremely little wildlife activity was observed during a recent survey of the RMWMF site

(IT, 1989). A coyote (Canis latrans) was heard approximately 1/4 to 1/2 mi to the west during the

visit. Small to moderately large flocks of horned larks were observed. Signs of small mammal

activity were few and limited to small burrows. The habitat type appears to support Ord's kangaroo

rat and plains pocket mouse (Perognathusflavescens) (IT, 1989).

3.3.3 Threatened and Endangered Species and Species of Special Concern

No species of Federally-listed endangered or threatened plants or animals were observed at

the RMWMF site. The New Mexico Natural Resources Department lists the State-endangered grama

grass cactus (Pediocactus papyracanthus) as potentially occurring in the vicinity of the proposed site.

However, this species was not observed at the RMWMF site during a recent survey (IT, 1989). The

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service concurs that threatened or endangered species are not likely to be

negatively impacted by the RMWMF (Appendix C).

The bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus), whooping

crane (Grus americana), and meadow jumping mouse (Zapus hudsonius) are State-endangered species
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considered likely to occur in Bernalillo County (New Mexico Department of Game and Fish,

undated). These species, excluding the meadow jumping mouse, are also Federally-listed endangered

species. Because none of the habitats preferredby these species occur in the vicinity of the RMWMF

site, no Federal- or State-endangered species are expected to be impacted. It is possible that the

threatened species of birds mentioned may migrate over the site; however, it is not expected that this

facility would have any additional impact to these species that does not already exist in the

Albuquerque area.

3.4 Cultural Resources

A pedestrian survey of the RMWMF site revealed no artifacts or cultural features (Chambers

Group, 1989 (Appendix A). In addition, no sites on the National Register of Historic Places, or the

State Register of Cultural Properties, or sites nominated to these registers are located within the

RMWMF site. Laboratory of Anthropology records indicate that no archaeological sites have been

reported in Section 29, T.gN, R.4E, where the MWMF site is located.

The closest known cultural resource to the MWMF site was recorded in KAFB Management

Area B by the Center of Anthropological Studies. The site, which is recorded as a sheepherding

complex dating to early New Mexico statehood, is about 1.9 km (1.2 mi) northeast of the RMWMF

site (Chambers Group, 1989). Isolated occurrences of cultural resources -- an obsidian chipped-stone

core and a side scrapper -- are situated about 683 m (2240 f-t)and 719 m (2360 ft), respectively,

from the RMWMF site.

Consultation with the State shows that the RMWMF would have no effect on previously-

recorded historic properties (Appendix C).

3.5 Land Use

3.5.1 Existing Land Use

SNL/New Mexico is located at the base of the Manzano Mountains in Albuquerque,

New Mexico. The SNL/New Mexico facilities exist on land owned by KAFB, land withdrawn from
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the U.S. Forest Service Cibola National Forest, and land owned by DOE on behalf of the U.S.

Government. SNL/New Mexico operations are conducted at five technical areas situated in the

eastern half of the 190 km2 (74 mi2) KAFB military reservation (Figure 2-1). In addition to the five

technical areas, SNL/New Mexico has several remote environmental (engineering) test areas.

The main SNL/New Mexico complex consists of Technical Areas I and II. Technical Area I

is located along the northern boundary of KAFB and is dedicated primarily to the design, research,

and development of weapons system components. Technical Area II, located immediately south of

Technical Area I, consists of a small facility used for explosive testing. Technical Area III is located

8 km (5 mi) south of Technical Area I and is comprised of 20 test facilities that include extensive

environmental (engineering) test facilities. Technical Area IV is located south of the main SNL/New

Mexico complex. This technical area is a new facility designed for inertial confinement fusion

research and pulsed power research. In addition, Simulation Technology Laboratory (STL) has been

completed and contains seven accelerators. Technical Area V abuts the northeast corner of Technical

Area lIl. Technical Area V contains large electron-beam accelerators and research reactors. Other

environmental test areas are located outside the five technical areas, south and east of Technical

Area HI and in the canyons on the west side of the Manzano Mountains. Most of this area is open

space with various facilities located throughout.

Livestock grazing is not allowed at KAFB. In addition, the RMWMF site is restricted from

any recreational activity including hunting, hiking, and off-road vehicle use. Visual resources are not

addressed because the proposed RMWMF would conform to SNL/New Mexico building standards

and would not differ significantly from existing buildings. Potential impacts to livestock, vistas, and

recreation are considered insignificant.

When the RMWMF was originally sited, an investigation by the Environmental Restoration

(ER) Program identified the 1.2-hectare (3-acre) area as vacant, unused land. No change in land

ownership was needed for construction of the RMWMF or to convert the land to use associated with

waste management. Subsequent to the ER initial determination, the ER Program included the land at

and around the RMWMF site in a comprehensive environmental restoration list based on interviews

conducted during 1987-89. The area was reported to have the potential for the presence of explosive

and heavy metals residue. In October 1991, the ER Program informed RMWMF management that
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the RMWMF site is an ER site and that a Remedial Facilities Investigation Workplan is being written

in order to assess the site. In addition, the area is included in the Draft (August 1991) Hazardous and

Solid Waste Amendment (HSWA) Part B Permit as an ER site. No other land uses are expected to

be impacted or changed because of this project.

3.5.2 Transportation Network and Traffic Volumes

Albuquerque is bisected by two interstate highway systems, as well as an extensive network of

local, State, and Federal roadways. Traversing east and west, Interstate 40 (I-40) is the main

transportation route from Los Angeles, California, to the east coast. I..40 passes in close proximity to

KAFB and within 8 km (5 mi) north of SNL/New Mexico Technical Area llI. Interstate 25 (I-25) is

a north-south route and passes 5.6 km (3.5 nil) west of the main SNL/New Mexico complex. Each

highway carries a great volume of traffic, especially 1-40, which provides one of five crossings of the

Continental Divide in the interstate highway system.

Air transportation is also an integral part of the transportation system in the Albuquerque

area. The Albuquerque International Airport consists of private, commercial, and military facilities at

the west end of KAFB. These facilities are located approximately 8.9 km (5.5 mi) west of the main

SNL/New Mexico complex.

Primary access into the proposed facility would be along restricted roadways in Technical

Area III. These roadways would be paved as part of the Proposed Action.

3.6 Social and Economic Conditions

3.6.1 Demography

According to 1990 census figures, the City of Albuquerque had 571,677 inhabitants

(Albuquerque, no date). Albuquerque is the major urbanized area in Bernalillo County and lies in the

east-central portion of New Mexico. The combination of Bernalillo and Sandoval Counties comprises

the Albuquerque Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). In 1990, the population of the

Albuquerque SMSA reached 528,466 (Albuquerque, no date). The population of Bernalillo County
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exceeded 480,577 with the remaining inhabitants residing in Sandoval County (47,889) (Albuquerque,

no date). Population change within the SMSA has increased by 16 percent since 1980. Bernalillo

County has experienced an increase of about 15 percent, while the Sandoval County population

increased about 38 percent from 1980 to 1990. Moreover, since 1980 the City of Albuquerque has

increased by 52,400 people. There were over 200,000 households in the Albuquerque SMSA as of

1990 (Albuquerque, 1991). This equates to a 24 percent increase in housing since 1980. The

average household size was 2.55 people with a median age of approximately 30 years (Albuquerque,

no date). SNL/New Mexico has about 8,400 employees.

The next nearest population to SNL/New Mexico is the Isleta Pueblo with a population of

4,460 at a distance of approximately 11.2 km (7 mi) to the southwest (Isleta, 1992). Torrance

County is a rural and sparsely-populated (10,327) area that lies east of SNL/New Mexico in the

Manzano Mountains (New Mexico, 1991). The total estimated population is 571,677 people within

an 80 km (50 mi) radius of the site.

The military housing area and recreational facilities are in close proximity to

SNL/New Mexico technical areas. The residential area is north and west of Technical Area III,

where housing consists of detached or semi-detached family houses and some barracks. The Census

Bureau defines this portion of KAFB as a Census Designated Place (CDP). As of 1990, the Sandia

CDP had a population of 5,761. This figure represents an increase of nearly 500 people from 1980

to 1990 (Albuquerque, 1991). Air Force recreational facilities include, but are not limited to, a golf

course, a skeet shooting range, and riding stables.

3.6.2 Economic Activities

The principal industry of the Albuquerque area is government-related. SNL/New Mexico is

one of the top three employers in Albuquerque along with the public school system and KAFB.

Various other national and State government agencies also have offices or regional headquarters in

Albuquerque. Aside from the government sector, the basic industries of New Mexico are agriculture,

ranching, construction, timber, oil and gas, service, and tourism. Agriculture is concentrated along

the perennial streams of the area, especially the Rio Grande, with some dry farming on the mesas.

Most of the land in New Mexico, other than in the mountains, is devoted to grazing cattle and sheep
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on natural range grasses. In the immediate Albuquerque area, there is little grazing, and there is

none at all on KAFB. Tourists are a major business in the Albuquerque area. A particular tourist

attraction, in addition to the scenery, is a large number of Indian Pueblos within 80 km (50 mi) of

Albuquerque.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES



4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

The environmental consequences resulting from the construction (to date and planned as

described in this EA) and the proposed operation of RMWMF are discussed in this section, The

environmental impacts related to hydrology, geology, soils, air quality, noise, biological resources,

cultural resources, land use, social, and economic conditions are presented. Cumulative effects of the

Proposed Action and current SNL/New Mexico operations are summarized. Unavoidable adverse

effects and the irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources are discussed. The health and

safety impacts for routine and abnormal events are followed by a comparison of Alternative 1 (No

Action) and Alternative 2 (decentralized facilities) to the Proposed Action, Alternative 3.

4.1 Environmental Impacts of Construction

Short-term adverse impacts have resulted from the construction of the RMWMF. Site

preparation and construction effects (soil disturbance, vegetation removal, wildlife displacement,

potential soil erosion, dust generation, vehicle emissions, noise, and increased traffic) were minimal

due to the small area required for the facility, the design of the facility, the isolated location of the

facility site, and previous disturbances from Technical Area Ill testing activities. Additional impacts

would be realized with the completion of construction activities at the RMWMF and the paving of the

roadways to the RMWMF. The additional construction impacts are expected to be limited to the

effects described above.

The RMWMF created temporary employment for a few construction workers. The planned

facility upgrades discussed in Section 2.3.1 would also create temporary employment for a few

construction workers. Operations employees would be transferred from other positions at SNL/New

Mexico or brought in on a subcontractor basis.

Long-term impacts include the removal of 1.2 hectares (3 acres) of grassland habitat and some

increased traffic to the new facility. Because the RMWMF was constructed on land owned by the

DOE in an isolated location, these impacts are minimal. The facility conforms to SNL/New Mexico

building standards and does not impact visual resources or recreation.
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4.1.IEarthResources

Hydrology

A small amountof water(approximately1000gal/yr assuming200 batchesof 5 gal each)

would be used in the solidificationandbench-scaletreatmentof LLWand IVIWat theRMWMF. Any

contaminatedwatergeneratedfrom laboratoryanalyses,routinecleaningactivities,decontamination,

or stackcondensationwouldbe collected,contained,and analyzedin the facility for appropriate

disposal.

No directreleasesof contaminantspresentin LLWor MW wouldoccurto groundwateror

surfacewateras a resultof normalfacilityoperationsor accidentconditions. Thereareno

undergroundtanksassociatedwith the facility,other thanthe originally-installedseptictankwhichhas

beenabandonedin place. The interiorof the RMWMFis designedto collect any spilled liquids in

floor drainsand closed collectionsystems(SNL, 1988c). Inthe eventof a spill of contaminated

liquidswithin the facility, the liquid wouldbe collected,contained,analyzed,and treatedfor

appropriatedisposal.

The propertysurroundingthe facility wouldbe fittedwitha stormwaterninon (fromadjacent

facilities)andrunoff(fromthe proposedfacility) controlsystemto providedrainageto a lined surface

impoundment(SNL, 1988c). The impermeableliner,eithernaturalor synthetic,wouldpreventwater

percolationto thesubsurface. The waterin the impoundment,whenpresent,wouldbe routinely

monitored. Undernormalconditions,all exteriordrainagewatercollectedin the impoundmentwould

be allowed to evaporate.

In theevent of a fire or otherabnormalconditionresultingin wateraccumulationexceeding

the facility containmentcapacity,the excess waterwouldbe containedby the drainageand

impoundmentsystem. Thiswater wouldthen be analyzedfollowingthe event for appropriateaction.

Approximatelyfive individualswouldbe employedat _.._MWMF when operational. Therewould

be a minimalincreasein waterusage andsewage generation.
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Only short-term impacts resulted from water utilization during construction, Minimal

amounts were used for structure development and dust suppression. Surface water runoff from

extremely heavy precipitation events potentially could have increased sediment yields in area

drainages. However, because the site was graded for runoff containment, there was no accumulation

of sediment from the RMWMF during construction.

Geology

The RMWMF site, which lies in Seismic Risk Zone 2, has the potential for moderate seismic

activity and resultant structural damage. Design criteria for the RMWMF specify design for Seismic

Risk Zone 2 and the facility was constructed to these criteria (SNL, 1988a).

Soils

Long-term impacts to onsite soils resulted from destruction of soil profiles and soil properties

due to construction activities, particularly clearing and leveling. Although the site is not presently,

nor is it anticipated in the future to be, used for agricultural purposes, long-term productivity was

eliminated due to covering the site with a building and future paved areas and roads.

Short-term impacts resulted from minimal wind erosion and generated dust, following

vegetation cover removal. Dust suppression with water was used to control and minimize this impact.

4.1.2 Air Quality

Air quality was not significantly impacted by RMWMF construction and would not be

significantly impacted by its operation (Section 4.2.1). Shortotermeffects included a minimal increase

in the levels of dust and other air pollutants generated by construction activities, including topsoil

removal and exhaust emissions from construction equipment.

Potential sources of radioactive air emissions from RMWMF operations include the drum

compactor rooms, glove boxes, hoods, and tritium storage areas. These areas were designed and

constructed to isolate potential sources of contamination and to incorporate the mitigation measures
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necessary to protect health, ensure safe operations, and minimize environmental impacts (SNL,

1988c).

The facility is primarily a storage facility with some limited repackaging capabilities and

nondestructive analysis and certification functions. The majority of LLW and MW packages accepted

at the facility would already be packaged to DOT specifications by the generator. Some waste may

be sampled for analysis of waste characteristics and then repackaged as appropriate. Two glove boxes

and two fume hoods would be used to obtain samples for radioactive material characterization if

necessary. During storage, all waste in the facility, which is primarily solid waste, would be

contained in DOT-approved packaging (SNL, 1988c).

High-efficiency particulate aerosol (HEPA) filtration, prior to discharge into the main exhaust

and filter system, is included in all locations that may be potential sources of particulate air emissions.

The main exhaust has both HEPA and carbon absorber filters (SNL, 1988c). All HEPA filters would

be periodically tested, in accordance with American National Standards Institute (ANSl)/American

Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) N509 and N510, and replaced as necessary. A stack

monitoring system would be installed to monitor any potential radioactive air emissions

(SNL, 1988c).

Noise levels increased over the short term because of heavy equipment use and other

associated activities during the construction phase of the RMWMF. Because of its isolated location,

operation of the RMWMF would have minimal impact on noise levels outside SNL/New Mexico

Technical Area III. Minimal long-term noise impact is expected from routine operations.

4.1.3 Biological Resources

The construction of the RMWMF resulted in the disturbance of approximately 4 hectares

(10 acres) with the facility occupying 1.2 hectares (3 acres). Long-term effects of this action are the

loss of a small area of nonunique habitat to local flora and fauna populations.

Short-term impacts included the destruction of some vegetation during construction activities.

Vegetation near the site was covered with dust, which would temporarily reduce plant productivity.
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Relatively nonmobile wildlife populations, such as small mammals, were disrupted in the construction

area. Wildlife species not affected directly by the construction activities were expected to have

experienced increased competition in the surrounding areas and potential reductions in populations

because of increased predation. Avian species were dispersed into surrounding areas and were

expected to lose potential nesting areas because of loss of vegetation.

There are no Federal- or State-listed threatened or endangered species of plants or animals

present on the site. Consequently, these species were not affected by RMWMF construction and

would not be impacted by its operation. Furthermore, there is no critical habitat present. The site is

located above the flood plain and there is no wedand habitat present.
!

4.1.4 Cultural Resources

There are no historic nor archaeological sites within the WMF project area. Therefore,

no impacts to cultural resources resulted from c,:_nstructionof the facility and none would be expected

during operation of the facility.

4.1.5 Land Use

When the RMWMF was originally sited, an investigation by the ER Program identified the

1.2-hectare (3-acre) area as vacant, unused land. No change in land ownership was needed for

construction of the RMWMF or to convert the land to use associated with waste management.

Subsequent to the ER initial determination, the ER Program included the land at and around the

RMWMF site in a comprehensive environmental restoration list based on interviews conducted during

1987-1989. The area was reported to have the potential for the presence of explosive and heavy

metals residue. In October 1991, the ER Program informed RMWMF management that the

RMWMF site is an ER site and that a Remedial Facilities Investigation Workplan is being written in

order to assess the site. The area is included in the Draft (August 1991) HSWA Part B Permit as an

ER site. No other land uses are expected to be impacted or changed because of this project.

The volume of traffic into SNL/New Mexico was temporarily increased during the

construction phase of the RMWMF. Heavy equipment and building materials were moved to the
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construction site and workers were present. Construction traffic increased by approximately five

vehicles per day. During the operational phase it is expected that traffic volumes would increase by

five to ten vehicles per day with transportationof waste to the facility. The annual volume of waste

would fluctuate but is not expected to create any traffic problems because of the isolated location of

the facility.

4.1.6 $oc_ and Economic Conditions

The RMWMF created temporary employment for a small number of construction workers and

would eventually create permanent employment for approximately ten operation employees.

Operation employees may be transferredfrom other current waste activities at SNL/New Mexico or

brought in on a subcontractorbasis.

Construction of the facility provided revenue for local contractors and added minimally to the

local tax base and economy. Cost for construction of the facility as originally designed was

approximately $1.2 million. Additional construction requiredbefore the facility becomes operational

is approximately an additional $1 million.

4.2 Cumulative Effects

The cumulative effects of the current SNL/New Mexico nonradioactive and radioactive

effluent released to the environment, as well as the anticipated incremental impact of the RMW F,

are presented in this subsection. Tritium in small quantities (< 10 Ci/yr) is the only potential

radioactive or hazardous material that may be released as a result of normal, routine operations at the

RMWMF. Nonroutine events are discussed in Section 4.5.

4.2.1 Air Emissions

SNL/New Mexico is subject to air pollution regulations including compliance with National

Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs). Air pollution regulations are

administered at both the national and the city/county level.
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For radionuclide emissions, a permit from the EPA, if required, is issued after compliance is

demonstrated with NESHAPs for radionuclide emissions from a DOE facility (Section 4.5.1). Except

for radionuclide NESHAPs, all air pollution permits are issued after compliance with the air quality

control regulations for Albuquerque/Bernalillo County. For nonradionuclide emissions, compliance

must be demonstrated with the emission standards for hazardous air pollutants of the

Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Air Quality Control Board. This board imposes local requirements

that are identical to Federal NESHAPs. Thus, for nonradionuclide emissions, local government has

been granted full authority from EPA for the administration and enforcement of the NESHAPs

program in BernaliUo County (Millard et al., 1989).

There are currently four airborne radionuclide sources at SNL/New Mexico. In 198ti,

NESHAPs applications were submitted to and approved by the EPA for two accelerators. One was

for the Hermes IU accelerator, which as been in operation in Technical Area IV since February 1988.

The second was for the PT2 accelerator, an emissions source associated with the SDF project. In

1989, a NESHAPs application was submitted and approved by the EPA for the third source,

PBFA II, a particle-beam fusion accelerator used for inertial confinement fusion research (SNL,

1989a). All three accelerators are located in Technical Area IV. The fourth source of radionuclide

emissions at SNL/New Mexico is the Technical Area V reactor facilities: the Annular Core Research

Reactor (ACRR) and the Sandia Pulsed Reactor (SPR) (SNL, 1989a).

The RMWMF could be expected to contribute a maximum of approximately 5 to 10 Ci of

tritium from normal operations to the annual air emissions at SNL/New Mexico. It is estimated that

this quantity of tritium emanates annually from the inactive radioactive disposal site during disposal

operations. Because disposal operations at the radioactive waste disposal site have been discontinued

and subsequent disposal of LLW and MW would occur offsite, the contribution from the RMW F

would not create an increase in site-wide releases. Therefore, a NESHAPs permit for modification

would not be required.

A summation of the expected dose from each of these sources and tile projections for each

receptor site is provided in Table 4-1. Calculated contributions by the RMWMF to the cumulative

annual dose to individuals at these receptor sites, based on an annual tritium release of 10 Ci, average

less than 1 percent of the total.
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Table 4-1

Summation of Dose Approximations at Selected Receptor Sites
From Current and Projected SNL/New Mexico Radionuclide Air Emissions"

Mole Body Dose Approximagons"

Receptor PT2'
Site Location HERMES lip PBFA 11" Reactor* RMWMF _ Total

1 NW Base Housing- W. Penna. Ave.
S. Gibson (N.W. Site Boundary) 3.69 x 10.s 4.80 x 104 3.15 x 10.6 1.75 x 104 2.5 x 10.5 7.20 x 104

2 Four Hills - TLD Station
(NE Site Boundary) 2.15 x 104 2.80 x 10.5 1.62 x 10.7 9.50 x 10.5 4.7 x 10.5 1.72 x 104

3 N Base Housing - N of Gibson &
E of Wyoming (N Site Boundary) 3.04 x 10.5 3.95 x 104 2.14 x 10.6 2.46 x 104 5.6 x 10.s 7.30 x 104

oo 4 NW DOE Complex - TLD Station
(NW Site Boundary) 2.41 x 10.5 3.13 x 104 1.98 x 10.6 1.56 x 104 3.0 x 10-5 5.25 x 104

5 Mountain View - W of KAFB

(WestCommunity) 4.90x 104 6.42x I0"_ 3.61X 10.9 5.00X 10.s 2.1X 104 7.17X I0"s

6 Tijeras - E of KAFB
(East Community) 2.40 X 10 4 3.15 X 10.7 1.75 X 10.9 1.90 X lff s 1.0 X 10s 2.93 X 10"s

7 Isleta Gate - TLD Station

" SNL, 1989a.
"" All doses in mrem/yr.

t Small quantities of :SN, :so, uCI, and 39C1 at projected maximum operations level.
" Small quantities of 13Nand :sO at projected maximum operations levels.
* SNL/New Mexico reactor operations releases of 4:Ar for 1987.

** Projected routine releases of 3H (Appendix D).
0 No residential population.



The largest total individual dose from all routine releases at SNL/New Mexico, including the

RMWMF, to a single receptor site at the southern KAFB boundary (Receptor Site 7, Isleta Gate) is

calculated to be approximately 1.94 x 10.3 mrem/yr (Section 4.5.2). However, there are no

residences at this location which is on the northern edge of the Isleta Pueblo with no permanent

residents and restricted traffic. The projected dose represents a very small percentage (0.02 percent)

of the EPA annual standard of 10 mrem/yr for a receptor site (EPA, 1989). This projected total

individual dose is less than 1 percent of the NESHAPs for radionuclides and, therefore, no EPA air

permit is required. SNL/New Mexico is currently in compliance with all emission standards for

radioactive air pollutants.

It is estimated that radiation causes 5 excess cancer fatalities per 10,000 person-rem in the

general population and 4 excess cancer fatalities per 10,000 person-rem in workers (NRC, 1991).

Using the factor of 5 for the general population, individuals would incur an extremely small risk from

exposures at any of the rates and locations indicated in Table 4-1.

The associated cumulative population dose per year from the RMWMF and all other

SNL/New Mexico facilities was calculated to be 1.09 person-rem. Using the factor of 5 excess

cancer fatalities per 10,000 person-tern, the health effects resulting from this population dose are

calculated to be 6 x 10-_excess cancer fatalities per year of exposure in the affected population from

the cumulative SNL/New Mexico site dose. This population dose estimate is a conservative value and

is calculated by the Albuquerque area population (571,677) which resides at the location having the

highest calculated individual dose (Isleta Gate); all exposure to the population occurs at that location.

No increases in CO, SO2, NOx, or other hazardous material emissions were noted from the

construction or are expected from routine operation of the RMWMF. Radiolytic generation of gases

(including hydrogen) has been observed for some high-activity waste such as ion-exchange resins

(internal dose rate > 100,000 rads). However, the volume of gas is small and the primary concern

relates to package integrity rather than any explosive hazards (NRC, 1985). For the LLW stored at

the RMWMF, radiolytic gas generation would be negligible since any organics and resins would be in

small quantities and would be associated with radionuclides emitting low-dose radiation. SNL/New

Mexico is currently in compliance with all emission standards for nonradioactive air pollutants

(Hwang et al., 1991).
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4.2.2 Water Effluent

SNL/New Mexico has maintained an environmental monitoring program for radioactive liquid

effluent since February 1959, The objectives of this surveillance program are to detect the release

and migration of radioactive material from SNL/New Mexico operations and to determine if

population exposures above normal background radiation levels occur. The monitoring program also

provides a check on the effectiveness of radiological safety systems which are in effect at SNL/New

Mexico. Radioactive discharges to the environment are kept in compliance with the ALARA

principle and in accordance with interim DOE guidelines for environmental protection. Water is

monitored for radionuclides, primarily cesium, tritium, and uranium. Gross alpha and gross beta

screening analysis are also performed on water samples.

Concentrations of _37Csand 3H in regional surface and wellwaters are less than minimum

detectable levels (MDL) and well below the DOE concentration guides. Gross alpha concentrations in

wellwaters (potable and monitoring) averaged 3 x 10.3 pCi/ml while gross beta concentrations in

wellwaters averaged 3 x 10.3pCi/ml and 6 x 103 pCi/ml. Uranium concentrations averaged

1.9 x 10.3 _g/ml in wellwater samples. Surface water uranium concentrations averaged 40 + 57 x

106 mg/ml for the three locations sampled (Millard et al., 1989). The _F would not directly

release any radioactivity to ground or surface waters.

SNL/New Mexico nonradioactive water effluent sources consist of potential releases to

groundwater, wastewater, and storm sewers. Although these sources are small and the potentials for

release are kept low by adherence to stringent administrative policies, a program to monitor these

releases in compliance with environmental regulations was started in 1986. SNL/New Mexico has a

monitoring program for nonradioactive effluents, which is expanded as needed and in compliance with

changing regulations (Hwang et al., 1991). The program includes monitoring of groundwater,

wastewater, and storm water; sanitary wastewater would be discharged from the RMWMF into the

sanitary sewer system.

As detailed in Section 4. I. 1, there would be no liquid process effluent from the facility under

either normal or abnormal conditions. Within the facility, all areas which might generate potentially

contaminated liquids are served by a closed collection system for all sinks and drains. Liquid
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collected by this system is analyzed for both radioactive and hazardous contaminants before

determining the appropriate method of treatment and/or disposal. The decision as to the appropriate

method would depend on the type of contamination, the volume of contaminated liquid, and the

applicability of existing bench-scale treatment capabilities at the RMWMF. Any spilled liquids are

similarly collected by a closed collection system and analyzed for proper disposal. All liquids

showing unacceptable levels of contamination and meeting discharge permit requirements would be

released through the sanitary sewage system. Exterior storm discharge or unplanned water releases

from the facility (such as water from fire fighting) would be collected by a runon/runoff control

system and diverted to a lined, closed impoundment. The water would be routinely monitored for

possible contaminants and would normally be allowed to evaporate or discharge to the surface if

uncontaminated. Should contamination be detected, an appropriate means of treatment and disposal

would be determined as described above for contaminated liquids. This determination would be based

on the nature and extent of contamination, on the volume of contaminated water, and on the

applicability of bench-scale treatment processes at the RMWMF.

4.3 Unavoidable Adverse Effects

The proposed operation of I_MWMF may result in a small increase in monitored air emissions

at SNL/New Mexico. Overall, with the elimination of "old" landfill disposal practices for LLW and

the offsite disposal of the waste, total emissions may be reduced.

Groundwater usage from the KAFB water system increased slightly during construction. Soils

were moved and disrupted during construction, resulting in the removal of approximately 1.2 hectares

(3 acres) of vegetation and habitat. Some plant loss and animal displacement resulted. Dust and

noise levels were elevated temporarily during construction. However, dust was controlled with water.

4.4 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

Materials (steel and concrete) and energy used for construction and future energy

requirements for the RMWMF operation are considered nonrenewable resources. These resources

were used or would be used and are irretrievably committed as a result of the RMWMF project.
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Few renewable resources were lost as a result of the RMWMF construction. Some habitat

disturbances (4 hectares [10 acres]) occurred at the site during construction. Recovery of desert

communities is extremely long. However, assuming these areas would be reclaimed following

decommissioning of the facility, no irreversible impact on the biological resources is foreseen. No

other irreversible or irretrievable impacts are expected.

4.5 Health and Safety

In this section, the potentials for health effects from the operation of the _F are

identified, discussed, and assessed. Effects are analyzed for routine releases of radioactivity and for

credible abnormal events involving LLW and MW. There would be no routine releases of hazardous

materials from the RMWMF. Effects of accidents described are reported from a radiological

standpoint. Doses to workers from accidental chemical exposures are reported for the base case

accident analysis and the reactive storage area fire and are considered to bound all other accidents.

4.5.1 Calculation of Radiological Dose Commitments

Radiological dose commitments are calculated to assess the effects of radiation exposure on

the human body. Nationally-accepted calculation methodologies (Appendix D) are used in this

analysis to estimate radiation doses. The Appendix D methodology is required by EPA to

demonstrate compliance with 40 CFR 61 SubpartH (EPA, 1989).

The technique used for calculating doses from radioactive air releases results in effective dose

equivalents based on the AIRDOS-EPA model (ORNL, 1979), internal dose conversion factors

(ICRP, 1978 and EPA, 1989), and external dose conversion factors (Dunning et al., 1980). Doses to

humans have been calculated for the four most significant airborne radionuclide pathways: inhalation,

ingestion, air submersion, and ground-deposition surface exposure.

The dose from routine releases are evaluated for three receptor groups:

• Maximally-exposed individual (public), located 2.8 km (1.8 mi) south of the
RMWMF at the KAFB boundary (Isleta Gate);
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• Local individual residents (public) at six additional public receptor sites surrounding
KAFB and the RMWMF; and

® Maximally-exposed worker located 120 m (394 fi) south of the RMWMF.

For abnormal events, doses were calculated for the following receptor groups:

• Maximum onsite individual, located approximately 305 m (1000 fi) north north-east of
the RMWMF at the nearest SNL/New Mexico facility;

• Maximum offsite individual located at a distance of 2.8 km at the Isleta Gate; and

• Workers inside the facility.

Thesegroups are defined below.

The maximally.exposed individual is a hypothetical member of the public whose location and

habits are selected so that this individual receives the maximum exposure to released contaminants.

For routine releases it is assumed that this individual lives continuously on the SNL/New Mexico

boundary where the air concentrations of radioactive materialhave been calculated to be a maximum

and where the individual grows, raises, and consumes food. The closest location where this might

occur is 2.8 km (1.8 mi) south of the RMWMF at the Isleta Gate entrance to KAFB. For abnormal

events, the maximally-exposed individual is also assumed to be at the nearest site boundary (Isleta

Gate). The maximally-exposed individual for abnormal events, both public and workers, is assumed

to receive no dose contribution from ingestion of food or prolonged exposure to groundshine from

radionuclide deposition since both exposures are avoidable. The maximally-exposed individual is

affected only by inhalation and air submersion in the radioactive plume following an accident.

The local individual residents are assumed to be at selected public receptor sites located close

to the RMWMF where people live or work. For these seven targeted locations, an individual's dose

is assessed.

For calculating routine exposures, the maximally-exposed worker is one onsite at the point

where the air concentration of radioactive material is calculated to be maximum (120 m (394 fi) south

of the RMWMF). For accidents, the locations of onsite individuals and workers are at the nearest

normally occupied onsite facility, 305 m (1000 fi) north north-east of and inside the RMWMF.
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4.5.2 EffectsFrom RoutineReleases

The RMWMF is primarily a storage facility with limited repackaging and waste treatment

capabilities. Potential sources of air emissions include the drum compactor rooms, glove boxes,

ventilation hoods, and tritium storage areas. These areas were designed to isolate potential releases

and incorporate mitigation measures to minimize environmental effects. As indicated in Table 2-3

(Section 2.3.3), tritium is the only gaseous radionuclide expected to be present in the facility. There

have not been any other radionuclides identified that could be detected as having a life-time risk from

long-term exposure or worker exposure. Potential exposures to workers could result from bench-

scale testing and opening of containers to perform tests on the contents. Additionally, workers would

have a potential exposure to gamma and x-rays from material stored in steel drums. The ventilation

air flow from both the storage and staging areas passes through HEPA filters before being released to

the environment, and the filters would effectively remove particulates entrained in the air.

Compaction _ the only operation in the facility which could be expected to release particulates to the

ventilation air. The gaseous radionuclides would pass through the HEPA filters unabated. It is

estimated that approximately 5 to I0 Ci of tritium could be released annually (Section 4.2.1) and

would be the only radionuclide release from the facility.

The effects of routine nonradiological releases were analyzed. As indicated in Table 2-4

(Section 2.3.3), the hazardous material inventory of the facility would consist of various metals.

Only small quantities of volatile hazardous compounds are expected to be present in the facility.

Metals would, therefore, occur as particulates in the ventilation air stream and would have passed

through the HEPA filters preventing release to the atmosphere. This would result in, at most,

negligible releases of hazardous constituents.

Table 4-2 summarizes the expected radiological doses and risks (50-yr committed effective

dose equivalent) for local individual residents resulting from an annual routine release of 10 Ci of

tritium. The maximum individual dose (Table 4-2, Isleta Gate location, with no residential

population) was 1.60 x 10.3mrem. The second largest dose to an individual receptor was

5.6 x 10S mrem at the north base housing. All receptor location doses were below the regulatory

standard and would convey extremely small risk. The relative contribution of the RMWMF to the

total cumulative annual doses to individuals at these receptor locations is discussed in Section 4.2.1.
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Table 4-2

Annual Radlological Doses and Health Effects to the Public
From Tritium Releases DuringRoutine Operations

of the Radioactive and Mixed Waste Management Facility
and From Projected Operations as Compared to Natural Background Radiation

Individual Dose (torero)

Health

Back- From Effects
ground Expected From From
Dose" SNL/New Mexico RMWMF StandatrP Operations

Receptor" (torero) Operations' Operations" (mrem) of RMWM1 _*
I1

NW Base Housing 99 7.20 x 10" 2.5 x 10.5 10 1.25 x 10"_1

Four Hills 99 1.72 x 10 .4 4.7 x 10"s 10 2.35 x 10"il

N Base Housing 99 7.30 x 104 5.6 x 10.5 10 2.80 X 10 "11

NW DOE Complex 99 5.25 X 104 3.0 X 10 "s 10 1.50 X 10 "l!

Mountain View 99 7.17 x 10"s 2.1 x 10s 10 1.05 x 10"H

Tijeras 99 2.93 X 10 "s 1.0 X 10 "s 10 5.00 X 10 "12

lsleta GateI 99 1.94 x 10.3 1.6 x 10.3 10 8.00 x 10"1°

(SUM) TOTAL 8.95 x l0 "m

' See Table D-5 for a more detailed description of receptor locations.
" Natural background radiation (Millard et al., 1989).
* Doses from 1989a.

,t Doses and effective dose equivalents from the inhalation of tritium.
* EPA, 40 CFR 61.92

*_Health effects expressed as excess mortality from all forms of cancer per year of exposure,
based on 5 excess cancer fatalities per 107 person-mrem (NRC, 1991).

I Isleta Gate is the maximum individual dose receptor location for routine releases.

• i,

The primary hazard to radiation workers at the RMWMF would be radiation exposure from

the radioactive and mixed waste. The maximum dose to a facility worker resulting from release of

tritium during routine operations is calculated to be 1.7 x 10.2 mrem/yr. This dose is based on the

conservative assumption that the individual remains at the maximum exposure location continuously

for the entire year. For normal operations, facility worker exposures to radiation would be
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administratively limited by shielding, ventilation control, and SOPs to less than 500 mrem/yr, which

is well below the DOE criterion of 5 rem/yr (DOE, 1988a). Worker exposures to chemicals, noise,

and other non-radiological exposures would be administratively limited to below threshold limit values

(TLV)/time weighted average (TWA)levels. Additional hazards to workers include possible injury

from waste handling and common industrialoperations. SOPs would be preparedandapproved

before the facility is operational and then strictly followed to ensure compliance with health and safety

requirements and procedures. Training programs would be instituted to ensure workers' awareness of

these requirements and procedures.

The health effects for a population exposed to a radiation dose are estimated as excess cancer

fatalities resulting from the calculated population dose. It is conservatively estimated that there will

be from 1.7 to 5 excess cancer fatalities for every I0,000 person-rem (5.0 x I0"_health effects per

person=mrem). While normally applied to population dose, this factor can be used to calculate the

expected health effects to an individual (Table 4-2). The dose to the maximally-exposed individual

(Isleta Gate) is calculated to result in an increased chance of latent cancer fatality per year of exposure

of 8.00 x I0"_°from operations of the RMWMF and an increased cancer fatality frequency of 8.95 x

I0"I°from all SNL/New Mexico operations including the RMWMF (Table 4-2). Routine releases of

hazardous materials would be very small. The greatest volume of hazardous material present in the

facility consists of solid lead and beryllium chips. These materials pose no threat to either public

receptors or workers on a routine basis and minimal routine releases would result from their presence

in the facility. The greatest potential exposure to workers would come from inorganic solvent fumes

when waste drums are opened. However, the hooded ventilation system would eliminate virtually all

exposure to such fumes.

4.5.3 Effects From Abnormal Events

The effects from abnormalevents that could reasonably occur are described in this section.

Additionally, a maximum abnormal event was evaluated. A qualitative analysis was performed,

considering both natural phenomenon and operational accidents, to identify accidents with a

probability greater than 10.6per year, which were of a sufficiently serious nature to warrant

evaluation of their consequences (SNL, 1991a). Accidents with a probability of occurrence ranging

from 10.6 to 10s are realistically bounded by the base case accident. An accident scenario specific to
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I

a tornado that destroys the RMWMF was not analyzed because the probability is extremely small

t 5 x 10"6per year (Coats and Murray, 1985) and the consequences would be less than the aircraft

crash. Thus, the tornado accident is bounded (smaller fatality risk) by the scenario presented for the

aircraft crash.

For activities such as emergency rescue and recovery, the guidance and requirements of DOE

Order 5480.1 l, "Radiation Protection for Occupational Workers," will be followed and RMWMF

personnel trained to those requirements. For clean-up activities, the RMWMF Contingency Plan will

be implemented and doses to workers controlled per 5480.11 limits for routine work activities.

The following accidents were selected for evaluation:

1. Earthquakeand fire;

2. Aircraft crash;

3. Helicopter crash;

4. Multiple container fire;

5. Processing area fire;

6. Laboratory fire;

7. Storage area fire;

8. Tritium storage area fire;

9. Uranium storage area fi_e;

l O. Liquid storage area fire;

11. Liquid storage area spill;

12. Reactive storage area fire;

13. Solvent storage area fire;

14. Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) pipe ruptureand explosion;

15. LPG tank rupture and explosion;

16. Site blackout; and

17. Ventilation system failure.

All other abnormal events that might result in offsite consequences were found to have an

extremely low probability (and therefore not reasonably foreseeable) and/or to result in only minor

consequences that are bounded by the events listed above.
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The probability of an aircraft crash was calculated as 1.27 x 10_ per year; therefore, the

accident was analyzed and included in the risk assessment. The effects of the aircraft crash with a

subsequent fire engulfmg the entire facility were determined to provide an upper bound on all

reasonably foreseeable accidents for the RMWMF (SNL, 1991a).

Base Case Accident

The facility is designed to withstand the designated design basis earthquake (DBE), consistent

with the requirements of DOE Order 6430.1A (DOE, 1989). However, an earthquake of a

significantly greater magnitude, one that would result in structuraldamage to the facility, has a

probability of 1 x 104/yr and is selected as the base case accident. For this scenario, it was assumed

that the damage to the building results in the rupture of LPG gas lines, leading to a fire. A severe

earthquake that also results in a destructive facility fire is estimated to have an annua_probability of

5 x 10-S/yr. The anticipated maximum radioactive materials inventory of the RMWMF is given in

Table 2-3 and was assumed to be present in the facility at the time of the earthquake and fire. It is

reasonable to conclude that not all containers would rupture and not all of the radioactive material in

the ruptured containers would be associated with combustible waste n_,terial. Therefore, 50 percent

of the entire inventory in all containers was assumed to be involved in the fire (SNL, 1991a). The

release fraction of respirable radioactive material is taken as 1 percent as suggested by Elder, et al.,

1986 for most radioactive materials. The tritium, iodine, and krypton release is assumed to be

100 percent, because tritium is expected to be present as water vapor, iodine is expected to be present

in a volatile form, and krypton is a gas (SNL, 1991a). Uranium is usually in the form of large

masses of metal and a release fraction of respirable material of 10.3 (0.1 percent) is used based on the

experimental work of Elder and Tinkle, 1980, and NRC guidance for regulatory analysis on

emergency planning (NUREG-I. 145, Rev. 1, McGuire, 1988) which suggest 0.1 percent for uranium

and actinides in a fire.

The resulting source term for radioactive materials for this accident is presented in Table 4-3.

The assumptions that 50 percent of the building inventory would be involved in the fire and that the

entire fractional release would occur within the two-hour period are highly conservative. In addition,

the release fractions used for the analysis are conservative (over-estimation of the release) by factors

of 20 to 70 (Ayer et al., 1988).
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Table 4-3

Source Term Esttmatm for Base Case Accident

Facility
Tom! Release Source

Inventory Fraction
Isotope (Ci) Percent _F

__j . i i ,. f,

3H 1,500.00 1.00 7.5 x 10+2
I(C 1.00 0.01 5.0 x 10"l

"Na 250.0 0.01 1.3 x l0°
UNa 250.0 0.01 1.3 x l0°
_1 1.00 0.01 5.0 x 10"1
SICr 25.0 0.01 1.3 x 10l
S4Mn 50.00 0.01 2.5 x 10"1
S_Co 25.0 0.01 1.3x 10"I
S_Co 25.0 0.01 1.3x 10"I
S_o 25.0 0.01 1.3x I0"j
SgCo 2,250 0.01 l.lx 10+I
_o 50.0 0.01 2.5x I0"_
SNi 100 0.01 5.0x I0I
6SZn 25.0 0.01 1.3x 10"I
UKr 1.00 1.00 5.0x 10"I
_r I0.0 0.01 5.0x 10.2

II°Ag 1.00 0.01 5.0x I0"3
_ 0.I0 1.00 5.0x 10.2
tuba 5.00 0.01 2.5x 10.2
l_Cs 5.00 0.01 2.5x 10.2
mCs 1,000 0.01 5.0x 10°
139Cf 0.I0 0.01 5.0X I04
"4Ce 0.I0 0.01 5.0x 104
l'_Pm 0.I0 0.01 5.0x 104
mEu 1.00 0.01 5.0 x 10.3
"aAu 1.00 0.01 5.0 X 10.3
anHg 1.00 0.01 5.0x 10.3
2°_Bi 1.00 0.01 5.0x 10.5
_Bi O.I0 0.01 5.0x 104
mPo 1,00 0.01 5.0X 10.3

2nPb I0.0 0.01 5,0 X 10"2

ZS2Th O.I0 0.01 5.0x 104
z33U 3.78 0.001 1.9x 10.5
2_U 5.00 0.001 2.5X 10.3

_sU 1.50 0.001 7.5x 104
z_U I0.00 0.001 5.0x 10.3

"-'_' mPu 2.00 0.01 1.0x 10.2
23_u 2.00 0.01 1.0 x 10.2

2.00 0.01 1.0x 10.2
241Pu 50.00 0.01 2.5x 10"l
UIAm 0.I0 0.01 5.0x 104
_2Pu 0.I0 0.01 5.0x 104
2_Cm 0.I0 0.01 5.0x 104
zs2cf 1.00 0.01 5.0x 10"3

* Source term was determined by applying the release
fraction to 50 percent of the f_iltty total inventory.
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Table 4-3

Source Term Estimates for Base Case Accident (Continued)

Facil_ Total

Release Source
Hazardous Volgme Mass Fraction Term

Material (fl') (Kg) Percent (Fig)

Cadmium 9 2.2 x 103 0.01 1.1
Lead 66 1.1 x 104 0.01 5.5

Mercury" 2.1 793 1.00 4.0
Arsenic 0.75 120 0.01 0.06

Beryllium 4.5 250 0.01 0.13

Release Source
ee,wtve Volume Mass Fraaion :,'erm
Materid (gg) Percent (gg)

Lithium 7.4 111 1.00 0.55
Sodium 7.4 202 1.G0 1.01

" The release fraction used for mercury .is 10 times greater
than that of the other hazardous materials.

Similar assumptions were made concern; release of nonradioactive hazardous

contaminants, with a release fraction of O.1 pex _ to most of these contaminants. For lead,

which is present primarily as shielding in waste c.o,l_mers and as discarded shielding from

experiments at SNL/New Mexico, it was unreasonable to assume that the entire building inventory

was released in the fire. A significant fraction of the large, thick pieces of lead would be unaffected

by the fire. Since mercury boils at 356°C, it is expected to be more volatile; a release fraction of

1 percent is used for mercury. In addition, it was conservatively assumed that the exterior storage

structures for reactive metals was involved in the fire. The resulting fire among partially-deactivated

reactive metals and solvent-contaminated waste would consume 50 percent of the waste and not be

filtered in any way. The release fraction of lithium and sodium (with associated radioactive material)

is, therefore, taken as 1 percent. The resulting source term of hazardous constituents is present in

Table 4-4.
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Table 4-4

Hazardous Material Source Term Estimated for Base Case Accident

So_rce

Facility Term
Material To_ (gin) (gin)

Arsenic(As) 1.20x 10s 60

Beryllium(Be) 2.50x IOS 125

Cadmium (Cd) 2.20x I0_ I,I00

Lead(Pb) I.I0x 107 5,500

Lithium(Li) I.Ilx IOS 550

• Mercury(Hg) 8.00x IOS 4,000
Sodium(Na) 2.00x IOS 1,000

The atmospheric transport and doses resulting from this accident were calculated using the

EPA-approved methodology (Appendix D). The maximum doses were calculated for an onsite

individual (assumed to be located approximately 305 m (1000 ft) to the north north-east at the closest

adjacent SNL/New Mexico facility) and for public receptors at the nearest non-restricted access

location (lsleta Gate). In performing this calculation, it was assumed that downwind individuals

onsite would be evacuated from the path of the airborne plume within 30 minutes (SNL, 1991c),

thereby limiting their exposure. Offsite individuals were assumed to receive the full two-hour

exposure. The calculated consequences for this severe accidental event are presented in Table 4-5.

The calculated effective dose equivalent (EDE) for the maximum offsite individual is 0.38 rein and

1.3 rem for the maximum onsite individual. The calculated air concentrations for hazardous

contaminantsare presented in Table 4-5, as are the immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH)

values and TLV for those contaminants.
i

Earthquake and l_re

The DBE for the RMWMF is an earthquakewith a peak acceleration of 0.22 gravitational

pull (g), which has an estimated annual probability of exceedance of 1 x 10"3,or an expected
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Table 4-5

Calculated Consequences of Base Case Accident

EDE Guidelines:'" Health Accident

Receptor (Rein) (Rein) Effect t Probability Risk"

Maximum omite 1.3 25 6.5 x 10-4 5 x 10.5 3.3 x 104
individual

Maximum offsite 0.38 25 1.9 x 10-4 5 x 10.5 9.5 X 10 .9

individual

Air Concentration (mg/nf)

Onsite Off site

Hazardous
Materials Calculated IDLtP Calculated TWA. TL V*_

Arsenic 1.1 X 10 .2 CaI 7.6 x 10-4 0.2

Beryllium 2.2 X 10 -2 Ca t 1.6 x 10.3 0.002
Cadmium 0.19 Ca° 1.4 X 10 .2 0.05

Lead 0.95 CaI 7.0 X 10 .2 0.15

Lithium 0.10 55 7.0 x 10-_ 0.025 n

Mercury 0.70 10 5.1 x 10.2 0.05

Sodium 0.17 250 1.3 x 10-2 2.0

" The siting limit used is the emergency exposure limit for protection of health and
property as stated in DOE Order 5480.11 (DOE, 1988a).

" The siting guideline for non-reactor nuclear facilities is 25 Rem (EDE), DOE
Order 6430.1A-0200-1.3 (DOE, 1989).

* Excess mortality from all forms of cancer was calculated on the basis of 5 x 104
excess fatalities per person-rem.

" Calculated as health effects times probability.
* The onsite concentration guideline for hazardous materials is the IDLH value

(NIOSH, 1987).
** The offsite concentration guideline for hazardous materials in the American

Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGII-I)TWA-TLV (ACGIH, 1991).
"Ca" is the designation for a potential carcinogen, therefore, no quantitative
IDLH is defined.

H TWA-TLV for lithium hydride.
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occurrence time of once every 1,000 yr. The analysis of the facility design indicates that the facility

would withstand a seismic load 2C percent in excess of the Uniform Building Code (UBC, 1982)

design criteria and, thus, would withstand the DBE. An earthquake with a peak acceleration well in

excess of the DBE has a frequency in the range of 5 x 10.5 per year.

The probability of a severe earthquake (beyond the DBE) that results in building and structural

failures is, therefore, credible and included in this risk assessment for completeness. The accident

scenario includes collapse of the facility walls, collapse of the entire facility roof, and partial damage

to the concrete walls around the high-activity storage area and staging area. Because the propane

heaters are located near the ceiling level of the facility, rupture of the gas supply line to the heaters is

assumed during the earthquakeand collapse of the facility roof. Falling roof beams and severed

electric cables are assumed to offer an ignition source for the leaking propane and, thus, a fire is

assumed to ensue and engulf 50 percent of the combustible contents of the entire facility. It is

expected that the earthquakewould also rupturethe line from the LPG storage tank to the facility,

thus, limiting the quantity of gas in the building. However, it is assumed that there would be

sufficient gas to initiate ignition of the combustible waste in ruptured containers with subsequent

involvement of 50 percent of the waste in the facility.

The risk associated with this accident is extremely low because the probability of occurrence is

small and the consequences, based on conservative analysis, are also low. If this event occurs during

working hours, there would be a fatality risk to RMWMF personnel. Since it is assumed the

RMWMF would be occupied only during daytime work hours, the risk of this event is reduced by a

factor of 3.4 (50 hours in one week) to account for the probability of occupancy. The reasonably

foreseeable radiological impact of this event can be estimated by assuming an injured facility person

remains in the area for approximately 30 minutes before being rescued or provided respiratory

protection. In this case, personnel are assumed to be exposed to the ground level plume centerline

concentrations at a distance of about one-half the width of the facility or 10 meters for 30 minutes.

The dose estimate for this event is 11 rem, the probability is approximately 105/yr (SNL, 1991a).
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Aircraft Crash

The combined military and commercial air traffic in the KAFB area is significant and,

because the RMWMF is located 8.5 km south south-east of the main east-west runway, the

probability of an aircraft crash into the facility is considered. Should such an accident occur

involving a medium to large aircraft, the consequences are expected to be similar to those assessed for

the complete facility destruction by earthquakeand fire. The death or injury of the aircraft crew,

passengers, and any RMWMF personnel would be an additional consequence of this event.

The methodology of Smith, 1983 was used to estimate the probability of a large aircraft or

high performance aircraft (military) crash into the RMWMF, which could result in the destruction of

the facility and a fire that consumes the combustible contents of the facility.

Of 228,767 total operations at the airport during 1987, a total of 36,567 were listed under the

category of military; 70,000 were listed under the air carrier category; 42,000 were listed under air

transport; and 80,200 were listed under general aviation. Approximately 70 percent of the air

transport operations and 20 percent of the general aviation operations were estimated to be large

aircraft. Large aircraft in the air transport and general aviation categories were assumed to have

similar crash dynamics as air carriers and were, therefore, added to the number of air carrier

operations to arrive at a figure of 115,440 "air carrier type" operations per year. This value was

used in the probability calculation and results in a probability estimate of 1.3 x 10-6/yr. Therefore,

the expected time interval between military or air carrier crashes into the RMWMF is estimated to be

nearly 106yr.

Although the probability of an aircraft crash and the risk associated with the results are lower

than that estimated for the base case accident, the aircraft crash accident is estimated to result in

greater consequences. The facility worker consequences of the aircraft crash are similar to those for

the severe earthquake and fire. Potential fatalities plus some serious radiological consequences are

possible. However, the probability must again be reduced by a factor of 3.4 for considerations of

facility occupancy which puts the frequency of this event below 106/yr. The maximum worker dose

is 21 rem, but the fatality risk is less than 1.1 x 10.8 (SNL, 1991a).
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Helicopter Crash

The RMWMF is used as a landmark for helicopter training flights. Therefore, the probability

of a helicopter crash involving the facility is estimated to be higher than the probability of a crash

involving fixed wing airport traffic. However, the extent of damage to the RMWMF from a

helicopter would be less than that resulting from an aircraft crash. Accurate data on the frequency of

helicopter traffic in the area of RMWMF is not available nor is there a useful database on a helicopter

crash frequency. Without such data, the probability of a helicopter crash cannot be calculated. For

this analysis, a probability is assumed that is twice the magnitude of that for the large fixed wing

aircraft (2.5 x 106/yr). It is estimated that a helicopter crash and subsequent fire would involve

50 percent of the radioactive and hazardous material inventory. Thus, the risk to onsite workers and

the public would be similar to that posed by the design base accident (earthquake and fire). The

accident could result in death or serious injury to personnel in the facility at the time of the crash.

The risk to RMWMF personnel from a helicopter crash is determined by assuming one-half the

consequences of and twice the probability of the aircraft crash. Although this event is also assigned a

probability below 106/yr, the estimated dose consequences are calculated to be approximately 11 rem

and the risk is less than 5.5 x 10 .9 fatalities/year (SNL, 1991a).

Multiple Container Fire

The multiple container fire for the RMWMF involves the contents of several containers

during waste unloading operations. The accident scenario is based on a delivery truck loaded with

two boxes and 12 drums outside the staging area with the bay door opened. The forklift ruptures the

truck gasoline tank, with the leaking gasoline igniting causing the rupture of the waste containers and

subsequent ignition of the combustible waste. It is further assumed that the:

• Manual fire-fighting procedures are inadequate;

• Automatic fire protection system does not bring the fire under control; and

• Fire department arrives in time to prevent spread of the fire to the facility, but not in
time to prevent loss of material from the containers on the truck.
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The postulated release is at ground level with no attenuation by HEPA filters or building hold

up. The release fractions for the scenario are identical to those used in the severe earthquake

evaluation; however, evacuation of nearby facilities is not assumed. The exposure for the maximum

exposed onsite individual is taken as two hours, the full duration of the fire.

It is anticipated that RMWMF personnel would quickly realize the hazards associated with the

multiple container fire and take appropriate actions to protect health and safety. Assuming anyone

near the fire would evacuate or don respiratorswithin five minutes (or if injured would be rescued

within five minutes), the inhalation time is short. Since it is expected that the fire would begin slowly

and increase in intensity over the two hours of burn, the concentration of airborne radionuclides used

to calculate worker dose in the initial five minutes is a factor of ten lower than the average

concentration achieved for the entire two-hour burn. The amount of waste material assumed to be

involved is the same as before, two boxes and 12 drums. Assuming a minimum distance of 10 m and

a release fraction of 1 percent over the fire duration of two hours, the calculated dose to the facility

worker is 0.15 rein (SNL, 1991a).

Processing Area Fire

A fire in the process area is assumed to involve a maximum content box. The accident

scenario involves the ignition of combustible waste in an open box in a temporary greenhouse as a

result of an electrical discharge. Initial fire-fighting efforts by facility personnel are assumed to be

ineffective, and it is also assumed that the greenhouse fails. A further assumption is made that the

fire is extinguished by the automatic fire protection system before it could spread to other containers.

The area around the accident site would, thus, become contaminated. The main exhaust HEPA filter

system is not affected by the fire; therefore, the release is from the facility stack after reduction by

filtration on the order of 10 .3.

The worker dose for this accident is estimated by using the similar assumptions as before:

five minutes inhalation exposure, I percent release from a maximum box over two hours, reduced

radionuclide concentration (1/10) during the initial five minutes. In this scenario, concentrations are

determined by assuming the released material is uniformly mixed in the volume ef air in the

processing area. Using a process area volume of 45,000 ft3, a concentration of each radionuclide was
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calculated. The dose estimate for a five-minute exposure to these concentrations is 0.13 rein (SNL,

1991a).

Laboratory Fire

Waste containers would be sampled elsewhere in the facility and the samples taken to the

laboratory for further processing. The laboratory would have no facilities for chemical analysis and

samples requiring such analysis would be packaged and transferred to other facilities to be analyzed.

The more likely fire in the laboratory would be the result of the spill and subsequent ignition of a

combustible organic material (a solvent). The quantities of such materials in the laboratory would be

administratively limited to two liters each. The radionuclide content of a sample would be a small

fraction of a container inventory. The postulated fire would not affect the HEPA filters and,

therefore, any release would be from the stack after filtration. The probability of a fire in the

laboratory is relatively high (0.1 to 1.0/yr), but the consequences of such a fire are minimal with the

effects limited to minor damage to or contamination of the laboratory.

The amount of material involved in the laboratory fire is extremely small (100 gin). The air

volume of the laboratory is 1,800 ft3. The analysis for worker impact uses similar assumptions as the

Multiple Container Fire, except the factor of ten reduction in the initial five minutes is not applied

because the source is assumed to be open and immediately available for release in a fire. A five-

minute exposure would produce 8.0 x 103 rem to the RMWMF worker (SNL, 1991a).

Storage Area Fire

The scenario for a storage area fire involves a forklift or drum handling accident resulting in

ignition of combustible waste inside the facility with the doors closed. It is assumed that the entire

high-activity storage area becomes involved in the fire before the fire protection measures extinguish

the fire. The fire does not cause exhaust HEPA filter failure so that the release is from the facility

stack after reduction by filtration.

The inventory involved is equivalent to 35 drums, 10 percent of the maximum storage

capacity for the high-activity storage area. The release fractions are identical to those used in the
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severe earthquake and fire accidexa analysis. The source term to the facility is taken to be 1 percent

of 35 drums and the release from the facility is reduced by a factor of l& for filtration. With an air

volume of 25,000 ft3 in the high-activity storage room, a five-minute worker exposure was calculated

for this postulated source term using similar assumptions as the Multiple Container Fire and the

combustion of waste in 35 drums. The reduction of 1/10 to the early release is applied here since the

fire must start slowly. The RMWMF worker dose is 0.28 rem (SNL, 1991a).

Ttia'um Storage Area Fire

The scenario for a tritium storage area fire is similar to that of the storage area fire. Since

there would be fewer drums and boxes in this area than in the general storage areas, it is assumed

that the maximum content drum becomes involved in the fire before fire protection measures

extinguish the fire. As for the other fire scenarios, it is also assumed that the fire does not burn long

enough to reach the HEPA exhaust filters, therefore, the effluent is filtered through the facility

heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (I-IVAC) system and the release is from the facility stack.

The presence of sealed metal containers in the tritium storage area acts as a deterrent to the

fire. No containers should be open in this area and any open containers would have to occur through

rupture by truck, forklift, or internal pressure caused by the fire. Since the area is small, it is

assumed that fewer containers are available to be ruptured. In addition, the tritium storage area has

its own radiation monitor and multiple alarms would prompt a more rapid response from personnel.

Because of these mitigating factors, the maximum onsite individual dose would be 1.1 x 10.2 rein and

the maximum offsite individual dose would be 4.9 x 10"4rem.

In assessing worker impacts, the door to the tritium storage area is assumed to be open;

therefore, the air dilution volume is that associated with the general storage area (35,000 ft3) plus the

tritium storage area (3,000 ft3) or 38,000 ft3. The source-term assumptions are: one maximum drum,

100 percent tritium release, i percent of all other radionuclides, and reduced release in the initial five

minutes. The calculated RMWMF worker dose resulting from a five-minute exposure is 2.9 rein

(SNL, 1991a).
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Uranium Storage Area _re

Initiation of a fire in the uranium storage area of the RMWMF is again assumed by postulating a

forklift accident in the uranium storage area. The fire would not reach the HEPA filters and,

therefore, release would occur through the facility stack.

Assuming that 10 percent of the maximum numbers of containers (10 drums) in the uranium

storage area become involved in this fire, the release fraction should be less than that for any other

fire accident scenario considered here. Uranium is stored in the facility almost entirely in the form of

large shapes on which a fire would have less effect than it would on combustible LLW composed of a

combination of different substances. The reduced surface area and combustibility of large uranium

shapes should be less affected by the fire. Therefore, the release fraction will be assumed to be less

than that assumed for a general storage area fire and would occur through the stack.

In assessing the worker impacts, the parameters used to estimate concentrations are an air volume

of 35,000 ft3 and release fractions similar to the other fire accidents. The calculated dose for the

RMWMF worker dose is 5.5 x 10.2rem (SNL, 1991a).

Liquid Storage Area Fire

The majority of liquid waste to be handled at the RMWMF is radionuclide-contaminated ion

exchange resins containing about 30 percent water. Initiation of a fire in the liquid storage area is by

a forklift or drum handling accident, as with the other storage area fires. The fire would not reach

the HEPA filters and, therefore, release would occur through the facility stack.

The inventory available for release from a fire in the liquid storage area would be small relative to

that in other storage areas because resins would contain a small fraction of the waste stored at the

facility. Resin waste is less susceptible to fire damage than combustible LLW because of the large

amount of water present. It is estimated that a fire would evaporate the contaminated water but that

the fire would be brought under control before the organic resins would sustain any appreciable fire

damage. The radionuclide release resulting from a fire in the liquid storage area would be less than

that estimated for a general storage area fire and the releases would occur through the stack.
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Therefore, the estimated concentrations are developed using the same assumptions as those for

the uranium storage area fire except the source is from one average drum. The calculated WMF

worker dose is 5.5 x 10.3rem.

liquid Storage Area Spill

To assess a liquid storage area spill, it is assumed that a forklift accident could result in the

rupture of up to three liquid waste containers. It is estimated that less than 0.1 percent of the

radionuclides in the water phase would be released because of evaporation before the spill is cleaned

up and that none of the resin-bound radionuclides would be released. The release would be filtered

through the stack.

It is conservatively assumed that 30 percent of the radionuclides in three average waste drums

is associated with the water and that 0.1 percent of these are released to the facility in respirable size

during evaporation of ',he water. This source tenn is attenuatedby a factor of 103for filtration before

release from the facility stack. Thus, the risk of a fatal cancer associated with a liquid drum spill is

more than 10,000 times lower than that for the earthquakeand fire scenario.

The airborne release from a spill is much smaller than from a fire. The parameters used in

this accident analysis are three average drums, 30 percent in spilled liquid, 0.1 percent release in two

hours_ 35,000 ft3 of air volume, and five minutes exposure time. Since this accident does not involve

fire, no reduction of release is assumed for the initial five minutes. The calculated RMWMF worker

dose is 5.0 x 10.3 rem (SNL, 1991a).

Reactive Storage Area Fire

Waste containing lithium and sodium would be stored in a safety storage building outside the

RMWMF. The waste would be packaged in DOT-approved containers when stored in the RMWMF

complex. Lithium waste normally would be deactivated before packaging in waste containers. A

forklift could possibly rupture a waste container leading to a spill of its contents. Since it is unlikely

that anything that would react with metallic sodium would be present, it is assumed that the amount of

material becoming airborne from such an accident is negligible.
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A fire in a SafetyStorageBuildingis assumedto have resultsless thanfor the earthquake/fire

scenario. One in 24 waste containersis assumed to rupturewith subsequentfire involvementof the

reactivematerial(lithiumor sodium),as well as failureof thestoragebuildingfire suppression

system. If waterwas mistakenlyused to fight the fire, it wouldreactwith the metallicsodiumto

producehydrogengas whichwouldfuel the fire and makecontrolof it moredifficult. A release

fractionof 1 percentof the sodiumand the associatedcontaminantsin one drumis used in the

accidentanalysis.

The likelihoodof this event is estimatedto be 10.5to 104 per year. It hasbeen conservatively

assumed that the single drumcontainsa radionuclideinventoryequalto a maximumdrum(Table2-3)

and a sodium inventoryof 126 kg or a lithium inventoryof 69 kg (Table 2-5).

The sodium concentrationat the onsitelocation(305 m away at the nearestSNL facility) was

estimatedusingAIRDOSEandfoundto be 0.21 mg/mL The lithium accidentwouldgive

0.12 mg/m3 (305 m away at the nearestSNL facility). These concentrationsareaboutthe sameas the

earthquakeandfire concentrations.

Since the reactivematerialsare in the Safety StorageBuildingsand not in the RMWMF, the

postulated fire accidentwouldgeneratea sourcetermdirectlyto the atmosphere. Assuminga reduced

release for the initial five minutes of the fire and a facility workerexposureof five minutes at a

distanceof ten meters, the estimateddose to the RMWMFworkersis 5.0 x 10.5rem. The lithium

concentrationat this distance is estimatedat 13 mg/m3 and sodiumconcentrationsat 24 mg/m3

(SNL, 1991a).

Solvent Storage lqre

Solvent-contaminatedwaste in the Safety StorageBuildingmay be involved in accidents

similar to the reactivematerials. A drumhandling accidentor spontaneous combustion is assumed to

result in a container fire that releases 1 percent of the content of a maximumdrumto the atmosphere.

Since the contaminated solvent drumsareassumed to have the same inventoryof radionuclidesas the

reactivematerialdrums, the calculatedconsequencesare the same as the reactivematerials accident.
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The probabilityof this eventoccurringwithdisabledconfinementandfire suppressionsystem is

estimatedto be relativelysmall, 10.2to 104/yr.

Explosion of Liquid Petroleum Gas Pipe

Althoughan LPGpipe explosionrequiresa sequenceof unlikelyinitiatingevents, it is still a

reasonablyforeseeableaccident. The initiatingeventis assumedto involve a breakin the LPG lines

fromsome cause (earthquakeor mechanicalfailure)suchthat the LPGmixes with air in the 4 to

14 percentrange requiredto sustainan explosion.

Assuming ignitionof the propaneair mixturethroughsparkingof mechanicaltools or other

means, the resultingexplosionwould then take place primarilynear the propaneradiantheatersand

piping near the roof of the facility. The explosion is assumed to cause failureof the system

(including standbyexhaustsystems)and a multiple-containerfire is initiated in the high-activity

storage area. The releasethen takes place through the breachedroof. The consequences for this

scenarioareabout a factorof 10 lower than those for a severeearthquakeand fire.

The potentialconsequencesof an explosionin the facilityincludeRMWMFworkerfatalities.

Additionally,workerradiationexposuresare possibledependingon the scenario. Assumingworkers

wouldbe able to evacuateor don respiratoryprotectionwithinfive minutes,concentrationsare

estimatedby assuming 1 percentreleaseof the rupturedcontainersover a two-hourperiodand an

earlyreducedreleaserate(1/10) beforethe contaminatedwastebecomesfully involvedin the fire.

Tae source is 10 percentof 350 drumsor 35 drums. Thedose consequencesto a RMWMFworkeris

0.28 rem (SNL, 1991a).

Explosion of Liquid Petroleum Gas Tank

The explosion in this case is causedby a postulatedaccidentbetweena vehicle and the LPG

tankat the southwestcomer of the facility, 65 ft fromthemainbuilding. The greatestpossible

severityaccidentwas assuzaedin whichthe facilitywalls were breachedat the southwestcomer

duringnormalwaste processingoperations. The processingareawas also assumedto be in use with

waste containers open. Underthese assumptionsthereleasefractionwould involvea small numberof
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containers and would bypass the stack, venting through the damaged facility roll-up door and walls.

An additional consequence would involve the death of the vehicle driver, if any, and that of personnel

working in the southern extremity of the facility. The maximum consequence of an LPG tank

explosion, therefore, would be less than those for the severe earthquake and fire.

The MWMF worker consequences of this event include potential fatalities. The radiological

consequences are calculated using the assumptions that the initial source involved is 34 average drum

equivalents and that high airborne radionuclide concentrations are generated instantly by the explosive

force on the open containers. No reduction in release for a slow-starting fire is included. Workers

that survive the explosion are expected to be unable to evacuate or don respirators. The five-minute

inhalation time allows for rescue operations only. The calculated worker dose is 1.5 rem.

Although this estimated dose consequence is relatively high, the probability of this event is

expected to be quite low, 104 to 10.6per year. If deemed necessary, the risk of this event could be

reduced further by administrative controls that limit process operations during periods when vehicle

traffic is in the vicinity of the LPG Tank (SNL, 1991a).

Site Blackout

If the normal electric power supply to the RMWMF should be interrupted, the standby diesel

generator would provide a backup source of electricity. The annual probability of the diesel generator

failing during a loss of offsite power has been estimated as unlikely, approximately 105. For

purposes of this "analysis, loss of offsite power is assumed to occur at least once annually.

A conservative estimate of the consequences of a site blackout could be made by assuming a

30-minute unfiltered release of the maximum _mount of loose material that could be expected during

normal operations. The normal operation effluent is estimate as O.1 percent of the content of

containers being compacted. All other processes are expected to involve normally contained

materials. Since the material must diffuse out of the compactor, the compactor room, the process

area, and through small leaks around doors, etc., a factor of 0.5 is applied to the estimated release to

account for losses during the lengthy transport. The consequences of this accident are approximately

100 times lower than the earthquake and fire scenario.
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The consequencesof a site blackoutevent includeloss of ventilationandslow diffusionof

loose materialfrom insideconfinementstructuresto theprocessingarea. Since standardoperating

procedurescall for respiratoryprotectionor evacuation,no RMWMF workerimpactis expected.

Ventilation System Failure

Releaseof hazardousand radioactivematerialsfromthe RMWMFduringprocessing

operationsis controlledby the HEPA-filteredventilationsystem. Shouldthis system fail for any

reason,alarmswouldnotify operatorsand the backupventilationsystem wouldbe automatically

activated. The annualprobabilityof both systems failingwasestimatedas unlikely,approximately

10.2"

The consequencesof both systems failingaresimilarto those for the site blackoutscenario.

Airborneactivitywill causesome facilitycontaminationand the slow diffusionof radioactivematerial

out of the confinementstructuresmayresult in minorcontamination.The dose consequencesand risk

factorsestimatedfor this event areidenticalto those for the site blackoutscenario.

The consequencesof this eventon facilityworkersareexpectedto be similarto those

estimatedfor the siteblackoutscenario. No RMW F workerimpactis expected,becauseany loose

materialwill diffuseslowly and workerswill evacuatequickly(SNL, 1991a).

4.5.4 Summary of Accidents

Table4-6 summarizesthe estimatedcancerfatalityrisk of the RMWMF for radiation

exposure of the maximum onsite and offsite individual;Table 4-7 summarizes the estimatedcancer

fatality risk for workers. The exposures and fatalityrisks for workers (onsite)and the public (offsite)

have been estimatedpurposely on the high side by the calculationsthrough the disallowanceof

mitigating factors. The fatality risk values were determinedby multiplying together the estimated

probability(in events/year), the estimateddose consequences(in rem), and the conversion factor of
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Table 4-6

Estimated Fatality Risk From Radiation Exposure of
Radioactive and Mixed Waste Management Facility

Fatality. Risk
(cancer fatalities/yr)

Estimated Onsite Offsite
Annual EDE EDE

Accident Probability" (rem) (rem) Onsite Offsite

Earthquake and Fire 5.0 x 10.5 1.3 3.8 x 10" 3.3 x 104 9.5 X 10 .9

Aircraft Crash 1.3 x 10"6 2.6 7.6 x 10"1 1.7 x 10.9 4.9 x 10"1°

Helicopter Crash 2.5 x 106 1.3 3.8 x 10_ 1.6 X 10 .9 4.8 X 10 "1°

Multi-Container Fire 1.0 X 10 .2 6.5 X 10"_ 1.9 X 10"1 3.3 X 10"_ 9.5 X 10.7

Processing Area Fire 1.0 x 10"z 4.7 X 10 4 1.4 X 104 2.4 X 10.9 7.0 X 10"1°

Laboratory Fire 1.0 x 10"1 1.2 x 10.7 3.4 X 10 "s 6.0 X 10 "12 1.7 X 10 "12

Storage Area Fire 1.0 x 10.2 5.5 x l04 1.6 x 104 2.8 x 10.9 8.0 x 101°

Tritium Storage Area Fire 1.0 x 10-2 1.1 x 10 .2 3.2 X 10 .3 5.5 X 104 1.6 X 104

Uranium Storage Area Fire 1.0 X 10 "2 1.6 X l0 4 4.6 x 10.5 8.0 x 10_° 2.3 x 101°

Liquid Storage Area Fire 1.0 X 10 .2 1.6 x 10.5 4.6 x 106 8.0 x 10"_! 2.3 x 10_1

Liquid Storage Area Spill 1.0 X 10 .2 1.4 X 10"6 4.2 X 10.7 7.0 X 10 "12 2.1 X 10 "12

Reactive/Solvent Storage Area Fire 1.0 X 10 .2 2.2 x 10"1 6.5 X 10 .2 1.1 X 106 3.3 X 10 .7

Explosion of LPG Pipe 1.0 x 10.5 1.4 x 10t 4.2 X 10 .2 7.0 X 10 "1° 2.1 X 10 1°

Explosion of LPG Tank 1.0 x 104 1.3 x 10i 3.8 X 10 .2 6.5 X 10.9 1.9 X 10 "9

Site Blackout 1.0 x 10"i 1.2 x 10.2 3.5 x 10.3 6.0 x 10.7 1.8 x 10.7

Ventilation System Failure 1.0 X 10 -2 1.2 X 10.2 3.5 X 10.3 6.0 X 104 1.7 X 104

" Where a range of probabilities was estimated for an accident, the highest probability value was used to
provide a conservative estimate of risk.
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Table 4-7

Summary of Radiation Effects on _ Workers From Accidents

P_43VMF
Estimated Workers
Annual Dose

Accident Probability" (rem)

Severe Earthquake
and Fire 2.0 x 10_" 1.1 x 10+°'

Aircraft Crash < 1.0 x 10_'" 2.1 x 10+°t

Helicopter Crash < 1.0 x 10"_'" 1.1 x 10+°t

Multi-Container Fire,

Doors Open 1.0 x 10"_ 1.5 x 10"°l

Process Area Fire 1.0 x 10m 1.3 x 10"°1

Laboratory Fire 1.0 x 10°_ 8.0 x 10.03

Storage Area Fire 1.0 x 10"m 2.8 x 10"°'

Tritium Area Fire 1.0 x I0_ 2.9 x 10°

Uranium Area Fire 1.0 x 10_2 5.5 x 10_2

Liquid Storage Fire 1.0 x 10.02 5.5 x 10.03

Liquid Storage Spill 1.0 x 10.02 5.0 x lO_

Reactive/Solvent

Storage Figure 1.0 x 10_2 5.0 x 10.02

Site Blackout 1.0 x 10"°m 0.0

Ventilation System Failure 1.0 x 10_ 0.0

LPG Line Rupture 1.0 x 10m 2.8 x 10"°_

LPG Tank Explosion 1.0 x 10_ 1.5 x 10°

" Where a range of probabilities was estimated for an accident, the
highest probability value is given.

"" The estimated probability of this event is slightly lower for
RMVO_4Fpersonnel than for non-facility persons.
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5.0 x 104 cancer fatalities per person-rem (NRC, 1991). The highest risk events appearto be the

multiple container fire and the reactive materials storage area fire. Each of these accidents are

expected to be further mitigated by administrative controls, emergency response, and design features.

4.5.5 Transportation

SNL/New Mexico operates under a DOE-approved manual governing the onsite transportation

of hazardous materials and waste (SNL, 1989b). The approved procedures ensure that all onsite

transfers and movements of hazardous materials are performed at safety levels equivalent to DOT

regulations. Offsite movements of hazardous materials are performed in compliance with DOT

regulations, the impacts of which would be extremely small based on the assessment of transportation

impacts in an Environmental Impact Statement by the NRC (NRC, 1977b).

4.6 Comparison of Environmental Impacts

The No Action Alternative (Alternative 1) is potentially expected to have a much greater

effect on the environment than the Proposed Action (Alternative 3). The existing operational waste

management facilities are less isolated and have less confinement than those of the Proposed Action to

complete and operate the RMW F. Moreover, the existing operational facilities do not have safety

features, such as HEPA filtration, which would be included under the Proposed Action. The existing

facilities at the generator sites are included in the existing RCRA Part A Permit and will ultimately be

permitted to store mixed waste under the Part B Permit (Secti_- 2.1). However, the No Action

Alternative does not allow for any facility upgrades to allow waste treatment at the generator sites and

the various generator sites do not currently have the full range of capabilities that are required to

prepare the waste for transportation and/or disposal. Thus, some waste could not be disposed of,

making it necessary to store such waste permanently at the generator site or at some other location at

SNL/New Mexico. Such permanent storage would be in violation of the RCRA Permit and could

lead to package deterioration and eventual release of contaminants to the environment. Similarly,

Alternative 2 (decentralized facilities) would probably have greater impact on the environment than

the Proposed Action because of increased potential for releases of nonhazardous materials, such as air

particulates. In addition, the consequence of the maximum abnormal event are likely to be greater for
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Alternative 2 than for the Proposed Action, since the location of the decentralized sites are in densely-

populated worker locations and closer to public residences.

Neither the RMWMF nor decentralized facilities would threaten or result in any adverse

impacts to any endangered species or cultural resources. The commitment of resources would be

greater for decentralized facilities than it would be for the Proposed Action. The costs associated

with the construction, permitting, and staffing of decentralized facilities would also be greater than the

Proposed Action,
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5.0 MITIGATION MEASURES

Because the environmental impacts of the Proposed Action are expected to be minimal,

mitigation required to counteract the potential environmental impacts related to the construction and

routine operations of the proposed RMWMF would be negligible. Adverse effects related to

construction activities are routinely mitigated by SNL/New Mexico. These include the application of

water to disturbed soil areas to control dust and the construction of containment structures to control

potential surface runoff. These practices would be continued during the paving of the roadway and

any other construction on the RMWMF site.

Long-term effects from the removal of vegetation were unavoidable but were restricted within

the proposed site. Reclamation and revegetation of the RMWMF site after closure _vould minimize

long-term impacts on the environment.

A small amount of tritium is expected to be released as an air emission from routine operation

of the RMWMF. No contaminated liquid effluents are expected to be discharged. The facility is

designed to mitigate any potential liquid or atmospheric effluent releases. The facility ventilation

exhaust is filtered and contaminated liquids generated at the facility would be contained within the

facility. Only sanitary sewage would be discharged to the facility sanitary sewage system. A lined

impoundment would contain surface runoff from precipitation events. Worker exposure to LLW and

MW would be thoroughly monitored and strictly controlled.

The following is a discussion of the environmental regulations applicable to the RMWMF.

Compliance with these regulations has served to mitigate, in part, the environmental effects from the

construction of the RMWMF and would serve to mitigate the effects of the anticipated operation of

the RMWMF.

5.1 Environmental Regulations

The completion of construction and the proposed operation of the RMWMF would comply

with environmental regulations for expected emissions, effluents, and waste. Regulatory compliance

would include the following areas:
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• Air emissions;
• Soil disturbance;

• Septic system and sanitary discharge;
• Storm water containment; and
• LLW and MW.

5.1.I Air Emissions

The facility would comply with the ambient air quality standardsof the Albuquerque/

BernaliUo County Air Quality Control Board. The NESHAPs for nonradioactive pollutants are

incorporated as an Air Quality Control Regulation of the Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Air Quality

Board. This regulation imposes local requirements identical to those of NESHAPs, including control

of toxic substances as mandated by the Clean Air Act. In addition, the New Source Performance

Standards (NSPS) of 40 CFR 60 (EPA, 1984), as amended through March 14, 1984, have been

adopted by the City of Albuquerque. These NSPS limit emissions from new industrial plants.

Only small releases of tritium are expected on a routine basis from the RMWMF.

Radionuclide emissions are monitored at SNL/New Mexico and are subject to EPA regulations.

Emissions of radionuclides to the air from DOE facilities are limited to an effective dose equivalent of

10 mrem/yr to the public (40 CFR 61.90-97). The release of tritium from routine operations at the

RMWMF is expected to be considerably less than this limit. The estimated radionuclide emissions

from all sources at SNL/New Mexico including the RMWMF would contribute, at a maximum, less

than 0.01 percent of the 10 mrem/yr limit (Section 4.2.1).

All locations within the RMWMF, which may be potential sources of particulate air

emissions, would be filtered twice: prior to discharge into the main exhaust system and, again, from

the main exhaust system to the atmosphere. A stack monitoring system would monitor emissions.

5.1.2 SoU Disturbance

Dust from construction activities was and would be suppressed with water.
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5.1.3 Sewage System Discharge

The RMWMFwouldnot releaseany radioactiveor hazardouswaste constituentsto

groundwaterundernormaloperations. Sewagewastewaterfromthe facilitywoulddischargeto the

sanitarysewersystem.

5.1.4 Storm Water Containment

No stormwaterdischargeis expectedfromthe RMWMF. All runofffromthe facility area

wouldbe containedin an impoundmentlined withan impermeablematerial. Waterin the

impoundmentwouldbe monitoredas partof the surveillanceandreportingprogramfor the

RMWMF. The impoundmentis sized to preventoverflowbased on precipitation,evaporation,and

events similar to waterflow fromfire fightingactivities.

5.1.5 Low-Level Waste andMixed Waste

Only smallreleases of tritiumintothe environmentare anticipatedfromthe operationof the

RMWMF. SNL/New Mexico Department7043 administersradioactiveandmixed waste management

programs. Complianceis maintainedfor regulationspromulgatedby the EPA,the DOE, and the

DOT. Annualwastemanagementsite plansare preparedto describethe programand providea list

of generatedwaste (SNL, 1988d).

The MWMF was designedto meet the requirementsof DOEOrder5820.2A for waste

reduction,segregation,minimization,and characterization(DOE, 1988c). The facility servesa major

role in the implementationof those requirementsfor the entireLLWand MW managementprogram

at SNL/New Mexico. Noncompatiblewaste receivedat the facility is segregatedaccordingto RCRA

criteriaafter characterization. A wasteminimizationprogramhas been implementedat

SNL/New Mexico which appliesto all waste generators,includingthe RMWMF. The only routine

LLWor MW generatedat the facilitywouldbe personnelprotectiveequipmentfromthe collection of

contaminatedliquidsfromthe analyticallaboratory,and occasionaldecontaminationof waste

packages,andfrom theperiodicchange out of filtersor otherequipmentcontactedby radioactiveor

hazardouscontamination. These systemsare all designedto restrictthe intermixingof LLWand MW
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and to minimize the amount of waste generated. The RMWMF contributes to the goals of

minimizing final waste volumes from all SNL/New Mexico facilities, through waste compaction and

packaging. There are no underground storage tanks in the facility. The RMWMF was designed and

constructed to prevent the release of contaminated liquid through structural spill containment and

separate closed collection systems for the liquid storage, laboratory, and decontamination areas. A

closed runon/runoff system controls exterior drainage in the vicinity of the facility and minimizes the

generation of potentially-contaminated drainage water. All drainage water is collected in a lined

impoundment basin (Section 4.3.3).

Mitigation of exposure to external penetrating radiation will be provided by using training and

administrative procedures, as well as shielding where necessary. Personnel will wear dosimeters for

monitoring of external radiation and will participate in a medical surveillance program. In addition to

regular bioassay for radionuclides and hazardous contaminants, any personnel potentially exposed to

unusual releases or radionuclides (including tritium) will undergo bioassay to determine exposure.

5.2 Mitigation for Adverse Effects

Adverse effects related to construction activities are routinely mitigated with standard

practices at SNL/New Mexico. These include applying water to soil surfaces to control dust and

controlling surface water runoff to contain erosion and sedimentation. These practices were and

would be used during construction.

Long-term effects, such as the removal of grassland habitat, are unavoidable. Reclamation

and revegetation of the RMWMF site upon its closure would minimize long-term impacts to the

environment.
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6.0 REVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITS

SNL/New Mexicoand DOE/AlbuquerqueField Office(DOE/AL) have initiatedconsultations

with regulatory authoritiesresponsible for various environmentalprotection programs applicable to

the MWMF (AppendixC).

6.1 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), Part A

DOE/AL notifiedthe Stateof New Mexico of its intentto constructthe RMWMFat

SNL/New Mexi_. The Staterespondedthatthe DOE/ALnotificationletterwas sufficientunderthe

State hazardouswasteprogramanda formalconstructionpermitwas not requiredto build this facility

(AppendixC). SNL/NewMexico submitteda RCRAPartA PermitApplicationto theState of New

Mexico in September1990.

6.2 Septic Tank Permit

A permit applicationto the New Mexico EnvironmentDepartment (NMED) was filed for the

septic tank associatedwith the _F and an NMED number was assigned, AD 890010

(Appendix C). A Liquid Waste System Registrationwas also submitted for the tank. These are no

longer needed as the septic tank has been abandonedand sewer pipelines are connectedto the sanitary

sewer system.

6.3 Sanitary Discharges

The City of Albuquerqueregulatessanitarydischargesthrough the AlbuquerqueSewer Use

and Wastewater Control Ordinance which regulatesdischargesto the publicly-ownedtreatment works

(POTW) through issuanceof wastewater discharge permits. The permit would be identical to several

other wastewater discharge permits held by SNL/New Mexico. These permits require monitoring and

reportingof specifiedparameters.
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6.4 Cultural Resources Clearance

SNL/New Mexico entered into consultation with the State of New Mexico concerning whether

or not construction and operation of the RMWMF would have any effect on cultural resources.

Results of the consultation indicate that no previously-recorded historic properties would be affected

by the RMWMF (Appendix C).

6.5 Threatened and Endangered Species Clearance

Letters were sent to the State of New Mexico and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to seek

consultation and approval with regard to impacts on State- and Federally-listed species. Results of the

consultation indicate that construction and operation of the RMWMF would have no effect on State-

or Federally-listed species (Appendix C).

6.6 National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs)
Application

The Radioactive Waste Management Operation would be transferred from the inactive

disposal site to the RMWMF upon its completion. An application for approval to construct a facility

that modifies an existing source of radionuclides does not need to be filed if the effective dose

equivalent for this modification is projected to be less than 1 percent of the EPA Standard of

10 mrem/yr (EPA, 1989). The largest dose from the RMWMF to a single receptor is expected to be

approximately 8.00 x 104 mrem/yr or 0.01 percent of the NESHAPs standard of 10 mrem/yr

(Section 4.2.1).
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Director

New Mexico Energy, Minerals
and Natural Resources Department

Forestry Division
Villagra Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503

Director
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish
Villagra Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503

John C. Peterson, Field Supervisor
Ecological Services
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Suite D, 3530 Pan American Highway NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107

C. Kelley Crossman, Program Supervisor
State of New Mexico

Health and Environment Department
Environmental Improvement Division
Hazardous Waste Bureau
P.O. Box 968
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504-0968

Thomas W. Merlan
State Historic Preservation Officer
State of New Mexico
Office of Cultural Affairs
Historic Preservation Division
Villa Rivera, Room 101
228 East Palace Avenue
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503

Steven W. Sares
Project Manager
International Technology Corporation
2340 Alamo Street, Suite 306

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
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9.0 GLOSSARY

Absorbed Dose The energy imparted to matter by ionizing radiation per unit mass of
irradiatedmaterial at the place of interest. The unit of absorbed dose
is the rad.

AIRDOS An EPA-approved computer code for calculating exposure of
individuals according to respirable release fraction of a hazardous
material including radiation material.

Building 6911 Research facility north of the RMWMF; nearest onsite facility.

Building 6920 Radioactive and Mixed Waste Management Facility (RMWMF).

Carcinogen A substance that causes or induces cancer.

Certified Waste Waste that has been confirmed to comply with disposal site waste
acceptance criteria.

Characterization A term applied to waste and to the procedure by which it is sampled,
categorized, and labeled for and before processing, storage, or
transport.

Checked Visual surveillance each day the faciiity is operated to assure all
systems are operating within required ranges and recorded.

Chemical Reactivity The ability of a gaseous oxidizing material to react chemically with
other material, including water. The tendency of two or more
chemicals to react to form one or more products differing from the
reactants.

a, I_O, nCi Curie, microcurie, and nanocurie; special unit of radioactivity. One
curie is 3.7 x 10_°nuclear transformations per second. One
microcurie equals 10_ curies, while one nanocurie equals 10 -9 curies;
10 nCi/g equals one part per million.

Classified Waste RCRA, Section 246.101: Waste material that has been given security
classification in accordance with 50 U.S.C. 401 and Executive Order
11652.

Closure RCRA, Section 270.2: The act of securing a Hazardous Waste
Management facility pursuant to the requirements of 40 CFR Part
264.

Combustible Capable of undergoing combustion.
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Combustion A chemical process that involves oxidation sufficient to produce light
or heat.

Committed Dose Dose Equivalent is the product of absorbed dose in rad (or gray) in
Equivalent tissue and a quality factor. It is expressed in units of Rein or seivert.

Committed Dose Equivalent is the predicted total dose equivalent to a
tissue or organ over a 50-yr period after a known intake of a
radionuclide into the body. It does not include contributions from
external dose.

Compaction Reduction of waste volumes by hydraulic press, in the cases where
such reduction would not itself cause a haz,_d.

Confinement System A system to prevent the release of radioactive and hazardous materials
to the environment by the imposition of physical barriers and seals. A
facility structure and a sealed 55-gal drum are both confinement
systems.

Decontamination RCRA, Section 259.10: The process of reducing or eliminating the
presence of harmful substances, such as infectious agents, so as to
reduce the likelihood of disease transmission from those substances.

Design Bash Accidents Postulated accidents, natural forces, and resulting conditions for which
(DBAs) the confinement structure, systems, components, and equipment must

meet their functional goals. These safety class items are those
necessary to assure the safe capabiiity to shut down operations,
maintain the plant in shut-down condition, and maintain integrity of
the final confinement barrier of radioactive or other hazardous

materials; to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents; or to
monitor releases that could result in potential offsite exposures. For
the RMWMF, the DBA is the earthquake and fire accident scenario
with a reoccurrence interval of once every 1,000 years.

Design Basis Earthquake An earthquake that is the most severe design basis accident of this
(DBE) type. It produces the vibratory ground motion for which safety class

items are designed to remain functional. For the RMWMF, the DBE
is that defined by Seismic Zone 2 in the Uniform Building Code
(UBC).

Design Basis Fire (DBF) A fire that is the most severe design basis accident of this type. In
postulating such a fire, failure of automatic and manual fire
suppression provisions shall be assumed except for those safety class
items/systems that are specifically designed to remain available
(structurally or functionally) through the event.

Dose Equivalent The product of absorbed dose in tissue, a quality factor, and other
modifying factors. Absorbed dose (expressed in units of rad) is the
energy imparted to matter by ionizing radiation per unit mass of
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Dose Equivalent irradiated material at the place of interest in that material. A quality
(continued) factor is the principal modifying factor used to calculate the dose

equivalent from the absorbed dose. Dose equivalent is expressed in
units of Rem.

Facility Boundary The fence that surrounds and prevents uncontrolled access to the
facility or facilities.

Fire Protection System Any fire alarm device, system, or combination designed and installed
for detecting, controlling, or extinguishing a fire and alerting
occupants and/or the fire department.

Fires The basic type of fires are Classes A, B, C, and D:

Class A Fires occur in ordinary combustible materials, such as wood,
cloth, paper, rubber, and many plastics.

Class B Fires occur in flammable liquids, oils, greases, tats, oil base
paints, lacquers, and flammable gases.

Class C Fires involve energized electrical equipment where the
electrical nonconductivity of the extinguishing media is of importance.
(When electrical equipment is de-energized, extinguishers for Class A
or B fires may be used safely.)

Class D Fires occur in combustible metals, such as magnesium,
zirconium, sodium, lithium, and potassium.

Flood Plain The lowland and relatively flat areas adjoining inland and coastal
waters including flood-prone areas of offshore islands. This includes,
at a minimum, that area subject to a 1 percent or greater chance of
flooding in any given year.

Gamma Ray Electromagnetic radiation emitted in the process of unclear transition
or radioactive decay.

General Public The general populace; does not include radiation workers.

Generator RCRA, Sections 144.2; 146.3; 270.2: Any person, by site location,
whose act or process produces hazardous waste identified or listed in
40 CFR 261.

Hazardous Material Any substance or material that poses an unreasonable risk to health,
safety, and/or property.

High Efficiency-Particulate Filters used in the nuclear industry, with a typical efficiency of being
Air Filter (HEPA) capable of removing about 99.97 percent of all panicles as small as

0.3/_m from air passed through the filter.
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High-Level Waste (HLW) The high radioactive waste material that results from the reprocessing
of spent nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produced directly in
reprocessing and any solid waste derived from the liquid, that contains
a combination of TRU waste and fission products in great enough
concentrations to require permanent isolation.

IDLH Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health "...represents a maximum
concentrationfrom which, in the event of respirator failure, one could
escape within 30 minutes, without experiencing any escape-impairing
or irreversible health effects." Where the notation "C" appears,
NIOSH has recommended that the substance be treated as a potential
human carcinogen; IDLHs are not listed for those substances.

Low-Level Waste (I_W) Waste that contains radioactivity and is not classified as high-level
waste, transuranic waste, or spent nuclear fuel. Test specimens of
fissionable material irradiated for research and development may be
regarded as LLW only is the concentration of transuranic is less than
100 nCi/gm.

Maximum Offsite The hypothetical offsite receptor located in the closest occupied
Individual facility outside of the facility being analyzed, at 100 meters in the

direction of the maximum atmospheric dilution factor, or at the
distance inside the site boundary at which the maximum dose occurs,
whichever is further, for which consequences are calculated.

Mitigation Used in conjunction with impact severity. Refers to measures that
will avoid or minimize the severity of an event. These measures
could be administrative controls, specific design features, or operating
techniques.

Mixed Waste Waste containing both hazardous (chemically toxic) and radioactive
components.

Non-Reactor Nuclear A facility where operations do not meet the definition of a nuclear
Facility reactor facility. Non-Reactor Nuclear Facilities include radioactive

material facilities. The RMWMF is a non-reactor nuclear facility.

Nuclear Criticality A self-sustaining chain reaction caused by a critical mass of fissionable
material in the correct geometry. Critical mass is the smallest mass of
fissionable material that will support a self-sustaining chain reaction
under specified conditions.

Off site Anything, such as roads, buildings, streams, and people, located
outside or beyond the restricted public access boundaries.

Person-rem Unit of estimating dose from radiation exposure to a population.
Equal to the average individual dose times the number of people in the
population exposed.
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Population Dose Population dose is expressed in person-rem and is used in estimating
possible effects to a human population exposed to known hazardous
materials, such as radioactivity. Equal to the average individual dose
(in reins) times the number of people exposed.

Probability The annual probability of occurrence of a single accident or event
sequence.

Public The population that could be exposed to an incident occurring from
operations at the RMWMF. The population would include visitors at
the RMWMF or in the vicinity of KAFB, off-duty workers and other
personnel, and the general population around the facility.

Rad The unit of absorbed dose equal to 100 ergs/gm (0.01 J/Kg) in any
medium.

Radiation Worker An individual ,who works with or around radiation or who, in the
course of completing a task, may be exposed to radiation.

Radioactive Waste Solid, liquid, or gaseous materials of negligible economic value that
contains radionuclides in excess of threshold quantities except for
radioactive material from post-weapons test activities.

Radiolysis Chemical decomposition by the action of radiation.

Reactive Materials Materials which exhibit chemical reactivity to a degree which is
considered hazardous or dangerous (see Chemical Reactivity).

Release Fraction The fraction of the total inventory of radioactive or hazardous
particulate or vapor released to the atmosphere during an accident.

Risk A measure of the product of the probability and the consequences of
an accident expressed in either qualitative or quantitative terms.

Segregated Storage Liquid or solid oxidizing materials stored in the same room with
incompatible materials physically separated by space. The spacing is
maintained by using sills or curbs or by using intervening storage of
nonhazardous, compatible materials.

Site The land area that a facility occupies. The area of land owned or
controlled by the DOE for the principal purpose of constructing and
operating a facility and by the site boundary.

Site Boundary The perimeter of restricted public access zone in which the facility is
contained.

Solidification Immobilization of material that is composed of liquids or is found in
other semi-liquid physically mobile states.
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Stabilization The process by which powders or small fines are combined with other
materials to make them less mobile.

Threshold Limit Value - The time-weighted average concentration for a normal 8-hr work day
l_me Weighted Average and a 40-hr work week to which nearly all workers may be repeatedly
(TLV-TWA) exposed, day after day, without adverse side effect.

Transuranium Any radionuclide having an atomic number greater than 92.
Radionuclide

Transuranic Waste Waste that is contaminated with alpha-emitting transuranium
(TRU) radionuclides with half-lives greater than 20 years and concentrations

greater that 100 nCi/gm at the time of assay. High-level waste and
spent nuclear fuel are specifically excluded by this definition (DOE,
1986).

Tri_'um A radioactive isotope of hydrogen represented by the symbol 3Hor T.
The tritium atom consists of a central nucleus, containing one proton
and two neutrons, and an external orbital electron.

Waste Streams Typical and average quantities of waste by category produced by a
facility or organization annually.
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202JG_n:JB_cl.SF..Su_
_xx_e,que. _ 871O6

15O51242-1344
Fax:I_l 242-1650

Chambers Group, Inc.

December 18, 1989
(Report 8067N)

Mr. Michael Norte
Division 7821
Sandla National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185-5800

Dear Mr. Notre:

I am enclosing five copies of the archaeological survey report
titled A Cultural Resource Survey of 3.4 ACres Site Currently Under
Construction as a Radl0a_tlve Hixed W_st_ F_clllty at Sandia
National LaboratQrl_s, Klrtl_nd Air F_rce Base, New Mexico. It i_
Our opinion that construction of the facility will have no effect
on any significant cultural resources.

Please feel free to call if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Kenneth rd, Ph.D.
Principal Investigator

KJL/rkd

enclosure



A CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY OF A 3.4 ACRE SITE
CURRENTLY UNDER CONSTROCTION AS A RADIOACTIVE MIXED WASTE FACILITY

AT SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES,
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE,

NEW MEXICO

by

Steven R. Hoagland

submitted to

SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES
Division 7821
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ABSTRACT

An archaeological survey of approximately 3.4 acres of property

situated on Sandla National Laboratories, Kirtland Air Force Base,

Bernalillo County, New Mexico, yielded no cultural resources. The

area surveyed is located on the western piedmont of the Manzano

Mountains, south of Albuquerque, New Mexico. The project area is

being utilized for construction of a Radioactive Mixed Waste

Facility (Building 6920}. The entire construction site has been

severely disturbed by bladlng and leveling, and as of the survey

date the building was approximately 95% completed. No artifacts

or cultural features were observed within the 3.4 acre facility

site.

This area, however, is thought to be an unllkely location to find

significant cultural resources. Most of the known archaeological

sites located on the piedmont are situated along major drainages.

Arroyo del Coyote is the closest named drainage, with a portion

situated two miles northeast of the project locale.

Two previous intensive cultural resource surveys which came as

close as 46 m (150 ft) to the south and 305 m (1,000 ft) to the

east of this construction site, tend to support this observation.

Neither survey located any historic o_ prehistoric sites within

the vicinity. The lack of sites recorded from the area, suggests

that the likelihood of sites ever having been located within the

Radioactive Mixed Waste Facility Site would be extremely remote.

The low density of isolated occurrences (I0) located in the project

vicinity also supports this assumption as IOs tend to occur in

higher frequencies within the vicinity of historic or prehistoric

sites.

Due to the project location and previous disturbance, cultural

resource clearance is recommended for completion of the Radioactive

Mixed Waste Facility and associated infrastructures.



INTRODUCTION

Chambers Group0 Inc. (CGI) has completed a cultural resources

survey on approximately 3.4 acres of Department of Energy property

located on Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), Kirtland Air Force

Base (KAFB), New Mexico. This survey was performed under the

authorization of a State of New Mexico Survey Permit No. 89-029.

The survey was requested Mr. Michael Notre with Sandia National

Laboratories on December 11e 1989. Fieldwork was conducted on

December 14r 1989t by Steven R. Hoagland, Archaeologist. Dr.

Kenneth J. Lord served as CGIes Principal Investigator.

The pro_ect area is scheduled for construction of Building 6920 to

serve as a Radioactive Mixed Waste Facility. Building 6920 is

currently 90 to 95_ completee and is situated on approximately 0.2

acres of the pro_ect area. To facilitate construction of this

structure and in preparation for associated infrastructures, the

remaining acreage has been bladed and leveled.

This project site is located about 46 m (150 it) north of the

southern boundary of SNL Area IIIe and about 75 m (246 it) west of

Sandiaes Chemical Dump and Disposal Area fence. In more general

terms, the Radioactive Mixed Waste Facility is located on the

western piedmont of the ManzanoHountains south of Albuquerque, New

Mexico. It is situated about 4.8 k (3 mi) south from the portion

of Arroyo del Coyote that is 1 k (0.6 mi) southeast from its

confluence with Tijeras Arroyo. Ti_eras arroyo is the major

piedmont drainage in the area, flowing southwest down toward the

Rio Grande River from TiJeras Canyon which divides the Sandia from

the Manzanita and Manzano Mountains. The project area is depicted

on the Hubbell Springe New Mexico, 7.5 min series topographic

quadrangle map (see Figure 1). The legal description is:

T9N R4E SEC 29: SE1/4 SE1/4 SW1/4 SE1/4;

s 1/4 swl/4 s1/4 sE1/4
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UTN coordinates for the corners of the construction site are as

fol lows :

NW corner: Zone 13 3870785 mN;. 359530 mE

HE corner: 3870785 mN; 359670 mE

SE corner: 3870690 mN; 359670 mE

SW corner: 3870690 mN; 359530 mE

The present survey was conducted in accordance with existing

environmental legislation for the protection of natural and

cUltUral resources as outlined by the State of New Mexico Cultural

Properties Act of 1969 (revised 1978) and Federal legislation such

as the Executive Order No. 11593 (1972), the Environmental Policy

Act 6 of 1969 (91 star 852), and the National Historic Preservation

Act of 1966. This legislation was passed in response to interest

of the scientific community and many segments of the American

public in recognition that the material remains of prior cultures

are a limited non-renewable aspect of the environment and contain

data of intrinsic historic and social significance.

No sites on the National Register of Historic Places, or the State

Register of Cultural Properties, or sites nominated to these

registers are located within the project area.

MODERN ENVIRONMENT

The Radioactive Mixed Waste Facility is located on the Albuquerque

East Mesa, which is situated in the eastern portion of the

Albuquerque-Belen Basin. The basin is bounded to the east by the

Sandia, Manzanita and Manzano Mountains, to the west by the Lucero

Uplift and Pueblo Plateau, by the NaciMiento Uplift to the north

and by the Socorro Channel to the south. The upper part of the

basin is composed of a complex sequence of Santa Fe Formation

gravel, sand, silt, clay and caliche deposits. This sequence is

underlaln by sedimentary rocks which extend to a depth of about

3



I0,000 feet below sea level (Sandia National Laboratories, Site

Development Plan 1984).

More specifically, the Radioactive Mixed Waste Facility is located

on the western piedmont of the Manzano Mountains directly south of

Albuquerque, New Mexico. The piedmont slopes gently westward

toward the Rio Grande River with Tijeras Arroyo and its tributaries

being the main drainage for this area. The construction site is

situated at an elevation of 1649 m (5410 it) &_ove sea level.

The climate in this area is generally mild and dry with large

diurnal and seasonal variations in temperature. The mean annual

air temperature is about 58 to 60 degrees with the frost free

season varying from 170 to 195 days. Most of the annual rain fnlls
i

between July and September, measuring about 8 inches per year on

the mesa and 20 inches in the mountains.

Soils in the vicinity of the project site are: Tijeras gravelly

fine sandy loam wlth slopes of I to 5%, and Madurez loamy fine sand

with slopes of I to 5%. The TiJeras loam consists of deep well

drained soils formed in decomposed granitic a11uvlal fans.

Typically the surface layer is a six inch thick yellowlsh brown

gravelly fine sandy loam. The subsoil is frequently a 15 Inch

thick deposit of brown sandy clay loam that has some accumulation

of llme in the lower portions. The substratum is a pale brown very

gravelly loamy sand and gravelly sandy loam with llne in the upper

portions. The gravel is derived from granite and is fine and

angular. This sol1 is moderately alkaline (Hacker 1977}.

The Madurez loamy fine sand is composed of deep, well drained soils

that formed on piedmonts in old unconsolidated alluvium modified

by wind. In a representative profile the surface layer is a four

Inch thick deposit of brown fine sandy loam. The subsoll is an

approximate 17 Inch thick deposit of brown sandy clay loam and

light brown fine sandy loam. This soil becomes calcareous

approximately 13 inches below surface and moderately alkallne



throughout. The substratum is a pink, pinkish-gray, and light

brown sandy loam to a depth "of 60 inches or more below surface

(Hacker 1977 ).

Runoff is slow to moderate for these soils and the hazard of wind

erosion is moderate to severe. Permeability is moderate wlth the

available water capacity ranging from three to nine inches. The

effective rooting depths are 60 inches or more. These soils are

used for range, wildllfe habitat, watershed and community

development (Hacker 1977).

Currently, due to extensive blading to level the faclllty area,

there are only a few small tumbleweeds situated within the

construction site. The plant community usually supported by

Tijeras and Madurez soils is dominated by grasses that cover about

15 percent of the soil surface. Indian rlcegrass and black grama

are the most abundant grasses observed in the area. Other grasses

supported by these soils include sand dropsee_], spike dropseed,

mesa dropseed, giant dropseed, bush muhly, New Mexico feathergrass,

three-awn, blue grama, alkall sacaton, fluffgrass and galleta.

Also found in association are broom snakeweed, broom dalea,

prlcklypear cactus, small soapweed, cholla cactus, wlnterfat,

catclaw mimosa and range ratany. Annual plants, which increase in

years of above average precipitation, are tansymustard, Indian

paintbrush, woolly Indlan-wheat, lambsquarters, Russlan-thlstle,

fiddleneck, daisy, loco, verbena and bladderpod. Woody plants are

frequently located In the dra_nageways wlth Apache-plume, fourwlng

saltbush, winterfat, wolfberry and Mormon-tea being the dominant

shrubs. If the plant community is disturbed annual plants and

woody plants such as wolfberry, tea bush, and small soapweed

increase. Sand dropseed and galle%a grasses, broom snakeweed,

catclaw and cactus also increase significantly with rubber

rabbltbrush and mesquite invading the plant community In places

(Hacker 1977}.



SURVKY I_'THOI)O_

Ms. Cathy Roach with Sandia National Laboratories met with Mr.

Hoagland and accompanied him to the project area where she

proceeded to define the limits of the existing construction site.

The construction site was traversed east and west at twelve to

fifteen meter intervals until one hundred percent coverage was

effected. As there was almost no vegetation present, visibility

was excellent. No collections were made.

PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICALRESEARCH

Two previous intensive cultural resource surveys conducted by the

Center of Anthropological Studies came as close as 150 ft to the

south and 1000 ft to the east of this construction site. Both of

the resultant survey reports and the Archaeological Records

Management System Site Report (ARMS) requested from the Laboratory

of Anthropology, Museum of New Mexico, indicate there have been no

archaeological sites previously recorded from within the vicinity

of this construction site. A cultural resources overview will not

be presented in this document since no potentially significant

remains were located. An existing cultural resources overview

prepared for the Middle Rio Grande Valley (Cordell 1979) does,

however, include the Albuquerque-Belen Basin. This overview

provides information on the region In general. Stuart and Gauthier

(1981) also discusses the cultural resources of the region in a

more abbreviated form.

The closest known cultural resource to the Radioactive Mixed Waste

Facility construction site, was recorded from KAFB Management Area

B by the Center of Anthropological Studies (CAS) (Rodgers 1980).

A large portion of the western boundary of KAFB Area B corresponds

with the eastern boundary of SNL Area III. The Radioactive Mixed

Waste Facility is situated about 305 m from this Joint boundary.

The site (L(A 48096; NM 0:2:2:3} is situated approximately 1.9 k



(1.2 mi) northeast of the Radioactive Mixed Waste Facility

construction site. It is recorded as a sheepherding complex

dating to the early New Mexico Statehood period (1912 to 1931).

Isolated occurrences 14 and 38 are the closest cultural resources

recorded from Area B. They are situated about 683 m (2,240 ft and

719 m [2,360 ft] respectively} to the southeast of the construction

site. I0 14 is recorded as an obsidian chipped stone core and I0

38 is listed as being a chipped stone side scraper.

The area situated directly south of SNL Area IIl is KAFB Area I

(West). This area, of which a portion is situated about 46 m (150

ft) south of the Radioactive Mixed Waste Facility, was also

previously surveyed by CAS (Franklin and Rodgers 1981}. The

closest site to the project area that was recorded during the I

(west) survey was the historic McCormick Ranch site (LA 47906; NM

0:2:2:5). It is located approximately 3.2 k (2 ml) west of the

project area.

Of the 983 IOs recorded from Area I (west), nine locales containing

prehistoric artifacts were situated within a half mile (0.8 k) of

the Radioactive Mixed Waste Facility (Franklin and Rodgers

1980:25). The closest was located about 122 m (400 ft) froa the

southern Area III boundary and about 171 m (560 ft) south of the

facility. CAS collected all of the recorded IOs and have them,

along with a legal description and UTM location for each, on file

at the Center. Without the exact location and description, it was

impossible to determine which isolated finds were collected from

within a half mile of this project site. It is most probable,

however, that the IOs in question were llthlc artifacts as they

accounted for 98.5% of the isolated finds. It is also probable

that these artifacts were the by-product of chipped stone tool

manufacturing (i.e. cores, flakes, angular debris, etc.} as this

category accounted for 95.1% of the isolated llthic artifacts

(Franklin and Rodgers 1981:24}. Most of these artifacts were

tertiary flakes (86.8%) which are pieces of chipped stone which

7



were produced during tool manufacturing, and that retain no

evidence of the stones original cortex. Also, the majority of

llthlcs collected by CAS were produced from local cherts which

occur as nodules outcropping from the Maderla and Sandla limestone

Formations deposited in the mountains situated on and to the east

KAFB. Franklln and Rodgers (1981:52) indicate that these cherts

comprise 94.7% of all llthlcs collected as IOs.

SURVEY RESULTS

No significant prehistoric or historic cultural resources were

located within the Radioactive Mixed Waste Facility construction

site. The entire project locatlon has been previously disturbed

by parking and facility foundation preparation and from

construction of the facility.

Even though the facility site has been severely disturbed, it is

fairly unllkely that significant cultural resources would have ever

been located within the project area. Most of the known sites

located on the piedmont are situated near or along one of the major

drainages. The closest large drainage to the project area is a

portion of Arroyo del Coyote located approximately 3.2 k (2 ml)

to the northeast.

The lack of sites recorded from the vicinity of the southern and

eastern boundaries of SNLArea III, tend to support the assumption

that it is unllkely that archaeological sites were ever located

within the Radioactive Mixed Waste Facility project local. The low

density of isolated occurrences recorded from the vicinity, also

suggests that there was very little possibility of sites being

located within the project area. Isolated occurrences tend to

occur in higher frequencies within the vicinity of historic or

prehistoric sites. Due to the project location and the disturbance

from previous project construction, it is unlikely that subsurface

cultural deposits would be present.



RECOI_4ENDATIONS

It is the opinion of the author based on the current and previous

surveys and the observed previous disturbance, that the continued

construction of the Radioactive Mixed Waste Facility and associated

infrastructures, will have no effect on any significant cultural

resources. If subsurface cultural resource manifestations are

located during facility construction, work must be halted, and a

qualified archaeologist notified. With this stipulation, cultural

resource clearance is recommended for construction of the Sandla

Natlonal Laboratories, Radioactive Mixed Waste Facillt¥
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_ INTERNATIONAL
TECHNOLOGY
CORPORATION

D_ 11, 1989

Mr. Ted Wolff
Sandia National _turies
Division 3202
P.O. Box 5800
Albuquerque, New Max/co 87185

_ OF THE _RFAT_ AND E_%NG_m_ SPECIES _
R_R THE RADI_%ClTVE AND Mnean NASTE _cRm_aT FAmnmIY

Dear Mr. Wolff:

This letter _ the results of an on, round survey of the Radioactive
and Mixed Waste Management Facility (R_HF) site at Sandia National
Laboratories, Alht_uerque, Bernalillo Om_, New Mexico, fur the
of to ate zisa uuta
species. I visited the R_a_F site on _ 8, 1989, __aD/ed by
yourself and Mr. Tony Ruybal of Sandia National Laboratories.

Due to the time of year of the visit, genexm_ wildlife activity was low
and plant species identification was often limited to _tive
c_mracteristics on dried, abuve-gr_md tissues. Please note that closely
related species with similar vegetative c_&_racters(e.g., grass species in

_le identifications.

D uriion oftheSite
The site of the R_4F is in T.gN R.4E Section 29 SEI/4 SEI/4. The
Dhysiographic setting of the site is an undissected alluvial surface with
a gradual westward slope of _tely 2%. _3e soils range from a fine
sandy loam to a gravelly sandy loam. The estimated maximum extent of the
disturbance associated with the R_HF is i0 acres. Ezist/ng msads bound
the east and south sides of the site. Ap_rcv/mately 3 acres of the site
has been cleared of vegetation. The mmm_nirg area of natural vegetation
is moderately _ by v_hicle tracks and some debris. Alt/_ most
of the area sur_ the RMNMF site is still %mdistur_ed, a variety of
small structures and land disturbances exist east and northeast of the
sits.

Biological Description of the Site
The RM_MF site is located within a well developed grassland association in
good condition. Grasses are estimated to comprise over 90% of the
vegetative uover. The dominant species are sand dro_seed (_
gryptaIKh_s), mesa dropseed (S. fl_), black gram (]_M_=]_fla
_) and galleta (Hil_ia _). Patc/%esof burro grass

Regional Office
5301 Centrol Avenue N E • Suite 700 • Albuquerque New Mexico 87108• (505) 262-8800

IT CorporutlonLSu wholly owned subsJd_uryo/lnternullonul Technology Corporullon
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(Scl_ro_n hrevifoliu$) occur, but are not extensive. Three-awn

(_r_ cf./_) and ring muhly (Muhlen_ia torreyi)/sand muhly
(M._) areommon grasseson the site.

Shrubs, subshrubs and forbs are sparse at the RM_4F site. Four-wing

saltbush (_ canescens) is the only shrub on the site, with only a
few individuals exceel£_ the height of the grasses. Subshrubs are.

represented by broom sr_ (Gutierrezia _E_), winterfat (]_
/a_) and plains yucca (Yucca g_). Cacti observed on the site were

prickly pear (Q__ _eac_), club cholla (O. clavata) and

pincushion cactus (co_tha _).

very little wildlife activity was observed at the site. A coyote (_L_
/_) was heard approximately 1/4 to 1/2 mile to the west during the

visit. Small to moderately large flocks of horned larks (E__I/_
_I_L_) were observed. Signs of small mammal activity were few and

limited to small _. The habitat type prc_ly supports Ord's
kangaroo rat (DiDodumys ordii) and plains pocket mouse (Parognathus
_).

Threatened and Endangered Species Assessm__nt
Based on the location of the _ site and the habitat type, the

developm_ of this facility will not impact any wildlife species
currently listed as threatened or er_ by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service or the New M_co Department of Game and Fish.

Special attention was given to the possible existence of the

Stat_protactedgram grasscactus(Pedio_actuspa_T_cantha)inthe
undis_ vegetation. This species was not observed at the site. The
appropriate agencies are being notified of these conclusions for

Pl_e _ntact _e _ (505) 887-8294 (WIPP Office) or (505) 262-8800

(Albuquerque Office) if additional information is required.

sinoerely,

N. Timothy Fischer
Environmental Scientist
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u.S. Fish andWlldlLto aervloe
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klhs_uque, Newl4axico 87107

t_w Itr. IWc4_t

qtlle leCr_ seeksccmultatlon _m the U.S. F_h andtiUd_te
servioo in oca_ier_ vlU_Swt:ion7 ot the _ Speolu
f_ the a_s_tcn _ a RsdJ.ow_wend_ _
l_boilit7(_ttaP) at: smiia }Wgioral l.ol=__ea, _,
Haxioo. 'me __t9 lom'c.tonof this lxo_-'c, is in k-_a.tl_o
_, T._ R.ilI r,ec_a_ ;_ 88 1/4 ,m 1/4.

_ will require a _ oC 10 _ oL'_ _,

a ##06 _ too_bjlldtrq t_ u_ _mndl/nqand_oe lowlewl
ra41_ve x_ and_ _. _ sl_ is lcmtad in t
_l_d _Ctm, dashed _/sad dn_u.d (_

believe ths_ _on o_ this facility v111 no_ _ ar_
_ly listed idz_skm_edc_ erdange_dap_alesor arnica1
_t_. Plem_ adviseus ot your _ wlt_ this ttrdlrq.

you require m in_ormt1_ c_ tl_LsmCtar_ please OmCScc_ a_
887.8294 (Car_, NewMexico).
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GOVERNOR State of New Mexico STATEGAME COMMISSION

GARREY CARRUTHERS : GERALD MAESTAS, CHAIRMAN
ESPAI_OLA

RICHARD A. ALLGOOD
DIRECTOR AND SECRETARY SILVERCITY

TO THE COMMISSION
BILL MONTOYA CHRISTINE DIGREGORIOGALLUP

BOB JONES

DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISH DELLCITY,TX
VILLAGRA BUILDING J.W. JONES

SANTA FE ALBUQUERQUE
87503

April 23, 1990

Mr. Tim Fischer, Environmental Scientist

International Technology Corporation
5301 Central Avenue, N.E., Suite 700
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108

Dear Mr. Fischer:

This letter acknowledges receipt of your request seeking

consultation and approval from the Department of Game and

Fish with regard to impacts to state-listed endangered or
other sensitive species of wildlife resulting from the
construction of a Radioactive and Mixed Waste Management
Facility (RMWMF) at Sandia National Laboratories in

Albuquerque. The RMWMFwill require a maximum of 10 acres of

surface disturbance, with approximately 3 acres enclosed by a
chai_ link fence, containing a 6406 square foot building for
the handling and storage of low-level radioactive and mixed
waste.

The department concurs with your finding that the

construction of the RMWF facility will not affect any

state-listed threatened or endangered wildlife, and hereby
issue a finding of no significant impact.

Thank you for affording the Department of Game and Fish the

opportunity to review and comment on this project. If you
have any questions, please contact Andrew Sandoval (827-7952)
of this office.

Sincerely,

Bill Montoya
Director

BM/avs

cc: Wain Evans (Assistant Director, NMGF)
Dan Pursley (NW Area Supervisor, NMGF)



UNITED STATES RECEIVED
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR JAN2 2 1990

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

Ecological Services ITCORP.-ALBUQUERQUE
Suite D, 3530 Pan American Highway, RE

Albuquerque, NewHextco 8710_ons. 2-22-90-1-039
January 17, 1990

Mr. Tim Fisher
International Technology Corporation
5301 Central Avenue, NE, Suite 700

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108

Dear Mr. Fisher:

This responds to your letter dated Dece_er 13, 1989, requesting information
on species Federally listed or proposed to be listed as threatened or
endangered. The proposed action involves construction of a Radioactive and
Mixed Waste Management Facility at Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
New Mexico. The geographic location is in Bernalillo County, SEll4, SEll4,
Section 29, R4E, T9N.

We have used the information in your request to narrow the list of threatened

or endangered species occurring in the project area to those which may be
affected by the proposed action. Our data indicate no threatened or

endangered species would be affected by the proposed action.

Wetlands, riparian vegetation and other sensitive wildlife habitat on or near
the site should also be protected. If impacts cannot be avoided, a mitigation

plan shodld be developed to compensate for fish and wildlife losses.

We suggest you contact the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish and the New

Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department for information about

plants and jnimals of State concern.

If we can be of further Assistance, please call Charlie McDonald at (505,
883-7877 or FTS 474-7877.

Sincerely_yours,

;,F_ld-Sbper_sor
\,//

co:

Director, New Mexico Department of Game _d Fish, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Director, New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department,

Forestry Division, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Regional Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Fish and Wildlife

Enhancement, Albuquerque, New Mexico
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J__*''_.__'/_ STATEOF NEWMEXICO
_'_ OFFICE OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS

HISTORIC PRESERVATION DIVISION H[U_tnll|.Ndtn
GARR[Y CAItRUTH[RS VILLA NvEnA, ItOOkl let CUl IVUt ufAmj0.
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January 22, 1990

Mr. Albert R. Chernofr
Director
Manascmcnt Support Division
Albuquerque Operations Office
Department Of EncrlY
Post Office BoxS400
Albuquerque, HOw Mexico 8711S

Re: Mixed Waste Man•screens Facility. Sandia National Laboralorics

Atln: Mr. R. F. Gonzales

Dear Mr. Chcrnofr:

At your request, | have reviewed the results of n cullur|l resources survey of
the area affected by construction of the Mixed Waste Man•screens Facility it
SandS• National Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base, Hew Mexico. The results
of this suivcy are described in A Cullurol RanG,tee Survey e/ • .I.4 Acre $1l¢
C.rr,.ll7 Undo Co.strucrlon aS a _adioocti.'t Mixtd TosldP Focitil¥ 411Sn_i•
Nnfio,lol Lol)oralor/aP& £irlla,d Air Forts 8nat. How Max;c# by Stcvln It,.
Hoa$1and. Chambers Group. Inc.

Accordins to the survey report, the described facility is approximately 95_
complete, and the project area or ell'cot has been disturbed to an extent that
precludes the idcntification of significant srchacolosicll or historical sites. I!
is therefore impossible rot me to comment on the possible effects or this
undcrtakin8 on hisloric properties in accordance with the provisions or )6 CFR
Part 800.

However, sinc¢ no properties entered in or dclermined++cl|sible Forinclusion in
the National ReSister of Historic Places are located In tl_ vicinity o( this
undertaking, completion OT the Mixed Waste Man•lemons Facility will have no
eft'oct on any previously 8ccordcd historic properties.

Thank you for informing m¢ of the resultsof the dcscr,'bcdsurveycffort.
Please cons•el IbiS office wlth any questions you may have rclardlnl my
comments on this matte¢.

Slncc_..



e_i'___, O,....jart,ne'='. o: Enerr y

AIh,_lue.rquGOp_rattr._lsOlhce

r 0 6o_ 5400
Albuquerquu.New Me=._;o87115

0(C2O

CERTIFIED HAIL - REIlJR4 RECEIPT

State of New Mexico
Health and EnvironmentDepartment
Env_tal ImprovementDivision
Hazardous Waste Bureau
Attn: Hr. Kelley Crossnen
P. O. Box 968
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504--0968

Dear Hr. Crossman:

The _ of this letter is to notify you of our intentJ.on to undertake
oons_on of a Radioactiveand Mixed Waste Management Facility at
Sandia National Laboratories,#dbuquerque (_A). SSLk intends to begin
cons_on of this facilityduring the month of February 1989. The
Radioactive and Mixed Waste Hanagement Facility (RM44F)will be utilized
to package and store radioactiveand mixed _ste for transportationto
off-site treatmentand/or d_l facilities. SNIA has oeased burial of
mixed waste at its low-levelradioactivewaste landfilland this facility
is r_<_sat-_"iut _aC_._h,_ aUd stor_e 05 the mixed waste stream _erated
at. the laboratory. Outlong-range plans also call for discontinuance of
radioactive waste burLal at S_A as w_11.

The RCRAPart _ for SNLA will be _ to include mixed _mste operations
within six months of the State of New Mexico receiving RCPa mixed waste
authority. The facilitywill be built to meet storage building
requiremants already specifiedunder BCBA. We do understandthat
construction approval does not automatically confer RCRApermit status for
the _. It is critical that the facility be built during this fiscal

year and the current budget _ule because the budget cycle for
requesting and sacur_,_ approval for oons_o_ at a future date could
require several years.



I(. Cro: ._man - 2 -

If you require any further Lnfomat.Lon, please call Sue _:. umshler, of my
staff, at 844-7671.

sincerely,

D_rector, Managenvmt

\ Su_po_t Division

!OC:

R. Brown, USKPA, Region Vl
J. Themelis, _ID/K5
P. Stanford, 0100, SNIA A
S. Wallace, 0132, SNIA /,////A"

/



United States Government Department of Energ_

..... d, .........memora n m Albuquerque Operations Offic

DATE"

REPLY TO

ATTN Of: I_;U: L_31W:_|'lJ

sueJ_cT: C_tlx_'t Jtxl oL"Hi.fi _ast_ F_icil i ty, Sttl_

To: P.H. SL;tnford. C_qltro]ler. 0]00, F2IIA

T_ attaclL_l letter from the t4_lb is foe your Jan[on,_tton and records.

_e R_:ID has stated chat our letter will _flce for rx_ltfication under
cl_ State lmzardous _aste progr_.. In addition, they udvl.e that we apply
tl_ rt_lulrelents ol" 1H4{-5 to r.l-_ tk,_.ign and Ol'_..ration of. this unit.
l_c_e of tJ_lr sta£f limitatit_s, . for._l construction, pemit rill not

' be requir(d by tl_ t_k:lD to build this faeili_. Rtrther, they advta;e
dmt U_ Part A _ P.rt B RQ_ pen.i t applications wil I haw to be
nodifit_l _n tit, State receives for,_l ROSAndxed _,ste autl_rtzatio..

Please revie_ r_e desi_ or" r_is facility for coaplia_.e _ith li4_-S
before cor_trucLi_ t_ins, if t_ssible. Also, _e urge clmt construction
be sr.artt_J as exi_Jttiuusly as Fossilde. T_._[d(you foe your excellen_
cooperation in _his rotter.

If we can be of _x_rLher assi_! _._e, please call Sue E. Umshler of my staff
ac: 8_-7671.

,,
Albertk. d_ernoff_.(_\
Director, Haru_e_nt
Support Division

AtLachn_nt

ce w/atl;aci_nt:
S. W,llace, 0132,
G. :_uttl,, 3314, St_A

,:" ".--'___,rd, 3314,
"" P.."_'_,0,ElldID

d. Tt_,e] is, EIID



necember _Y, IqSR

Mr. Albert R. Chernnff, Directnr
Management Support Division
n.O.F.. A]h,qllerqlle O.np.rattons OPftce
P.O. R_x 5400

A ] hllqlIP.rqu_., NH I17 ) 15

RF.: SANDrA r-ABORAI'ORY NIXED k/ASI'E
NH5890; 10518

rl_.ar Hr. Chernoff :

The Envlronmenta) Improvement l_|vtston has received your
letter ot December 20, 1988 regarding rhe construction of a new
far.ility to package and store radioactive and mixed waste. He
are nleased to note that SN[,A has ceased the dlsposa] of nixed
waste, on-site and under.qtand the concurrent need to provide a
proper stora0e -nit. ?he Hazardous Naste Hanagelent Regulations
(IIWHR-5} .-eQuity. a permit prior to con_trtictjon of a rae_ facility
but the hazardous _aste_program does h(lt have sut_Jcient_staft
time to proces.q Sllch a permit :in timr. to meet your req, irements.
klhile the State ha_ -not yet applied for and received
a11thnr|zation to operate the RCRA mixed waste prngraa for EPA,
the HWMR-S do _pply to mixed wastes as a state program under the
._:azardo,s kJaste Act (Set,loft ?4-4-] .e_t_.sP._ NH._A). ?htls, yOll
shntl|d make every effort to apply the re¢lutrements of Nt_4R-S to
the de._ign and operation of this ne_ 11nit.

This new storage unit w|l] need to be added to your RCRA
P_rt A notJf|cat|on _s noted Jn your |otter. At this tile your
|_tter _Jl| suffice for notification under the State hazardous
_aste program. Additions] Iy, the unit _| i ] have to be tnc|uded
tn your RCRA Part B permit applir.at|on _hen the State receives
R_RA mixed _aste authnr|zatJon.

It you have any q11estions, please ca|| me at 827-2923.

Sincerely,

C. Ke) l_.y Crns._man

Prnrjram .<;11p_.rv i ._nr
H_;_rdotls kl_._te Sect ion



Department of En0rgy
AR_q_rque Oper|lions Office

P.O. bn 5400
AIb_uerque. New Mex_o 87115

' Sta'ta of New Mexico
Ik_lth and Enviror_nt Oeparment
Env_tal l_pro_t DiVision
_: Tito _drid
4131 Hon_ N. E.
albuquerque, I_1 87109

Dear 14r. 14a_M:

Enclos_l for your ar4)rovale please find a (x_Dleted recjLstxatlon form foc
a new septic _u_ U)at is Imirq const.nJctJ_d for the new Nixed Waste
Facility at our facility, _xlia Hat.tonal laboratories,^I_,
Technical )_ea Ill. Please review this [_It and cetu[n your r_al to
tJ_isoffice. _ you for your oonside::ationoE this application.

If you require fm_Imr Informatlon, please call Sue E. _shl_ of m_ :_ta£t
at 844-7671.

Sincerely,

Otlg,n., 5,gne'J _.',
r_.Ibefl R. Cbo.rc:'_'

albert P, Chernoff
Director, Hanag_mnt

SuRx)rt Division
Enclosures

cc v/enclost_es:
K. L_be_, EID
G.._Lth_ 3202, 51_[A
p. Sta_orcl_ 0100,

'_'" S. Wallace, 0132, SNLA
""-,v.._. Yeaqer, 3202_

J. _1 is, k_)



_d &AOA,@

U.ited States Government Department of Energy
± i i i i ill i i i , m,, i i , .. , H. i i , _ |

memorandum Albuquerqu0 Operations Office

OAT|I li;*_..'_ .
ttlPl.V 50
ATTNOPt I#1_|_|_

s.eJECT:City Of AltXz]uerquc Inspection for Waste_ate= Permits, Registration of
Geptic Tank /or the Mixed Waste Facility, and h_4EIDApproval of Diechazge
for Sola_ Catalytic l_.rimental ;tgpazstus

TO..N. Ro Oft/z, Director ESKII,3200, SNL

ALCa_ are copies of various letters from the City of Albuquerque and the
New 14cxloo _vtromental lmOz_vement Division (I_4EID) for you¢ b_czcaLlofl
and files. The attached documents are as follows=

1. City ot Albuquerque, dated JUly 10, 19B9, regarding _anual Inspection
l_eSLx_se. Thank you for your efforts and the resulting status of
co_)lete compllanoo with City requLccm_nts for the subject wasLe_ter
_ts. The letter also oonf.trms the o0mnfttn_t by the City to
c_qplete the permit for the Miczoelectxordcs Development Lab. Please
note the zequ_enent that will be enclosed with that permit
approval--¢uqpletionof the scaffold for equlI_mnt setup to monitor the
disd_rge. Also, the City will be sending additional repor¢t_
roquizenta andproceduresfor excursior.

2. NHEIDe dated 7-14-89, Registration of an _tted IndividualLiquid
Waste System. Thls is a cow of the signed copy ot the registration
form by the _I_ID for the septic tank at the HLxed Waste Facility.

3. M4EID, dated 7-21-09, letter approving the dirge of effluent from
the prc[_ed solar catalyttcal experimental apparatus. They are not
:equixi_ a Discharge Plan £or this effluent discharge, but have
stipulatedthat any actual pollution of water or gzound water will
require remedLatton and that any changes in the action may require a
modified Notice of Intent.

Thank you for your assistance with successful co_plet.ion of the inspection,
registration,and notification of these subject actlvitl_. If we can
provide additiof_linformation or assistwlth preparations, please call
Sue E. Umshler of m_ staff at 844-7671.

SuH_rt Division

Attach,ents

oc w/at_ts:
p. Stanford, 0100, SNIA
G. smith, 320_, 5NtA
G. Ye_qer, 320_,
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Page; of

.%'OTPLAN.JC)iagram the liquid waste system (l_,dteye view). Slx)w setback distances_o Fxr_,_ _"_._'
_uildings, w_ter lines and wells, olher liqu, d waste systems,canals, _rroyQs.watercourses, and lakes. InClude
thd follaq/vinglandmarks within 200 Jeet of the system:
i,._"/_r_posedandto/':.exisUr,l I_.ildi,gs. driveways, water lines and wells, a_t other Ilqujd,waste,tyitems;
b) the dir(_tion of 0toundwaler movement, location of any surfacewater, irrigated are'_r;'ar_oyos,rock

• outcrops, o, sloping area;
c) property lines and dimensions of the pa,cel where the system islocated.

-- iii - ili. - _ - _ -- i u iR ii - iii - _ _ --- ii i n , in

N
t

a,,,.,,,1

V. FUR lud any further informaGon which m_ be perlinent. "_,, _,_/L.,_,A'. _.'."'L' /-IJ"_._

F"
VI. AFFIDAVIT. The fOregOinginformatiOn is ¢orrelt. complete and Irue to the best of my knowledge. I ucKlerstand

that registration Of this system does not relieve me from (omplying with ifll ippl;clble provisionsof the New
Mexico Ur_form Plumbing Code and the New Mex;¢OLiquid Waste Disposal Regulations.

-- "........ --- - - - -t ! - "o,;,,;n*r , " O;-e........
, I ji e t ilbleeJJeeJtJ tl)teliiClte t tQJJ I • JJ & it OIOllOe eioeel4'i 6teetoloollit itiooitettle e e t e JieJ

,e _ "a e" • eJ' _ e •

"IDUSEONLY / /""" '¢ ..s_- ._a,,. ;/*./': .'._,: ......
VII. The i,,formeUon record,el on Ih,_ form ,nd,cales that thc($ysl_,_de_tiWed,.b_:_)r_n|10 [_M£E_$.,..

C] ODESNOT MEET the requlremenlt in ,|feel tit the time of its imtalletion or the requ;remet_ts of Pa,l 2of the
c,rrent Liqu,d Waste Disposal Regulations. whichever are lessstringent. |A favorable judgment on _pparen!
compliance dn_s not certify Ihe system's funCl,On_l ,)clequ#¢yo_"actuat compliarKe wilh Ihe _egulahons.i
In no way iS the owner or user (Jrthis system_relievedof complying with the Liquid West. Disposal Regulations.

if • .-

• . .





Onpartment of Energy
AlbuquerqueOperelio_lOflice

P.O.8ox54OO
A_uquotque.NewMixl¢o871! S

JUL 1 t 1989

CzIrrIFIED _ - _ P_:zIl_

SLat_ oE NewIkedeo
I_alth and BnzlxxmmmtDet_rtment
_nvlJ_rmmLal Iq_pmmmentDivision
D.LstrJ_-t:!
Hr. Dan Vigil
Act:J_j EnvJzomm_tal
4131 Hon_ N.E.
AI_, NewHexJ¢o 071og

oexr Mr. virus

O- I_._¥O, 1989, Im submLtted for you: al_ovul, a _18tratlon £oz'mfor a
new septic tank that _ being onm_t_ed at our facilttTe SamdJa
Hatlorml 1atx)ratorte_; A_L_jue (Sl_,). An RID Pe_mltNumber(N)eg0010)
was assigned. Ik_ever. tgm Cormb_-tion Indumtx£es Division {CID} port.[_
of the permitcould not be _let_d, because the _ contractor
profusely oovered tlm r_wly-lnstalledtank. It hasbeena_jreedin
discussions with Holly Jasper, EID and l_gor (3m_rytK)lmes, CID, thata
l,icF_id WasteSystemF_gist_rationform _ld be submitte_fo_ this tank.

_m purposeo_ this letteris to t_anemitthatregistration form _or
reoords.

qq_nk you for your asslstanoe :in o_rrectl¥ regLsterlrq this tank. If You
require any further in_ormat_on, please call Sue E. t_mhler, of mystaff,
at 044-7671.

Slnoe__ly,

.
DlvlsJ_m

Enclosure:

oe w/enelosm:e:
J. _hemelis,i_E)/AL
G. Smith, 3202,
G. Ye_ger, 3202, S_,

oc w/o encloe_e:
P. StakEoUt 0100t
N. O_iz, 3200,



SandiaNationalLoboratodes
al_xNecque.New Meak_e I7_6

date: June30, 1989

to: A.R. Chernoff, AL/MSD

front: ,3202

subject: Septic Tank Rcsistgatio,I for SNL Mixed Waste Management Facility,
Bulldin8 9920

Enclosed L,{a Liquid Waste System RcgL_trationForm for the sepdc lank
assocmted with SHIJs Mixed Waste ManaL,ement Pacilily, B,ild]n8 9920. The
form.should be reviewed and signed by A.R. Chernoff in the "Owner"block in
Seclton VI. l'he signed form shmdd bc sent Io the addreu below:.

Dan Vigil, Acting District I Environme,ztal Manager
New _ ""Mexico Envtronmcntal ImprovementDms_on
4131 Montgomery N.E.
Albuqucrque, New Mexico 87109

As noted !uSection V CFurther Notes'), a permit application for lids septic, tank
w:ts subnuued earher to the New Mexico Environmental Improvement Division
(EID). An E!D Permit N.mnl.)er(ADS90010) was assigned; however, the
Construction Indttstries Dtvistoa (CID) portion of the permit could not be
completed, because the SNL contractor prematurely covered the newly, installed
tank. It was agreed indiscussions wilh Molly Jasper (EID) and Roger
Cherryholmes (CID) that a Liquid Waste System Registration form would be
submitted for the tank.

Please contact Gary Yeager at 846-5735 if you have any questions about this
submittal.

Enclosure

Copy to (w/o enclosure):
S.F_ Un_hler. AL/MSD
0100 P. IvLSlanl,ord
3202 D.B. Diotme
3202 R.D. Gomez
"/844 M. L Whipple
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APPENDIX D

METHODS USED TO CALCULATE RADIOLOGICAL DOSES AND

HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL AIR CONCENTRATIONS

D.1 Airborne Releases

The _RDOS-EPA Air Dispersion Model

The computercode AIRDOS-EPA(Moore et al., 1979)was used to calculatedose

commitmentsresultingfromtheair transportof radionuclidesandhazardouschemicalsreleased from

point sources. AIRDOS-EPAis one of the codes approvedby theEPA for demonstratingcompliance

with the NESHAPs, 40 CFR 61, SubpartH. The code is designedto estimateradionuclideor

chemical concentrationsandintakeratesthroughinhalationof air an_ ingestionof meat,milk, and

produce. To obtainradiationdose commitments,thequantityof each radionuclidethatcontributesto

radiationexposureis multipliedby the specificdosefactor, dispersionfactor,and exposureor uptake

rate. In addition,externalradiationdoses thatresultfromgroundshineand immersionin

contaminatedair are calculated. The total dose commitmentis then determinedby summingthe

componentdoses receivedby each pathwayand eachradionuclide.

The computercode calculatespollutantconcentrationsat downwindlocationsusinga modified

Gamsian model for plumedispersionto simulatethehorizontaland verticaldispersionof

radionuclidesreleasedeither at groundlevel or througha stack. AIRDOS-EPAcalculatesthe effects

of the particlesize, gravitationalfall, scavengingeffectof precipitation,and dry depositionprocesses

in determiningthedepletionand falloutof pollutantsfrom theplume.

D.2 Plume Rise

The plumerise is the heightabove the stackto whichthe plume ascendsbeforedispersing

downwind. Plumerise is usuallydominatedby either buoyancy,causedby a large temperature
,q

differencebetweenthe plume and ambientair, or momentum,caused by a high stackexhaust

• velocity. For the RMWMF,theplume rise duringroutineoperationsis extremelysmall since the

D-I



exhaust is neither hot (buoyant) nor of great speed. Consequently, the plume rise is conservatively

taken to be zero above the stack exhaust point, 55 fl above ground level. For accident scenarios

involving a fire, the conservative assumption is made that the walls of the facility are no longer

standing and that the release of materials is at ground level with no plume rise.

D.3 Meteorological Data

The radiological exposure to the residents and workers surrounding the Rl__ _ aused by

radionuclide releases from normal operations (routine releases) and from posy _cnts, are

substantially reduced as a result of dispersion and dilution in the atmosphe_. ost important

mechanism for the transportof contaminants is wind, which can carry these r¢,_es to potential

human receptor locations. For the Proposed Action (Alternative 3), the wind data [stability array

(STAR) data] used in the AIRDOS-EPA code are from five consecutive years (1960-1964) of site-

specific Albuquerque data average for those years. The wind speed data are segregated into seven

different stability classes and sixteen wind direction sectors (Table D-l). The data used for routine

releases shown in Table D-2 are derived by averaging over all stability classes. Worst-case

conditions were assumed in calculating the effects of accidents, so no wind frequency data were used

in the calculation of doses and concentrations r_om accident scenarios. During accident conditions, a

wind direction was selected so that 100 percent of the released material was conveyed to the locations

of local residents, the maximally-exposed individual or worker. This was done for each of the seven

receptor locations at SNL/New Mexico and the maximally-exposed locations. In addition, light winds

(I m/sec) and F-stability were used in the accident scenarios to maximize the resulting effects. Other

meteorological data used by AIRDOS-EPA include an annual average mixing height of 1190 m and

annual precipitation rate of 20.5 cm with an average air temperatureof 286 ° Kelvin (56 ° Fahrenheit).

D.4 Dispersion Coefficients

Horizontal and vertical dispersion coefficients, oy and o_, are used to calculate dispersion

factors for pollutant concentrations in air. The AIRDOS-EPA code uses dispersion coefficients

recommended by G.A. Briggs of the Atmospheric Turbulence and Diffusion Laboratory at Oak

Ridge, Tennessee, (Moore et al., 1979). These values are different functions of the downwind

D-2



Table D-I

Average Wind Speeds in Each Sector and Stability Class

for SNL/New Mexico (m/sec)

Stab///_ C_ass

Sector A B C D E F G

1-N 1.82 2.21 3.59 5.69 3.50 1.59 0.00

2-NNW 1.78 1.96 3.18 4.63 3.36 1.77 0.00

3-NW 1.36 1.72 2.79 5.16 3.29 1.78 0.00

4-WNW 1.53 1.52 3.24 7.10 3.46 1.73 0.00

5-W 1.36 1.48 3.61 7.65 3.60 1.55 0.00

6-WSW 1.32 1.64 2.74 5.92 3.50 1.50 0.00

7-SW 1.29 1.56 2.84 4.11 3.54 1.64 0.00

8-SSW 1.83 1.83 2.89 4.46 3.85 1.78 0.00

9-S 1.67 1.78 3.27 5.53 3.99 1.86 0.00

10-SSE 1.80 1.84 3.29 5.60 3.77 1.83 0.00

11-SE 1.81 1.93 3.33 6.32 3.73 1.66 0.00

12-ESE 1.79 2.10 3.62 6.51 3.53 1.57 0.00

13-E 1.68 2.20 3.70 6.31 3.43 1.54 0.00

14-ENE 1.78 2.45 3.94 6.01 3.50 1.60 0.00

15-NE 1.84 2.37 3.92 5.68 3.41 1.51 0.00

16-NNE 1.72 2.52 4.02 6.11 3.56 1.61 0.00

distance in each of the Pasquill stability categories A through F. The AIRDOS-EPA dispersion

coefficients are most suitable for long-term releases of two hours or more (routine releases).

Table D-3 shows the dispersion coefficient formula for each stability class.
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Table D-2

Wind Direction Frequency of Occurrence

Averaged Over all Stability Classes

Sector Frequency

I-N 0.091

2-NNW 0.054

3-NW 0.083

4-WNW 0.081

5-W 0.053

6-WSW 0.027

7-SW 0.040

8-SSW 0.O4,8

9-S 0.129

IO-SSE 0.064

II-SE 0.056

12-ESE 0.053

13-E 0.048

14-ENE 0.053

15-NE 0.064

16-NNE 0.055

AIRDOS-EPA was used to analyze routine releases as prescribed in 40 CFR 61 and was

modified for accident analysis as documented in Section D.5. Only one dispersion code was used

throughout the analysis. Using one code ensures that differences in results are attributable to

differences in the routine releases and accident scenarios and not to differences in computer models.
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Table D-3

Formulas Recommended by
Briggs" for Uvand Ozin Open-Country Conditions"

PasquUl av Oz

lype (m) (m)

A 0.22x(1 + 0.0001x) "_f2 O.20x

B O.16x(1 + 0.0001x) If2 0.12x

C O.llx(l+ O.O001x)"_t_ O.08x(l+ O.O002x)"_

D 0.08x(l + 0.0001x) "_a 0.06x(l + 0.0015x) "in

E O.06x(l + 0.0001x) _f_ O.03x(l + O.0003x)"_

F 0.04x(l+ O.0001x)"ta 0.016x(l+ 0.0003x)"_

" Moore etal.,1979.

" Valuesofx aredownwinddistancesinmeters.

D.5 AccidentScenarios

Accidental releases from abnormal events, whether manmade or natural, have very

low probabilities of occurrence and are of limited duration. All accidental releases examined in this

assessment exhibit a release function of two hours or less. With this special set of circumstances,

assumptions normally used for long-term operational releases are invalid. Accidental r_leases could

occur at any time of the year and any time of the day or night. The ambient conditions hypothesizing

that a release will occur at the most inopportune time provides a basis for calculating the greatest

effect that would result from the accidental release. The following list summarizes the worst=case

conditions and assumptions used in assessing consequences from abnormal events:
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• F-category for atmospheric stability;
• 1 m/see wind speed;
• Wind direction towards the highest impact location; and
• Plume centerline air concentration (accident analysis only).

These assumptions result in a conservatively high estimate of exposure. No actual wind data

are used in the analysis. Assuming worst-case wind direction allows 100 percent of the contaminant

to be conveyed to the areas with maximum impact. The small wind speed value of 1 m/see

(3.28 ft/sec) during F-stability provides a maximum air concentration, as recommended by the NRC

(NRC, 1983) for use in estimating the radiological consequences of a nuclear accident.

D.6 Atmospheric Dispersion Factors

The AIRDOS-EPA code calculates sector-average air concentrations for operational releases

and plume-centerline values for releases from abnormal events. The X/Q values (ratio of air

concentration, X in gm/m3 to pollutant release rate Q, in gm/sec) for abnormal events are larger, in

general, than routine values because all the assumed meteorological conditions discussed in

Section D.5 act to increase air concentrations. Routine releases occur over a long period of time such

that changes in the wind direction greatly enhance dispersion. Under those conditions, only a fraction

of the release inventory is transported in a single direction and X/Q values are consequently smaller.

The X/Q values as reported in this document also incorporate dry deposition of particulate material in

the plume which results in a smaller X/Q than obtained by shnply calculating X/Q using the standard

Gaussian model.

Public Receptors

Table D-4 lists the X/Q values for particulates for the maximally-exposed individual and other

receptor locations of interest in this analysis. For routine releases, X/Q is primarily a function of the

distance to the site boundary and the frequency of occurrence of wind direction. The wind speed in

different sectors and the stability class also contribute but to a lesser extent. The X/Q for the

maximally-exposed individual (routine release) has a value of 4.96 x 106 sec/m 3. For accidental

releases, the X/Q for the maximum individual, public, was calculated to be 9.2 x 10s sec/m 3. For
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Table D-4

X/Q Values for Routine and Accident
Release Conditions

....................... v,d 'e.....
Distance From Direction From Routine Accident

Description RMWMF (m) RMWMF (sec/nP) (sec/n_)

RoutineReceptors

1. NW Base 9,700 NNW 6.56x10 "s N/A"
Housing

2. Four Hills 8,500 NNE 4.18x 10.8 N/A

3. N Base Housing 9,200 N 1.06x10 "7 N/A

4. NW DOE 9,100 NNW 7.2x10 "s N/A

Complex

5. Mountain View 11,900 W 4.18x10 8 N/A
(2nd St. &

Desert Rd.)

6. Tijeras 18,100 NE 1.26x10 "8 N/A

7. lsleta Gate 2,800 S 4.96x10 _ N/A

Facility Worker 120 S and E 5.84x10 s N/A

Accident Receptors

1. Maximum 2,800 S N/A 9.2x10 "s
Individual

Public (Isleta
Gate)

2. Worker 305 NNE N/A 4.95x10 -3

" N/A - not applicable

routine and accident releases, the maximum public individual is assumed to be located due south of

the RMWMF at a distance of 2.8 krn at the Isleta Gate. The Isleta Gate location is the closest non-

restricted access location to the RMWMF site. Table D-4 shows the location of X/Q values for all

receptor locations.
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Worker Receptors

X/Q values for particulates were also calculated for maximum individual workers (onsite) for

both routine and accident releases. For routine releases, a maximum X/Q value of 5.84 x 10.5sec/m 3

was found to occur 120 m south and east of the RMWMF. For accident releases, Stability Class C

was found to result in the greatest X/Q value for special cases involving air concentration and

radiation exposure close to an elevated release point (the RMWMF ventilation exhaust). For the

accident scenario involving a fire, a maximum ground-level X/Q value was found to be 4.95 x 10.3

sec/m 3 at a distance of 305 m. (NOTE: When calculating doses, the X/Q value for workers at 305

m from the site was reduced by a factor of four since it was assumed that workers at that location

would be evacuated within 30 minutes or one-fourth of the total release period of two hours.

D.7 Calculation of Dose Commitments

The calculation of the radiation doses received by individuals can be based on as many as four

independent pathways. The pathways considered in calculating dose from routine and accident

releases include external and internal exposure mechanisms. The following pathways were assumed

to contribute, where applicable, to the total dose received by members of the public and onsite

personnel:

• Inhalation of the cloud of radionuclides;

• Ingestion of contaminated plants, animals, and milk (maximum individual dose from
routine release only);

• External exposure from immersion in a radioactive cloud; and

• External exposure from radioactivity d.eposited on the ground.

The dose commitments calculated in this document (often referred to as "doses") are designed

to assess the effects of radiation exposure on the human body. The methodology used here has been

promulgated by the regulatory agencies. In this analysis, the four most significant pathways for

human exposure have been examined. The total dose is determined by summing the component dose

received from each relevant pathway and each radionuclide.
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Ingestion and Inhalation

The ingestion pathway is designed to assess the effects that a persistent long-term radiological

release may have on the environment. Radionuclides are delivered to plants and animals via

atmospheric deposition and brought to human receptors via a complex path through the food chain.

The methodology used by AIRDOS-EPA is described in Regulatory Guide 1.109 (NRC, 1977a).

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has developed a standard for

normalizing the health risk from cancer induction and genetic defect (ICRP, 1978 and CFR, 1989)

resulting from internal exposure (inhalation and ingestion) of radionuclides. The ICRP model

provides a single index of risk that accounts for 19 organs affected by internal irradiation. ICRP dose

conversion factors for 50-yr committed effective dose equivalents for the inhalation and ingestion

pathways are shown in Table D-5 for some of the more prevalent radionuclides expected in the

RMWMF inventory.

When the whole body is uniformly irradiated, the probability of the occurrence of cancer and

genetic effects is assumed to be proportional to the dose equivalent to the whole body, and the risk

may be represented by a single value. However, truly uniform whole body exposures are rare. Non-

uniform or partial body exposures usually occur when irradiation is from radionuclides deposited in

various tissues and organs. (Even with external irradiation, there are differences arising with depth in

the body and orientation of the body in the generally non-uniform radiation field.) In some of these

cases, the dose equivalents for various tissues, from a single exposure, can differ markedly. Tissues

also vary in their sensitivity to radiation-induced cancer. The effective dose equivalent concept

provides a means for handling these non-uniform irradiationsituations.

The effective dose equivalent is the sum of the weighted dose equivalents for irradiated tissues

or organs. It takes into account the different mortality risks from cancer and the risk of severe

hereditary effects in the first two generations associated with irradiation of different organs and

tissues.

The absorbed dose from external irradiation is received at the time the tissue is exposed to the

radiation. However, the irradiation from internally deposited radionuclides, the absorbed dose will be
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Table D-$

Fifty Year Committed Effective Dose Equivalent Conversion Factors
for Inhalation and Ingestion of Selected Radionuclides"

Inhalation Ingestion
Radionuclide (rem/u CO (rem/u Ci)

3H 6.30 x 10.5 6.30 x 10"s

6°Co 2.94 x 10.2 2.58 x 10.2

*°Sr 1.30 x 10° 1.33 x 10"

ngl 1.80x I0"l 2.80x I0"l

'STCs 3.22 x 10.2 5.03 X 10 .2

210po 8.10 X 10° 8.00 X 10°

232Th 1.63 x 103 2.80 x 10°

233U 1.30 x 102 2.62 x 10"t

zuU 1.30 x 102 2.62 x 10"_

23su 1.20x 102 2.57x I0"

238U 1.20x 102 2.57x 10"_

23spu 4.6 x 102 3.80x I0°

239pu 5.1 x 102 4.30x I0°

U°Pu 5.1 x 102 4.30x I0°

241Pu 1.1 x 102 8.6 X 10 .2

24'Am 5.2 x 102 4.5 x I0°

244Cm 2.74x 102 2.3 x I0°

" ICRP, 1978,andFR, 1989

distributed temporally depending on the effective half-life of the radionuclide involved. The absorbed

dose rate from internally deposited radionuclides depends upon the amount of radioactive material

(activity) in the body. The distribution of the absorbed dose within the tissues of the body will vary

with the route of entry, the chemical and physical properties of the radionuclide, the type and energy
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of the radiations emitted, the sites of deposition in tissues, the mass and density of the tissues, the

rates of deposition and clearance from the body. To take into consideration the varying time

distributions of radiation dose, the ICRP defined the committed dose equivalent in a particular organ

or tissue as the total dose equivalent averaged throughout that organ or tissue in the 50 years after

intake of a radionuclide into the body. The committed effective dose equivalent is assumed to be a

measure of the risk that will result from that intake (NCRP, 1987).

Immersion and Deposition

Direct external radiation exposure results in a whole-body radiation dose. There are two

primary sources of direct radiation; immersion in a radioactive cloud and radiation from

radionuclides deposited on the ground. Dose conversion factors for the effective dose rate for

external exposure to cloud immersion and ground-plane surface depositions were taken from Dunning

et al. (1980).

D.8 Regulatory Compliance

The DOE has adopted occupational radiation protection standards for DOE environmental

activities (DOE, 1988a). This standard incorporates current guidance from the National Council for

Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) and from the ICRP. The EPA has promulgated air

emission standards, 40 CFR 61, Subpart H, which regulate the dose to the public from air emissions

from DOE facilities under authority of the Clean Air Act. Table D-6 lists the radiation protection

standards for DOE facilities.

D.9 Calculation of Dose to the Maximally-Exposed Individual

The maximally-exposed individual is a person whose location and habits maximize the

radiation dose received. For routine releases, this person is assumed to live continuously at the site

boundary, where the air concentration of radionuclides at ground level would be the highest and,

therefore, would render the highest dose. Furthermore, this person is assumed to grow and raise all

food in the same immediate area. The location of the maximum individual is primarily determined by

the joint contributions of the direction in a given sector. Average wind speed and stability data for a
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Table D-6

Radiation ProtectionStandardsfor
DOE FacilitiesFrom RoutineRelease

Human Radiation Dose Annual
Receptor Commitment AgencyStandard Limit

Maximally-Exposed Effectivedose EPA,40CFR 61 10torero"
Individual' equivalent (SubpanH)

DOEOrder5400.5 I00 mremt

Workers Effectivedose DOEOrder5480.II 5000 mremt
equivalent

H , -- --

" Standards are applicable to anyoffsite memberof thepublicexposedto releasesfromnormal
operationsand do not applyto unplannedor potentialabnormalreleasesof radionuclides.

" Standardsare for exposurefromthe airpathwayonly (FR, 1989).
t Limits are for exposurefromall pathways.

given sectormay also influencethe location. At the RMWMFsite, the south sectorat a distanceof

2.8 km was foundto yield the highestair concentrationsat the site boundary. Residentsare not

actuallypresentatthis location.

Dose commitmentsto the maximally-exposedindividualfor accidentscenariosare calculatedusing

a plume-centerlinemethodbecausethecontaminatedplumedoes not fill thewidth of thesector

involved. Consistentwith the assumptionof worst-caseconditions,themaximally-exposedindividual

is assumed to resideat themidpointof the plume-centerline,which rendersthemaximumexposure.

Otherworst-caseassumptionsincludea windspeedof 1 m/sec, a constantwinddirectiontowardsthe

maximum individuallocation, F-stabilityclass, and a minimalreleaseheight. For this analysis,

maximumexposureoccurs at the KAFBboundaryin an areawheremembersof thepublichave

unrestrictedaccess (the IsletaGate).
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During an accidental release, the contaminated plume is brought directly to the maximum

individual location. Resulting doses are assessed for the inhalation and air submersion pathways only

and acute short-term effects can be expected. It is reasonable to assume that the resident individual

would move if the surrounding environment were to become unhealthful. Consequently, the ingestion

and deposition or groundshine pathways are excluded from the effects of accidental radioactive

releases,

D.10 Calculation for the Maximally-Exposed Worker

Worker doses have been quantitatively assessed for routine and accident releases occurring during

operations of the proposed RMW F. Doses were assessed outside the RMWMF where the releases

could expose occupational personnel. Only inhalation and air submersion doses were calculated.

Doses were calculated from the same atmospheric releases used to assess maximum individual and

local resident exposures. During routine releases, the location of the maximally-exposed worker is

south and east of the 55-ft stack at a distance of 120 m. Under accident conditions, the maximally-

exposed worker is at the nearest onsite facility, Building 6911, located 305 m (1000 ft) north north-

east of the RMWMF.

Exposure to workers from accident events was assumed to last for 30 minutes. It was judged that

it would be sufficient for evacuation personnel to remove nearby workers to a safe area. Since the

release is assumed to last two hours, an exposure period of 30 minutes would subject the exposed

person to one-quarter of the resulting dose of the passing radioactive plume.
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